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PREFACE. 

FEW will doubt that Mr. Sastri has cor· 
rectly voiced the feelings of Indians ou the 
question of their position and status in the 
Kenya Colony. After the confidence they 
had reposed in the British sense of justice 
and fair play, the decision of the Tory 
Cabinet, emboC:lied in the White Paper, 
came as a great disappointment to them, 
their only source of comfort being the 
Labour Party whose spokesmen assured 
them that on coming to power they would 
do their best to render justice to the Ind
ian claim. When ttat Party has come 
to office, though one cannot say to power, 
and the Kenya question is to be reopened 
by the Colonies Committee appointed by. 
the Government of India, it is believed the 
reader would like to remind hitnself o~+rue 
Indian feeling on the question, and tnat 
for that purpose the present little volume 
would be of some help. 
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I 

RESOLUTION I~ THE COUNCil 
OF STATE. 

Mr. Sastri moved the.following Resolution in the 
Council of State on the 5th March, 1923, on the rights 
.and status of Indians in Kenya : 

"That this Council recommends to the GoveT
nor General in· Council th~t he be pleased to 
convey by telegraphic message to His Majesty's 
Government the view of this Council that no 
settlement regarding the politimLl rights and 
status of Indian settlers in the Crown Colony of 
Kenya would satisfy the people of India unless 
Indians in Kenya are granted full and equal 
rights of citizenship with European settlers. 

And this Council records its indignant protest 
at the reported threats of violence on the part of 
the latter and f\lllY trusts that His Majesty's 
Government will take effective steps to prevent 
any such out!Jreak and to afford the Indians 
resident in Kenya the necessary protection. · 

And this Council records its emphatic convict· 
ion that no restrictions on new immigration from 
India will be acceptable to public opinion here." 

He said:-

In speaking on this Resolution it is my great 
desire to avoid all rhetoric or attempt to excite 
feelings. I will confine myself merely to a statement 
of view because I believe that the facts in them~ 
selves are such that they carry their own conclusion. 
In the first place; I think in the course of public 
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discuss1on upon this subject, there has been some 
mistake of an important character which, if I may, 
I .would try b. put right. Those who have advoc~tted 
the Indian c3se ·have grounded themselves more or 

e
e~B ·e.xpre:>sly upon the Resolution which in the year 
9~1 the Irnparial Conference of Prime Ministers 
dopted on the subject. I venture to think, having 

been a party to that Resolution, that it is somewhat 
()fa serious mistak~. 'l'hat R-esolution, Sir, was the 
Tesult of a case that the Government of India put for
~ard. . I atn in a position to say, and the public are 
in~ position to judge from the memorandum of the 
Government of India published at the time, that our 
case did not concern any of the Crown Colonies. It 
lw'as conCE!rned solely with the self-g~;-eriiingDomi
'llions.of tb~ Empire. and the case was also argued, 
as t have a right to state, solely en the ground that 
it 'Con:~erned .itself with the self-governing Dominions 
df the Empire. The case for the Crown Colonies 
r~sk on~e:J.uity and does not derive in the least from 
t;hat Re~o11itfon. We have got pledges of equity 
<lating far back in the history of India. We have 
·got it .as3erted again and again on high and solemn 
author ty, and it did not require the Resolution of the 
Imperial· Confl;!rence of the year 1921 for the first 
time to give vitality to our claim for equity of treat
ment in the Crown Colonies. I make this repudia
tion at this early stage of my speech because I am 
particularly anxious that nobody here should carry 
the impression that the implication of that Resolution 
applies to.Kenya Colony. That Resolution cites in 
the· very be6inning the right of every community in 
the Empire to exclude elements of the Empire's 
population which. it does. not: oare to. assimilate .. 



We have given that right' to the self-governing 
l)ominions and to India. We have not given that 
right, and if the people of India have a voice in the 
ma.tter, they will not allow the right to be given, to the 

·Crown Colonies. The whole claim oft!le self-govern
ing Dominions in the matter is pased upon the· fact 
that, whatever the equities, whatever the rights and 
wrongs of the case, a people who can govern them
selves, have a right in the last resort to say who shall 
·compose the population. No Crown Colony, neither 
Ceylon, nor Fiji, nor Mauritius, nor Kenya, has yet 

-acquired the right to say who shall form the popula-
tion. If it is to be determined entirely by the Colo
nial Office, the Colonial Office, being a part of the
British Ca.binet, cannot settle the matter without 
amicable arrangements with the India Office; and 

·the Colonial Office and the India Office, agreeing 
·together, will determine these matters and not the 
people of Kenya. I am very anxious to make this 
repudiation also for the reason that, when thii js 

once granted, the expression " the people of Kenya,'" 
"the cotnmunity resident in Kenya" has, by a sort 
of verbal jugglery which I cannot understand, been 
applied solely to the white population of Kenya, as if 
they were the only community who had a right to 
determine who shall go to Kenya and who shall not. 

Having made that point perfectly clear, so far as 
I can, let me now proceed to say that our claim to 
-equality is, even as regards Kenya, rather academic 
11nd theoretical to-day. We assert the right to equal .. 
ity but we are quite content-and I wish more gen
-eral recognition were given to that circumstance
than has been given to it before_:.._in the achievement. 
<>f equality to proceed by stages. For what are the-



demands of our people in Kenya and what are the
demands that the. Government of India and the
SecretarY of State for India have so long supported?' 
In the first place, .we do not ask for universal suffmg& 
as the European community there enjoy to-day. We 
do not ask that the Legislative Council of Kenya. 
such as it is,.should be composed of elements giving· 
to the Indians proportionate representation, either· 
considering the nliiiiOer of the population or consider
ing the amount of taxation that they have to pay
towards the general support of the Colony. · 'Ve are 
content that _ we should be less than a half in the -
Legislature, and so far as the Executive Government
is concerned, no more than a bara admission of the
Indian element has been conceded. If I may b& 
permitted to say so, nothing more has yet arisen in · 
the shape of a .definite demand of our people. It i~
then, Sir, considered on the merits of the question, a -
partial, a very pa~ial fulfilment of the rights of 
equality that is being asked for. As to the franchise. 
we have expressly agreed that such a qualification 
should be fixed as will enfranchise only 10 per cent. · 
of the resident Indians. Now, upon what ground is· 
even this modest demand for a partial fulfilment of 
equality. where the full assertion of equality would 
have been eminently justified, resisted? Sir, I think 
it is best in answering the question to go to the root 
of the matter at once and without ·hesitation. The · 
root ·of the matter I had personal opportunity of 
understanding. Last year, . there were in London -
certain represent~he white Kenya commu- -
nity, come to press their views on the authorities •. 
and I was privileged to be present at a.J!riva.te dis-
~:mssion in which.their claims were put,forward. I 



may at once state that their claims were· clear and' 
rwere firm. East Africa, Sir, and the Colony of Kenya 
-with which we are particularly concerned,·· i~ unfor
tunately dominated by the spirit of South Africa. It 
is that spirit that reigns there. The spirit of South 
'Africa, to those. who have understood it, is to be 

--summed up· in two expressions. The first is "no, 
·-admission of equality for Indians"; the second is i 

."the expulsion of Indians if possible:' There is no 1 
mistake about that. I heard these things myself, and , 

·the residents who came there told us that it was their 
desire as early as possible to get into the Union of 

:"South Africa as an African Empire, so that Kenya 
is now to be prepared in its treatment of the Indian 
··element to enter the future African Confederation. 
"That means clearly that Indians are to be expelled 
·and such as happen to be residents are to be denied 
in so many words that there would be anything like 
·equality accorded to them. Why, Sir, it was Jil~ 
·painful business that day ·a.o listen continually t 
statements of this kind: u We will not allow this 
equality which is an academic theory, which is the 
folly of the Colonial Office, we cannot have it here. 
'Let people come out there and see for themselves." 
And, in order to enforce this point of view, all things 
·that we have seen usually· on such occasions are 
·being enacted. 

Sir, it is quite extraordinary that even the facts 
-of history are being denied to support this claim. 
"History is falsified and even the facts that the Indian 
·was on the soil before the white settlers appeared 
·that he has done a good deal to make the Kenya 
'Coloriy what it is, are being ·denied. And on the 

..oo()Ccasion that 1 have refe:tred to, I further heard it. 



said that if the Indian has done something,- a~ arq 
human being would have done if he were resident in.1 
.a place, that thing could have been done for the Keny• 
Colony ifthe African native was educated for the 
purpo3e, and that it was not necessary, that it was
not desirable, that the Indians should be allowed to. 
base their claim on the mere fact that they were· 
there, and that they did something to build up the· 
railway or to carry on the trade. If that was done,. 
it was a mistake and it should be modified at the 
earliest possible opportunity. The Colonial Office 
was spoken of in terms of the utmost disrespect and 
contempt, and everybody can see now in the papers 
that my unfortunate friend, Major the Right Honour
able Ormsby-Gore, has come in for a good deal of" 
abuse at the hands of the African press for the simple · 
reason that he stands up for the dignity, for the
righteousness and for the good name of the British 
Empire. 

"\Vith regard to the natives of Africa, Sir, as I 
have said to the Council already, I will try not t~· 
raise feeling. The natives of Africa are, as everybody 
_knows, not quite civilised. They are advancing by 
·leaps and bounds. Great efforts are necessary tD · 
pull them up along the line of evolution. But will 
history answer the question in the affirmative, tha,t. 
when. the European exploiter, the European colonist. 
has gone abroad and come· into contact with semi
savage tribes, the contact has been beneficial to tbe 
latter invariably? Could it be claimed to the credit 
of the European nations that they have been careful. 
that they have been solicitous, to pbserve scrupulou~ · 
l:r the rights and serve the needs of a semi-barbarou~
Jl()pulation ? Assuming. howf;lver, that her~ al).4 t 
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there such a statement could be made with an ap
proximation to the truth, we are in a position to say 
from information that comes over that the European 
settlers in East 'Afiica can· by no means claim to 
come under this humane description. W't)tl. Sir, in
numerable instances could be quoted to show that 
their treatment of the East Africaii nat he is by no 
means marked by a consideration of oomrnon huma
nity. I will only read one or two extracts to. show 
the spirit in which the thing is done. 

The Hon'ble Mr. B. N. Sarma: May I suggest. 
Sir, that we are dealing now with the question of 
Indians in East Africa, and having regard to tlltl" 
state of feeling it might be desirable not to dwell too 
long upon the question of British versus natives of 
East Africa ? 

The Hon'ble the Chairman: The Honouarble 
Member has not yet done so. His extract, when he 
reads it, will show us what he means. I will allow 
the Honourable Member to proceed. 

The Right Hon'ble V. S. Srinivasa Sastri: Sir, I 
was only saying that as regards the East African, 
native of the soil, it is not the Indian but the white 
settler from whom he has to be protected. It is tha.t 
point which I was trying to labour as it is bPing ex
ploited in England that the introduction of the· 
Indian and his maintenance in full rights of citi
zenship would be injurious to the development of the 
East African native. Our whole point i8 that in so 
far as that humane object is concerr.ed, we are fat
more useful in E9.st Africa than the white settlers~ 
I will only read one extract, Sir. It is a quotation 
from: a paper which was addressed to the Head of the 
Government in East Africa by the Indian residents:-
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"Again a party consisting of members of tee 
\Same school of thought, including amongst them a 
:;prominent m·ember of the present Reform Party, 
:·.S.ssembled in front of the Nairobi Court House, and 

i.:O. the. presence of the Magistrate and Police Officer, 
. .and in the teeth of the remonstrances from the former 
nand checking by the latter; they publicly flogged 
. Cifl'tllin innocent natives on the plea that it was 
-.useless to take them to court to be dealt with accord-
ing to the hw, .etc. etc " 

I only ment.ion this to show that Indians could 
p.ot Lave ,done such a thing; but· the white settlers 

.jn. Kenya seem to have a notion of ordered life in a 

. com1punity very different to ourselyes. On another 
".Occa!,>iqn it. would appear that they did something 
which was most extraordinary. A number of Euro
_peans, including some pr~minent members of the 
~present.Reform Party, marched up in an unlawful 
.. assembly to Government House, insulted Sir .Tames 
Hasler, the the~ representative of His Majesty's 
Government, threw stone~ at Government House, 
~houted to Sir .Tames to resign his office, and behaved 
themselves in such a rebellious manner, simply 
b~cause the then Governor disagr~ed with them in 
their views and policies of forced .labour. I do not 
wish to contemplate what would happen if a number 
of peopie came to the Imperial Secreta~iat in Delhi 
and behaved in the same manner. His Excellency 
tl;ie Commander-in-Chief .would have'· ~omething to 
.say to that. . . 

··Now it is a fact that the white settl~rs of Kenya. 
b~ve been, through the weakness ofth~t Gover~ment, 
,led to believe that they c:l.n. deal, sh_o~~i.r . 'a~d sum
'marily even with their Government, and when· they 
· .. ·- ---·· ...... •- ... ~-·---~---·-··~······. 
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·threaten violence in case equality is forced upoiJ 
-them, they are not bluffing by any means. ~·wheiJ 
·-the Honourable Member in charge· of this subject 
-1>poke in another place, he seamed to regard these asser
tions as mere threats which were never intended tc 

·-be ca!ried into effect I thought at the time that hE 
was much too optimistic, and I hope the news that 

'has since come over has nude him also change hi~ 
...opinion somewhat. Sir, I can only say that om 
people, whether in India or abroad, have shown sucll 

rhumility, such respect for order, such patience 'unde1 
.the greatest provocation, and such forbearance and 
modesty in their demands for perfectly established 

· rights, that what an American lady told me recently 
is perfectly true, that we Indians are about the only 

··Christians left now, omitting the Chinese, on the face 
·of the earth. 

Honourable Members will notice that there is a 
· third clause in my Resolution. I wish to say a few 
words on that subject. The third clause protests 

.,against restriction on Indian immigration which it is 
.th" intention, it would appear, of the Colonial Office. 
to enact for the first time. In the other place, when this 
matter was discussed recently, this matter was not 
··~rought to the attention of the authorities in the same 
way. But immigration and the control oJ immigration 
in respect of Kenya Colony is so important that I 

-.ask your leave, Sir, and the leave of tLe Council 
while I keep them for a few minutes on this subject-

It has been admitted, and admitted on authority 
· that is no longer questionable, that India is an -equal 
11artner in the British Empire with Great Britain and 
with the Dominions. It is a proposition with an enor
,mons variety of implications. I do not believe that the 
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Indian people will ever take advantage of that claim 
and draw out all. the implications and insist on each 
one of them. But on this they will. We are three 
hundred millions in this country. If eighty millions. 
of people must have. an outlet, an4 if they find 
~normous outlets, vast unoccupied spaces all over 
the world, and keep them all to themselves and coop 
up the three hundred millions within the limits of 
·India and say to them: "You have no .outlet, but 
you ar~: equal partners in the Empire nevertheless"
that is a proposition to which it is very hard for us to
. assent. I can understand, although I cannot approve ... 
its being said that other parts of the Empire with vast 
unpeopled spaces were not conquered by Indians, were 
not settled by Indians. Perhaps it is a sort of ans
'wer; I willnotpauseto examine it; but the case of East 
Africa, the case of .Kenya Colony is clean . .There can be 
no gainsaying that it cannot be called a British colony 
and it cannot be allowed to become a British colony. If 
:anything, it is a British Indian colony. Indians 
having somewhat prior rights, but because they ate 
politically weak and cannot assert their rights in full~ 
·they are quite willing to share their rights equally 
.with the Britisn people. It ougLt to be considered a 
British Indian colony and we cannot therefore allow 
:the Right Honourable W'inston Churchill's assertion 
that Kenya must be kept a characteristically British 
colony. Moreover, look at the irony of the situation. 
Quite recently a sum of£ 10,000 has been takim from 
the public revenues of Kenya Colony to which Indians . 
contribute; I understand, somewhat over SQ percent.,.. 
a.nd set apart for the establishment of a Publicity 
Bureau in London with the object .of attracting 
English settlers to that colony. At that very time· 
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-and while public mor.ey to which Indians .contribut& 
is freely used for the purpose of attracting white 
settlers, it is proposed-what an irony of things-to. 
.-enact restrictions as to Imlian immigration which will. 
have the effect of excluding Indians altogether from 
Kenya. It is impossible for a self-respecting people 
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to submit to such bare-faced vic!ation of the funda-· 
mental equities of the case. We are afraid that under· 
pressure it is quite possible that the Colonial Office 
may yield. Sir, speaking on this oc~asion, I will, as 
I have done very frequently before, acknowledge on 
the part of the Indian public with the fullest apprecia
tion and gratitude the way in which the Government 
of India and the Secretary of State for India' have 
throughout championed our cause in this matter. We 
only beg them to keep the fight up a little while· 
longer. If we lose in Kenya the result is we lose all 
along the line. The Dominions, where I received 
such hospitality and such sympathetic hearing when 
I presented our case, the Dominions will be perfectly 
justified, when a successor of mine goes round here
after, in turning on him and saying, "What is the 
case in the Crown Colonies which are administered 
by the British Cabinet themselves? How can the· 
British Cabinet solemnly pass a resolution and send 
you out to seek fulfilment thereof, while its spirit is 
being violated by the British Cabinet themselves? .. 
Losing in Kenya, we lose therefore in the self-govern-
ing Do!Ilinions, we lose all round, and its moral reac~ 
tion on the progress of India itself towards the status 
of a Dominion need not be described in detail. Sir, 
we cannot afford to lose there. There ·will be very 
few friends left in India to plead for the cause of the 
British Empire. You will wipe out the friends ot 
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""Britain.in India by any such settlement. Britain 
-llerself in the eyes· of the world will be generally 
·-condemned as having fallen a victim to moral decay . 
. For, after this .war and the amount · of brotherhood 
:-that· really came up amongst-the :nations after the 
. l..eague of.Nations, and soleinnpledges·onthe part of 
--the British Empire that they are only a lesser League 
.-of Nations within the larger League of Nations, the 
• world will be quite justified in passing upon the 
: British Empire the judgment that· it h~s become 
·.subject to JPOl'al decay, and moral decay cannot long 
-preeede Il}atarial decay. · I will ·s~y nor.hing more, 

•:Sir, but cotrJ,rnend the H.esolution to the acceptance of 
;the CounctJ. 



II 
~Ol!E INTlRVIEWS. 

(i) WITH THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Mr. S~stri who sailed for England on. Saturday
(I !-4-23) as th~ head of the Kenya Deputation elected· 
by the non-official members of the Indian Legislature: 
was interviewed in Madras by. the Associated Press. 
The following is an account of the interview:-

1. NOW that the opportunity 'for the pubHc or 
knowing what you propose to do regarding the Kenya.. 
question has been denied since your lecture had to be
abandoned owing to your unfortunate indisposition ... 
will you please let us know what your views ~re

regarding the Kenya situation? 
A.-I have given general expression to ·my opi

nion on this question more than once. Our primary
duty of course is tostand by our countrymen in that; 
colony and to support their demands in respect of the· 
equal status which has been promised us. The points. 
of dispute are four in number and fairly well-known. 
It was understood that the agreement between India. 
and the Colonial Office extended to all these four 
items. Apparently, however, within the last few 
months this agreement has ber,n disturbed and the 
authorities seem to be contemplating the erecting of 
barriers to future emigration from India. Our people 
have in their turn begun to repudiate the former 
understanding which was only, after all, in the nature 
of a compromise. This move 9n their part was appa
rently taken under provocati9;n and seems ~ustifiabl& 



in the circumstances. I am persuaded that the 
-Government of India would stand as firm as ever not 
~nly as to the ass~rtion of equality but also as to the 
~-exact measures by which to carry it out. And from 
all accounts the fears once entertained of the attitude 
of Lord Peel and Earl Winterton are unfounded. By 
the l:.st mail I have received information from Mr. 
Polak, who watches all Indian problems with a sleep
less eye, that our case, when it comes to be considered 
by the Colonial Office, will be backed very influen
tially._ There is, for one thing, the powerful advocate, 
Lord Hardinge, who has now assumed the lead cfthe 
Indian Overseas Association. Several well-known 
members of Parliament are friendly to our side of the
dispute. The Anti-Slavery Association and some 
missionary societies are interesting themselves in the 
matter. So if the decision goes either wholly or 
partially against us it will not be for lack of know
ledge on the 'Part of the authorities or weakness or 
vacillation in the presentment of our case. We have 
to recognise in the last resort that to do what is bare
ly right and proper in this instance the Cabinet has
to wear down a section oftaeir own countrymen who 
do not recognic;e, and in fact refuse to recognise. 
either the ideals of the Brit~h Empire or the actual· 
promise of equality -made to us in India. These 
truculent folk have doubtless many supporters in 
England both in and out of Parliament, so that both 
sides wonld receive the strongest possible represent~ 
tion, and the British Cabinet must treat this as a 
first class issue concel."Ding their honour'- before the 
world. That the· white settlers in Kenya are actuated 
by the bitter racja.l ·!i!pirit of South Africa· and that 
in the end they desire their colony to become a part 
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o()f South Africa are notorious facts. · And the rear 
dispute at the bottom is-Is the British Empire capa
Ole of reconciling India. and South Africa or is it 
-:going to decide betwe3n the two? I am inclined 
personally to attac!l consid~rable importance to the 
fact that the Under-Secretary for the Colonies is 
Major Ormsby-Gore, a man who is the· soul of 
honour, and holds a much respected position, not only 
amongst the younger members of Parliament, but 
t~-lso amongst those who are believed to represent the 
ideals and principles of the League of Nations. 
There is also the possibility of the question being 
referred in the absence of a satisfactory settlement at 
present to a Royal Commission. Lord Islington and 
-others have favoured the proposal for sometime. If 
it is revived, it may be part of the duty of the 
deputation to consult friends and decide what to do. 
'Vithsuch help as Mr. Andrews .can give, we shall 
-certainly be in no lack of competent guidance in 
London.· 

(ii) WITH REUTER. 

London, April 29-The delegation. on tho Kenya 
question headed by the Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa 
Sastri bas arrived from India. 

Interviewed by Reuter's representative, Mr. Sastri 
said that it was unthinkable that the intelligentsia 
in India would ever consent to emigration restric
-ti.ona relative t.l Crown Colonies, especiaUy Kenya •. 
which she had agreed to relative to the Dominions. 
He contended that India was entitled. to; though sh~ 
did not ask for, preferential treatment in- Kenya. He\ 
paid a tribute to the work of the European Mission
-ary teacher, but argued that generally speaking the 
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Indian in Kenya did the work of a. civiliser of th~, 
Natives to a. much greater extent than did .the whitEt' 
man there. · 

THE BOGEY OF INDIAN DOML."'iATION. 

Mr. Sastri put emphasis on the baselessness of" 
the bogey of Indian domination in Kenya and laicl 
stress on the groundlessness of the fears that it was 
wished to convert Kenya into an annexe of the· 
Government of India. As regards the Highlandsp 
he declared that Indian settlers could adduce· far
more solemn, more continuous and mere authorita
tive pledges. He ccncluded by saying that Britain 
stood pledged before the world to a doctrine or 
equality and brotherhood pre-eminently within the 
Commonwealth. He hoped that the solution to be· 
reached would keep India where she wished t()
be-a contented and pwud, because equal, partner 
in the British Commonwealth. 

Mr. Sastri maintained that the natural life or 
the Indian community in East Africa required that 
future emigration from India should suffer n~ 

artificial cJ:tcck. The skilled artisan, the small clerk 
and the trader and in future the professional man 
must all be allowed, as hi the past, without let or 
hindrance. 

The newly reformed Legislature in India woul<l 
not tolerate for a moment that East Africa should 
be closed to Indian immigration. He had heard that 
European settlers were willing that the restrictions. 
should be so framed as to apply to all alike, but their 
actual application might be such. that while the for
mulae employed would sound alike, Indian immigra
tion would be either eliminated or reduced. Such. 
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-camouflage, however, would be easily detected,. and 
now India would be no longer content with an appear
.ance of eqh.ality, while in reality it was denied h&r. 
All his information, declared Mr. Sastri, went to show 
-that the Indian hitherto had got on much be_tter 
than the European with the Native. Mr. Sastri 
-stated that it was impossible to understand llOWJ-)( 
·the Indian were removed from the scene the Emn-
pean settler could deal directly with the indigenous 
population. He much misunderstood the practical 
·statesmen in Britain, if they would lend a willing 
-Ear to the proposal that the Indian should be 
squeezed out in order to make room for other non
British races. In all the proposals which he had 
·seen he had never come across anything which 
might be even rell;lotely interpreted as a desire on the 
11art of Indians to take into their . own bands, 
·without the partnership of the British, the fu~ure of 
the colony or the management of its affairs. The· 
proposal regarding the fram.hise should be so framed 
:as to give the vote only to hig;hly qualified Indians 
.and only to so many as would not out-number British 
·settlers. That sl1ould be 'sufficient to allay such fears. 

THE HIGHLANDS. 

J ndia supported the demand for the repeal of the 
restriction which prevented the transfer of land on 
the Highlands to the coloured population as con
·flicting with Lord Elgin's assurance against racial 
discrimination. Referring to the question of pledges 
regarding the Highlands, . Mr. Sastri said that a 
pledge which was in conformity with the ideals of 
-the British Commonwealth, which recognised the 
Equality of its various .component elements and 

J 
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which was calculated to enhance the moral prestig~· 
of Britain must be upheld. Any other pledge must 
give way and the Indian case was that there waS
rio other pledge now waiting to be fulfilled. Mr. Sastri 
said that the British Commonwealth was not a .. 
v\rhite Commonwealth, and no longer stocd for the 
domination of the .white man or the subjection of' 
the coloured man. 

(iii) WITH THE Manchester Guardian. 

Mr. Sastri, :who is the leader of the Delegation 
from India ·which has come to urge on the Govern
ment the claims of the Indians in Kenya Colony t~. 
fair treatment as British citizens, was interviewed 
by.~ Manchester Gr.ardian representative. He was. 
:first asked for his opinion on the suggestion made· 
in the .Manchester Guardian that the question, as 
one affecting the Empire as a whole, might be referred 
for solut~on to •the· Imperial Conference in October. 
The Indian case is largely based. on the decision or 

. . . . l -

the last Impel"ial Conference in favour of giving-
Indians equal rights as British citizens throughout 
the Empire. 

Mr. Sastri replied that the suggestion was new· 
to him. He thought that,. in view of the strained 
state of feeling in Kenya, it. would be unwise to post
pone the decision until October .. " I do not quite see 
how the· Prime· Ministers from the Dominions will 
be-in a·position to decide," he said: "The Imperial 
Conference has no authority to enforce its resolutions .. 
On the whole; I am not in favour of referring a ques
tion which . is· solely within the jurisdiction of th& 
Colonial Office to the Imperial Conference, especially . 
.as Kenya is n()t a self-governing Dominion." 
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Asked about .the state of feeling in India, Mf. 
Sastri said that it was "none too pleasant. 'l If the 
Indian claims were rejected India would begin to 
think of going out of the Empire. 'fhat was now the
direction in which men's minds were going. "I 
shou]d feel it personally as a terrible blow," he said. 
"I have preached both in India and in the Dominion.-; 
the doctrine that this Empire is not a White Empire 
and that it is going to realise sooner than other orga
nised communities of the world the gre!J.t principle of 
equality and brotherhood. If the Kenya question is 
-decided on tbe wrong lines India will refuse to listen 
to such talk." 

DOORS SHUT AGAINST INDIANS. 

Mr. Sastri went on to explain how the question 
strikes the ordinary Indian. "Within the· Empire," 
he said, "the Dominions have practically.closed thei~ 
doors against him, and have refused to let in even 
the professional man. In the Crown Colonies the 
Indian labourer has been employed in the past for pur~ 
poses of development, but the exploiters have no more 
use for him, and do not want other Indians in any 
capacity. 

"The Indian is not disposed ordinarily to emi
grate, but some communities in India have ~>hown a 
certain amount of trading enterprise and have from 
a time, perhaps reaching back 300 years, been found· 
on the eastern shores of Africa. Some time ago ther~' 
was even some loose and unauthorised talk abou~ 
German East Africa being u~ed as o sort of outlet for 
the Indian population. · Aut.horities have declared. 
that India is an equal partner in the British Common. 
wealth, and it would be a fla~rant violatiou of her 
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natural rlghts, as well as her rights to poiiticai equa
lity ·within the Commonwealth, to be now told that 
even i"n Kenya, her people wouid be unwelcome unless 
they consent for ever· to be hewers of wood ·and 
drawers of water. And yet the white settlers in 
Kenya talk to-day of stopping further Indian emigra
tion, ·of Kenya being an exclusively white colony and 
a field for ·the spread· of· what they call Western 
Christian civilisation. 

GOVERNMENT FOR BENEFIT OF WHITES . 

. "The details of the current administration dis
close at every tum marks of being designed for the 
benefit of white settlers and not for that of the Indian. 
In India, however, these details are not generally 
known, but what is known is not calculated to re
assure even the most Moderate-minded politicians. 
Tlie Iudiari community is much larger th!\n the white 
population, and naturally as between the white and 

·the Indian population Indians bear the large share 
of taxation, and yet the demand is pressed from the 
side of the white settler that in the Legislature, the 
Executive Council, and in the public offices generally 
the Indian community should be relegated to a very 
subordinate position and certain:Iy not encouraged to 
entertain any idea of equality. 

"There is no doubt that the post-ponement for so 
loDg a time of a decision on this matter is due to the 
fact that the white settlers have threatened forcible 
resistance to any orders from Whitehall calculated to 
imperil their position of undisputed authority. The 
Imperial Cabinet must recognise· the unfortunate 
~f(ects thafwould be produced if they confessed in..: 
ability to "do "the right~ because one community refused. 
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to abide by just decisions. It would be· impertinent 
for me to point out the moral effects tp the. British 
Empire in the judgment of the world.· But in India. 
few people would continue to have any fa.ith in the 
ideals of the Commonwealth or in the professions of 
her statesmen. 

THE INTERESTS OF THE NATIVES. 

"There is a talk of Responsible Government 
being granted to Kenya. I hope that nothing of the 
kind will happen till the native is able to look after 
himself and take over the administration. I do not 
wish to be hard on settlers of one race or another, but 
we should be rejecting all the lessons of experience if 
we permitted the local settlers and exploiters, white 
or coloured, to have entire control of the destinies of 
a semi-civilised people. The authorities here at the 
centre of the Commonwealth must retain .the final 
voice in all native affairs. Perhaps it would be wise 
to limit vigorously the power of the local Legislature 
to reguhte native affairs. 

"The African n~:ttive would seem to stand in 
greater need of protection from the white settler than 
from the Indian. The Indian is playing an extremely 
useful part in teaching him to use the ordinary im
plements of labour, and as he is able to mix more 
freely with the native and talk his own language, be 
is probably more fitted to be a civilising agent than 
the white settler. But as my point is that it is 
the Colonial Office here that must continue to look 
after the welfare of the natives, I will not distract 
attention from the main topic by comparing the 
attitude of the European and the Indian in relation 
to them. 
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"I wiil say a word now about the fear of the 
Government of the country passing into the hands of 
the Indians. Talk of this kind simply amazes me. 
Responsible Government fO'r a long time yet is out 
of the question, so that in the Legislature we must 
maintain an official bloc, the elected element being 
less than. half of the total strength. If on this elected 
element the Indian had one half not much harm 
could come. I am for my part perfectly ~ illing, so 
long as there is a common register and approximately 

I 

equal voting strength, to trust to absolutely unres-
tricted elections, so as. to give the two communities 
the chance of working together and considering 
public questions without too much reference to com
munal interests. 'l'he desiTe to become responsible 
for the Government of Kenya has, so far as I can see. 
not yet formed itself in the minds of the Indian com
munity. They only want fair play and equal treat
ment." 
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AT THE ANTI-SLAVERY SOCJ:ETY. 

The Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection So
~iety called a conference on the 5th June, 1923, to 
-~iscuss the Kenya problem, with special reference to 
·the Natives. Mr. Charles Roberts, M.P., presided, and 
was supported by Lord Pentland, Sir Sidney (now 
Lord) Olivier, and Sir Thomas Bennett, M. P. Sir 

·Thomas Bennett moved the following resolution:-
"This meeting, recognising the important issues invo}:. 

ved in the Jroblem connected with th<J Indians in Kenya 
Colony, and its close bearing on the interPsts of the native 
peoples, begs to urge upon Hia Majeaty's Governmen~ 
(1) that in any aettlement reached by the parties no bar . 
resting solely upon race, creed or colour, shall be permitted 
in the way of industrial and civic advancement; (2) that. 
in any form of constitution granted to Kenya Colony, pro
vision shall be made for tho ulimate enfranchisement of 
the natives on a property and educational qualilic&tion, u 
in the case of the constitution of Cape Colony and tho 
proposed con!titution for Southern Rhodesia; (3) that until 
ench time as an adequate proportion of the native commu
nity attain& the franchise, native intereets shall be served 
on the legislative body by men and women, &elected for 
their interest in nath•e affairs nominated by the Governor 
and ianctioned by the Secretary of State." . 

In speaking to the resolution Mr. Sastri said that 
·the Indians admitted unreservedly that in the admini
·stration of Kenya the interests of the African native 
must be paramoLint. They had begged the Colonial 

· ()ffice in all earnestness so to order their administra
. tion of East Africa that it would result in the uplift 
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of the natives. If the natives were to be uplifted an<I' 
~ducated in arts and privileges of civilisation, they 
must be protec-ed from the exploiter, who was there-· 
to profit from their ignorance and disorganised condi-
tion-be that exploiter white or Indian. It was n()· 
use trying to camouflage things. 

Even the Colonial Office was an imperfect in-
strument for the discharge of the task, but it was 
the best organisation within the British Empire t() · 
whom this task could be entrusted. "But you must 
watch it carefully," he said," I would ask the Anti-· 
-Slavery Society never to relax from their labours. I 
would ask you to watch it most minutely, to see· 
whether it is fulfilling the highest task of the British 
Empire. It will not do to give any people, whether· 
white or coloured, m- -white and coloured together, 
any power over the natives of African. Let the Colo-· 
nial Office keep them in its own hands and under the· 
control of Parliament, the State Church, and the
Anti-Slavery Society." 

If that were done, he added, t"!le Indians had 
nothing to say. They acquiesced. If the franchise
were to be given to anyone in the colony it must be· 
given equally to all with the same qualifications and 
under the same conditions. 

"Ladies and gentlemen," said Mr. Sastri, "your· 
long enjoyment of power has made you a great and 
in some ways a chivalrous nation, but it has a serious
disadvantage.which you must guard against. You 
require a litt!e.Gft,Jl~ati_Qn,.YoU are not qualified full! 
to enter into theA~e~ingl? p(tbos_e who have lost the1r· 
libe~ty and wh9.~r,~ at~_empti;ng t~ :re_coy~:.; .i~. , ,D1;1.ring 
~he war you rose<~_sympathy, with .t:Aiil. ~!p~l~ .. p.~~o~iona-.· 
lities of the world. _YQu set .tll:~!·.~J\~:,,£l~i f.ree,dr;>m. 
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flying. I beg you on my knees not to take it down~ 
That flag of freedom was not of freedom for you, but 
for the world, and especially for this League of Nations. 
which we call the British Commonwealth. I beg you 
not to dishonour the Union Jack.~' 

He asked why the unrestricted. immigration of· 
Indians should be considered a danger to the East 
African native. His information was that if the
African learned anything to-day, it was from the· 
Indian and not from the European, who did not take
his coat off and did not work. The ·Indian and the· 
native associated in all forms of work; 
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QUEEN'S HALL MEETING. 

The following is a summary of the speech deli
-vered by Mr. Sastri at the great meeting held in the 
-Queen's Hall, London, on the 26th .June, 1923, to 
·express sympathywithln!iia, Mr. Ramsay MacDonald 
presiding ;;-

The question, "Shall Britain and India walk to
gether?" is rather a sharp one. Speaking for the 
Indians, I can say that nine-tenths of us would refuse 
to think of Britain aud India severing their alliance. 
For myself, I know of no greater calamity than if my 
country should make up her mind that she has no 
self-respecting place within this great and beneficent 
organisation of our Commonwealth. 

· There are two ideals of this greai; Commonwealth. 
One of complete equality and brotherhood amongst 
the various component parts, with mutual trust and 
.respect, that each contributes to the Commonwealth 
according to its capacity and tradition, for human
ity as a whole. The other ideal is that the general 
privileges and profits are largely. to belong to the 
white population, and that tl.ese great advantages 
.should be shared with other populations to a nry 
limited erlent. If you wish to maintain this Com
monwealth at its level of efficiency and advantage 
to the world at large, you must drop this second 
ideal, and adopt without reservation or qualification 
the first. (Applause.) South Africa was given Domi
ninn Status some years ago with great prestige to 
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the Empire. But in the Constitution of parts of the 
Union of South Africa, an article of the fundamental 
land lays it down in so many words that there shall 
be no equality between white and coloured in Church 
()r State. The existence of an article of that kind 
in certain self-governing parts of the Common
wealth, you will at once see, is a force that will make 
for disunion and disruption rather than for consolida
tion. (Applause.) We are, therefore, all alike interest
ed in finding its root, rigidly localising the trouble, 
and applying all possible remedies. I rather fear 
this poison has recently shown a tendancy to spread, 
and that tendency fills me, as it must fill every 
friend of the Commonwealth, with alarm. I am 
grieved to think that while this attitude is an attri
bute generally of the Boer population, it sometimes 
has a tendency to affect even the larger manhood 
and higher principles of the British people, when 
they go to dwell in those regions. Your great Em
pire-builder, Cecil Rhodes, left an exactly opposite 
principle to operate, and that was equal privileges 
for all civilised men. (Applause.) Colour or creed or 
race was not to interfere, but if a man was civilised he 
had the same rights as every other citizen. Unfortu
nately, the whole Union of South Africa is marked 
by a tendency to create a difference between colom·etl. 
and white, and Kenya is another sphere where it' is 
beginning to manifest itself. Can we view with 
equanimity a state of things in which the who1e of 
Africa; so far as it is part of the British Common
wealth, should become a theatre within which white 
l>Opulations will be contending with other popula
tions for the maintenance of pl'ivilege and monopoly. 
which we have resolved for the benefit 'Of humanity 

. . : 
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to banish from other,. parts of our Commonwealth.?
(Applau~e.) It is specially unfortunate that the white
population in Kenya have asked for support from 
South Africa, and General Smuts . has apparently 
promised that, when the bme arrrv;s, he will inter-
fere on their behalf. It will.be nothing short of a. 
disaster for the Commonwealth if General Smuts 
permits himself to interpose in this matter. Is he~
when ideas of equa!-iLy and brotherhood are gaining 
ascendancy in ~he. British Commonwealth, to come 
in and put things. wrong again? (No.) I shall regard 
it as an abdication and. a complete surrender on the· 
part of the Imperial Cabinet here if it permits the bead 
of the South ,A_fDicaii: .Government to dictate to it 
·what .its _policy. should be in the conduct of this the 
chosen instrument in the.hands of Pro'\fidence for the· 
redemption of mankind. 

One other point. People bid us " Be patient. "· 
Vve are a very ancient people, and trace our existence 
long, long before the time when Europe became a 
civilised continent. (Applause.) Have you won your 
famous rights and privileges, your immunities, by 
the exercise of patience? Are our white friends in 
Kenya now giving us a model of patience ? Even 
the patient peoples of the East seem at las~ to be 
learning .a Iasson or two from you. I much regret it: 
our patience and moderation have been.our shield in 
the past. Non-co-operation in India, a comparatively 
mild weapon, although it had . the backing of · 
Mahatma Gandhi, .a man of unexampled purity _of· 
life, .did not have the wholehearted support of our· 
countrymen. Our faith in the virtue of constitu
tional agitation is still unshaken. we still belie'\".e 
that. by ~he adoption of ex:clusi vely peac~ful methods~ . 
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-we shall achieve Dominion Status and equality 
~broad, and hand down to the world an example_ of 
which the British Commonwealth. may be prou.d. 
'Vill you not strengthen every element that makes 
for peace, that encourages the growth of bodies like 
the League of Nations, which seeks to compose dif
-ferences between Nations and communities, by dis
~ussion, by compromise and settlement, and not by 
i;he arbitrament of war? Upon the way in which you 
·treat the demands of Indians, whether in Kenya or 
-south Africa or India-whether you call upon them 
to put forward force and voilence or whether you 
welcome their demands and meet them, as you 

·should, with high-souled generosity-upon that dep
·ends whether you help forward the ideals of the League 
of Nations and prevent a future war, upon that 
-depends whether you build this British Common-
-wealth of yours upon the largest foundation of justice • 
.(Applause.) 
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INTERVIE'V WITH REUTER. 

INDIA HUMILIATED. 

LONDON, JULY 26 .. -Interviewed to-day by
Renter, the Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa S.astri condemn
ed the Kenya s~ttlement as..a -profound humiliation 
and the deepest affront to India. Mr. Sastri said that:. 
the India Office and the GoverumEint of India are
dealing with an enormous population. Enormous. 
interests have been pushed aside, not for the first. 
time, before the advancing spirit of South Africa. The
colour bar on which she insists, has oeensaiiction
ed by the Imperial Cabinet. In fact, the people of 
India are no longer equal partners in the British 
Commonwealth, but unredeemed helots in a Boer· 
Empire. --------------- ... 

Mr. Srinivasg. Sastri said that the highest. 
authority bad delivered ·judgment against India. 
India would whole-heartedly join the chorus of 
approval as to the paramountcy of the African 
Native's interests, which was a clear gain to huma
nity. The free right of immigration was enunciated 
in one paragraph only to be taken away in another. 
Avowedly,~ non-racial phrasing was adopted, but. 
the grounds on which the restrictions would be im
posed, occupations discriminated against and the
machinery proposed to carry out the restrictions 
were all decisively against Indians. 

THE HIGHLANDS. 

As regards the Highlands, the Cabinet had 
sanctioned a law which forbade the coloured even t<> 



buy land in that large area. Apparently feeling that
this would be wrong, it sought to right it by another
wrong, namely, by offering to exclude the whites. 
from a corresponding area in the Lowlands. Indians. 
would, without hesitation, refuse to accept this bribe •. 
declared Mr. Sastri. 

SUPERIORITY OF THE WHITES. 

With regard to franchise, the superiority of the 
whites was maintained by a Rystem of separate regis
ters. As the majority in the council would consist of· 
white officials, there was no need for t~e ·least numer
ous community in Kenya to have an ·absolute majority 
of non-officials also. The whites would have a voting· 
strength and political power .which they did not 
deserve, and which would enable them to sweep· 
aside every other interest w_ithout the slightest 
difficulty. But the worst of the franchise arrange
ment was that a white and a coloured citizenship was 
established, the one higher and the other lower. 

This arrangement was essentially unstable and 
fraught with infinite mischief in the future. 

IDEA OF EQUALITY BLOTTED OUT. 

The abandonment of the segregation proposals 
was a gain however, small, but the idea of equality 
was simply blotted out. 

THE ONLY GLEAM OF HOPE. 

The only gleam of hope for India lay in Colonel. 
'Vedgwood's promise that the Labour Party, when 
they came into power, would establish justice and 
equality. 

TRIBUTE TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

Mr. Sastri paid a tribute to the firmness with 
which the Government of India stuck to their· 
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·~ginal position. He said that he would stop short 
~f·no measure which would mark the Indians' sense 
~of o~traged s~lf-respect, provided it was not un
i-constitutional, added to Indians' strength and in-
flicted no lasting injury to. Indians. 

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE. 

Much might be done within the limits of Parlia
l11.entary action and as examples he cited· complete 
-withdrawal from the Empire Exhibition and the 
·r~signationoflndian members.from the Government. 
All the parties in the Reformed Legislature must 
view this as an unexampled National insult and a 
new direction and a new determination should be 
given to unofficial endeavour, marked by dignity and 

"$elf-reliance and calculated by the fearless use of the 
·power already acquired to ensure India's acceptance 
~s an equal by those who now . refused to recognise · 
"her status. 



VI 
, A STATEME~'r 

The following statement wa~ made by Mr. Sastri . . 
in the " Observer " (London). 

The time has ~orne when india~& .. feel that 
although some of our British friend~ .a:pd sympathisers 
may urge them to continue their ,moder"ation and 
accept the settlement, thi& advice. will. h~ve to- b~ 
regretfully disregarded. Nothing can excee~ th~ 
devotion of leading Indians to the Empire, but. they 
are being relentlessly !lriv.en to the conclu-sion _that 
so long as they show unlimited capacity for compli:. 
ance, these prote.sts will go unheeded. . · _ · 

So long as tb~ E~ecutive Government 'of our 
country is still under Whitehall, it is not in our vower 
to retaliate. But we could put pressure in a consti· 
tutional manner on th'e Government of India to with~ 
draw from all such Imperial undertakings as are of a 
voluntary ~r semi-voluntary nature, such-- as tb~ 
forthcoming Empire Exhibition .and the Imperiai 
Political and Economic Conferences. T~e League of 
Nations is on a somewhat different footing, but evim 
there the time has come when non-officials sho~ld 
refuse to represent the Govermnent of India, unless 
they were allowed 'to have initiative and to vote 
subject only to the wishes of the Government of India 
and not necessarily as members of a BJ:itisb group. 
Hitherto the. bead of our delegation bas been an 
Englishman," and though I. have every respect for. 
those who have acted in that 'capa6ity so far, I think 
it is no long~r compatible with the status of Indi~, as 
a member-of the League in her own right,· to be 

3 
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rf!y)'esented by a non-Indian. The Indian Legislature 
will demand exclusion of all Colonials from India in 
respect of her services or channels of exploitation. 

, and from service as officers in the Army. Other 
things might be done also with the object of showing 
that the more respectable folk in India resent bitterly 
being told that they are inferior and will be treated 
as such in the Empire. The Indian Government re
eently proposed to extend to Colonials the same special 
privileges with regard to trial by jury as to the inha
bitants of the United Kingdom. This ·clause was 
specially inserted in the Racial Distinctions Bill 
_against our better judgment, and at the instance of 
the Secretary of State in Whitehall, who persuaded 
.us that it might help him to get us better terms in 
the delicate negotiations with regard to Kenya. The 
Assembly will certainly now object to this clause in 
the Racial Distinctions Bill. · 

What is especially galling to us is that in the 
whole of this matter the spirit of South Africa has 
prevailed at the instance of South Africans who 
recently went to Kenya. The colour bar ha~ now 
been established in the Empire. 

I am hoping that the conscience of Britain will 
still wake. Indians note carefully the promise made 
on behalf of the Labour Party by Colonel W edgwood 
that they would still establish equality in the Empire 
should they come to power. That may be a distant 
prospect, whereon wise politicians would not build 
plans, but it does indicate that the decision of the 
-present Cabinet is not altogether the Jecision ·of the 
British people, who might yet prove that their hearts 
beat with the whole of humanity, and il()t ',only for 
the white portion of lt. 
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AT THE HOTEL CEClL. 

The following speech was delivered by Mr. Sastri 
:at the Hotel Cecil in London at a reception accord
·ed him by Sir Ali Imam on 2nd Auugst, 1923:-

Sir Ali Imam, Your Highness, Ladies and Gentle~ 
men, I am indeed extremely grateful to our host and 
hostess for this opportunity of meeting friends before 
I depart from these shores. As a homage to the great 
·importance of the subject of the Kenya decision, I 
have departed from my usual practice and set down 
some thoughts on paper, with the full intention that 
I should speak with pEnfect candour as befits this 
great occasion. 

The Indian Delegations from Kenya and from 
India haye, without hesitation, rejected the settle
ment announced the other day by the Cabinet and 
-approved by Parliament. News from India and from 
Kenya clearly indicates that the vast bulk of the 
community resent the settlement with an especial 
"bitterness. 

It is noteworthy that Anglo-Indians and British
·ers here who had avowed genuine sympathy with 
Indian feeling, are disposed to think that, ho~ever 
unsatisfactory the settlement may be in certain 
respeds, Indians had better acquiesce in it for the 
time being, and seek a betterment when a more pro
pitious condition of things should have been esta-. 
blished. 

It looks like inconsiderateness and ingratitude 
not to profit by the experienced counsel of comrade6o 
and I, who have received evidence of friendship in an 
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unbounded measure, feel under an especial obligation 
to explain fully and candidly why I consider acqui
escence in the settlement, on our part,. impossible. 

There is one g~iU: of imme:O:se significance upon 
which all parties to the dispute, as well as the Im
perial Cabinet, may congratulate themselves. It is 
the clear and ·unequivocal recognition that the ·in .. 
terests of the African native ·are paramount, and 
must take precedence of those of the immigrant 
communities. The Colonial Office have in express 
terms declared themselves to be trustees, and, it is to 
be hoped, will take their trust more seriously and 
conscientiously than they have done heretofore. 
(Laughter.) Missionary·and Humanitarian Agencies 
cannot afford to relax their vigilance in the slightest 
degree, nor suppose that the new Government of 
Kenya, or the representatives of Christianity there, 
will prove efficient guardians of the indigenous popu
lation from a· menace that has neither been dis
couraged nor weakened. However, in spite of this 
trusteeship which, according to the Colonial Office, 
they have always held, the position of the white 
settlers has not been constitutionally altered, while 
their prestige has been enhanced by the undoubted 
triuq1ph of their recent agitation. The Cabinet will 
yet rue the day when they shrank from the only step 
which would have effectuated their trusteeship-. 
namely, the disfranchisement ofthe white community 
and reversion to pure Crown Colony administratio~ 
Neither the Governor nor his official majority can 
be expected to shake off the domination to which in 
the past they have so abjectly surrendered, to the 
detriment of the unfortunate native, as well as of the 
.other coloured communities. 
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A word will be in place ·at this PQi;nt as to the 
--contention that the white settlers.· );lave sustained. a 
1oss under the head of responsible goverm.nent.·. · Now 
no competent a.uthoritYbad promised them anything 

.like self-government. Mr. C~u:.;chill's statement, 
often quoted in this connection, is no mo;re than a 
pious personal wish, and could n~t have furnished 
occasion even for.a legitimate hope . 

. The abandonment of a mere dream can .by no 
means be described as a loss in political campaignii).g. 
On the other hand, look at the fact~. The. whittl set- · 
.tiers are still to have an Adult Franchise, in this 
l'espect being in advance of--;;arly eveey other part 
of the Empire, and their continued represe.nt~tion in 
the Legislative Council by eleven elected m~.rnbers 
.leaves them undisturbed, whether as to absolute nu
merical strength or as to the possession pf: a- cle,ar 
majority even in the non-official part of the Council. 
Even the smaller expedient of withdrawing nati:ve 

. affairs from the scope of the Legislature has been neg
atived, and Lord Delamere has sought, by a rel;l1ark
able exercise of ingenuity, to debar the five Indian 
representatives, if they should ever sit on tlie"'Coli'~~il, 
from meddling with native affair!!, on the ground that 
the trusteeship is exclusively Briti§h. Where, then, 
are we to find any g\iarantee{:ri the new Constitution 
for the protection of the native which there was not 
.before, or for the more moderate and equitable exercise 
<>f political power by a strongly entrenched, self-asser
tive oligarchy, backed by the sympathy and support 

.of the official majority ? 
Let me now assess the gains and losses of my 

-own community. One gain only is clear, though 
.even that is subject to qualification-the rejection of 
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all proposals for residential and commercial segrega
tion. The latter, i.e., commercial segregation, has beeir" 
abandoned as impracticable, while the former is to btt· . 
secured by building and sanitacy regulations, and 
not by the offensive method of racial discrimination_ 
Segregation, however,- in respect of the Highlands is. 
tl) be perpetuated, and segregation is to be introduced,. 
although not in a physical sense, in the political and 
municipal franchise of the Colony. The Wood-Win-
terton Agreement had fixed a proportion of 10 per
cent. of the Indian community for enfranchisement
the White Paper appears to favour the idea of an 
even higher percentage on the apparent ground that: 
it does not matter how many are brought on the· 
regi..,ter so long as the register is confined t~ Indians
If anyone thinks, that a concession made on that 
obvious ground is likely to please or be valued, be· 
does not know human nature. To compensate those 
wlio are excluded from the Highlands, it is proposed 
to constitute, under limitations, an Indian reserve in 
the Lowlands. The Indian crmmunity looks upon 
this offer as a trap which must be avoided and a brib&
which ·must be. rejected. They object to exclusion, 
whether it is of the Indian from the Highlands or of
the white man from the Lowlands. If they ask for
equ&.lity, it is for equality of privilege, and not for 
equality in disability. If then, they escape from the· 
:lgiwminy of physical segregation, it is the only gain. 
which can at all merit that description. 

And-what are the losses? Exclusion from the· 
Highlands has just been mentioned. Hitherto, rest-
ing under the approval of the Secretary of State for
the Colonies, this discrimination, involving barefaced 
pa.rtiality, is invested, henceforth with the sanctiolll 
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of H.· M. Government and. the-· Imperial Parliament. 
Nor is this the only colour bar that has been erected. 
The new franchise penalises colour in three different 
ways. First of all, it segregates coloured from white 
communities. It passes one's comprehension how 
the Cabinet can make themselves responsible for a. 
statement so clearly oppose"d to the truth as this 
on page 12:--

"No justification is seen for the suggestion that 
it is derogatory to any of the communities s<> 
represented." . 
Surely Communal Representation on the Legis

lature has been demanded in Kenya, solely on the 
ground that the white is superior to the coloured 
person, irrespective of individual qualifications. Com
munal franchises in India exist, but for different 
reasons • .1;1ot that I would justify them even for those 
reasons, but it is only just to point out that they have 
nothing to do with the galling suggestion of inferior
ity on racial or coloured grounds, The reasoning of 
the Vvhite Paper would almost appear to Indicate 
that the Communal System was good even for Great 
Britain, but however that be, the following stat~ment 
is utterly gratuitous and borders OJ.l hypocrisy:--

"From the point of view of the Indian residents 
themselves "-how they appreciate our views 1-. 
"this f.Ystem permits of a far wider franchise
being given than would be the case if a common. 
electoral roll were introduced, and this alone 
rendt:rs it acceptable to all aupporters of th& 
Indian claims who have at heart t,he political 
development of the Indian people." , 
They Jllight have asked us whether OUl' view cor-

responds to this statement. (Laughter.) 
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Here again, a reference must be made to the 
unfortunate·'Wood-Winterton Agreement, which the 
India Office have apparently swallowed, which would 
lhave 'established· a common electoral roll with 
the·· qualifications-· applicable to all ·communities 
'hlike;;~·The communal :;ystem renders it possible to 
establish another great disparity between the commu
niliea: so in Kenya we shall find an adult franchise 
for the white citizen and a suffrage limited by quali
fieations--for the -Indian citizen. · And apparently, 
also suffrage on different qualifications for the Arab 
citizen, and when the time becomes ripe, for the 
native citizen .. But the citizenship of the Indian is a 
third ·decisive humiliation. Though ·he greatly 
outnumbers the white citizen and, though ·-he is no 
less important, makes ne less contribution· to the 
resources of the State, he is to return orily five mem
bers to the Legislature; against eleven allotted to the 
favoured community. On th_e ~one hand, eleven is 
a clear majority of the non-official portion of the 
Council, and five, it is no great piece of arithmetic to 
know, is less than half of that. No more contempt
uous negative could be given in answer to India's 
claim of equality. 

Ned, as to immigration: tLe subtle cynicism 
of the White Paper is most percept~er this 
heading. The theory propounded is in favour of the 
Indian, the practice prescribed is all to the benefit of 
the white. Starting off with a courageous declara
tion that racial . discrimination in immigration 
regulations,. whether specific· or implied, would not 
be in accord with the general policy of H. M. 
Government, the document proceeds to record two 
findings:-
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1. That it is immediately necessary to restrict 
-the immigration of those from whom · the African 
native stands in risk of economic competition. · 

2. That these undesirable economic competitors 
are small traders, subordinate clerks in Government 

. and private employ, and mechanical labourers. 
Now it is a well-known fact that these thre& 

professions are exactly those which are followed by 
Indians in Kenya. Does it merely happen? Is it a 
simple accident? 

We know two facts just previous to the arrival 
-<>f the various deputations in London. · When the 
terms of the Wood-Winterton Agreement were made 
known to the white population in Kenya, they refus
-ed even to look at the document, unless Indian immi-

. gratwn were forthwith restricted, with a· view to 
.eventual stoppage. The Colonial Minister, changing 
his mind as to the necessity of immigration, sent for 
the Governor of Kenya, attended by. representative 
white settlers. What was demanded was restrictions 

· .Openly directed against Indians. What is given is 
restrictions directed : against the· occupations for 
which Indians go to Kenya. Shall I be called perverse 
if I say that our case is lost, even on the immigration 

·question? We citt:d facts and figures to· prove that, 
taking the last twelve years into account, the Euro
pean community has increased much faster than the 
Indian. We cited. facts and figures to prove that 
during the last two years more Indians have left the 
Colony than have gone· into it. Vve pleaded that, 

· instead of being competitors, at present we were the 
· <>nly people who trained arid taught the native any
thing. We pleaded that when the competition stag~ 
was reached the native would, in the ordinary eourse 



of things, defeat us on his own ground. w~ pleade<f 
that th(! Government had no data as to the extent oF 
the COIJlpetition, or as to the numbers of the variou~ 
communities or professions that the Colony could 
absorb. ·w·e pleaded that it would be unjust without 
an open enquiry to conclude on the prejudiced and 
one-sided statement of settlers, or- even of missiona-
ries, that our presence was a menace to the develop..
ment of the native. The facts and figures and pleas 
have all been set aside, and we have been oondemned·
'fo add~ touch of sarcasm to the whole thing, we are· 
bidden _t,<f co:ngl'~tulate ourselves that we are nolo 
exclqded .-on racial,. but on economic g:rounds. 
(Appla~f;e.) . -

Whiqh is the greater menace to the welfare and 
the progress of the African native ? Is it Ute small. 
trader or the artisan who can be squeezed out by the
ordinary laws of competition, or is it th~ farmer, wbc.
grabs land on a large scale. and squats permanently 
and fortifies himself by every means that the law 
will all()w ? Does anyone seriously believe that the· 
white man, once established in political ascendancy
over .the. semi-civilized, will ever help him along in 
the path ofpolitical evolution and in the end gladly
surrender responsible government into hi!J hands?
Does ·the experience of Ireland. -Egypt, or India 
justify such a forecast? The white man's mi!!sion t()
rule, to .domineer, to annex, is blazoned fo.rth -on 
every page of history-(applause)-and yet this Cabi..
net of Great Britain, newly awakened to their obli
gations as trustees of the native, would let white
immig-ration flow unchecked intQ Kenya. They have 
not been impressed at all by the fact that the lndiaQ. 
has Ion~ emigrated into East Africa, that he ha$-
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been excluded hom the self-governing Dominions ... 
and that to exclude him from the Colonies on, :racial. 
or economic grounds is to deny him the benefits ot 
British citizenship and, i!l fact, to deprive it of all . 
value to him. 

Towards the end of the White Paper the Cabinet·· 
profess to apply the principle enunciated in the re~
solutions of the Imperial Conference of 1921 to the-
peculiar conditions of a tropical colony in British 
East Africa. Those jaw-breaking expressions of
proper names are meant to terrify you with th~
extraordinary difficulty of conditions in Kenya. In_ 
fact, the expression they use is to relate-the principltt · 
of the Conference to the conditions of Kenya. "'l'o· 
:relate "-well, this relation is achieved by the insti-
tution of a colour bar, and by the relegation of" 
Indians to an inferior position and a debased_ citizen
ihip. 

How short is human memory I It is not so long.. 
ago that no words were good enough for the Indian• 
for his services during the war, his loyalty, his bravery
on the battlefield, and the rich compensations he had • 
earned. Where are the pledges gone, and the full. 
rights of citizenship and . absolute equality and un-
grudged partnership in the Emoire? They came
from Royalty, from responsible Ministers, from the· 
Press and from the platform, with every grade of
solemnity and in every tone of sonorous phrasing •. 
Why cite the resolution of the Impe:rial Conference
of 1921. with its demurrer from South Africa and1 
India's answer thereto? That resolution applied 
only to the self-governing Dominions, with which· 
India had in the year 1918 entered into a pact or· 
reciprocity. H. M. Government controlling th~ Crown-
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<lolonies directly came under the sway of Principles 
--of Equality and Brotherhood long anterio1' to 1918, 
.-and pledges ·and promises of quite respectable anti~ 
--quity. 

After waiting for a long time with his proverbial 
-patience, and after earning equal treatment a hund
':red times over, and after endless expostulations and 

·-entreaties, and having delared that Kenya supplied 
the acid test of Empire and his position in the. 
Empire, the Indian has been cruelly betrayed. The 
'"Victim of many broken pledges, the dupe of many 
--solemn promises, his faith in the character for justice 
_and impartiality of the Britisli Empire seemed 
.-almost incurable. He is at last undeceived. 

He now realises that a large section of the: 
British people, the section that keeps the present 

·Government in power, have not come under the sway 
.of the spirit and ideals of the League of Nations, and 
:that in their opinion pledges made to a people not 

.able to exact their fulfilment need only to be honour
-ed to the extent that it. may be convenient or profita
,ble. The deciding factor of the decision is not to be 
found in the White Paper at all, make no mistake 
-~bout that. It is something outside of it altogether . 
. As Colonel V\"edgwood said the other day, it is the 
fact that the whites in Kenya threatened force, while 

-the Indians relied on the merits of their case. Not 
justice or truth, but the amount of trouble that a 
-party is able to cause prevails with His Majesty's 
·Government to-day. (Applause.) Having had this 
;Jesson burnt into them, Indians, let u~ hope, will not 
-ever forget it again. (Cheers.) 
· In making war on the Republic of South :Africa, 

<Great Britain professed to teach President Kriiger 



ex:alted and righteous principles. of- Government~. 

President Kriiger is now fully avenged. Not only
are Indians worse treated underthe Union .lack than. 
ever before, but the colour bar of South Africa is. 
spreading over the British Empire, and it is now 
infected with the poison of the Boer spirit. The
undertaking to establish justice and righteousness in 
the Empire, which the Labour Party gave through 
Colonel Wedgwood, untamed champion of good
causes, however weak, is the one bright feature of an 
otherwise gloomy situation. 'Ve owe them a deep. 
debt of gratitude. (Applause.) 

One final word. Our friends must understand 
that in the whole of this struggle India has looked 
in vain for one sign, one gesture that Britain re
cognises her right to equality, or, as Sir Robert 
Hamilton, in a wise and ~emperate speech, said, that 
they will have the citizenship of the British Empire. 
Is there one matter in respect of the Highlands,· th~ 
franchise or immigration restrictions wherein tha~ 
a!'lpiration and sentiment are satisfied ? The denial 
of it i.> written large on the pages of the White Paper. 

How can India acquiesce in this settlement for· 
one moment? It blasts at once the hope of India 
and the honour of Britain. 

Now, ladies and gentlemen, I have expressed· 
myself, as I told you before, with fulness and candour · 
on the question as it appears before us. 'Vhat we 
a1·e to do in the future is the question, I am sure, that 
is oppressing young hearts here, as it is oppressing· 
young hearts in India. (Applause.) In short inter
views I have given indications of my personal views •. 
but they are only personal views. It is difficult to 
take decisions when one is far away from friends •. 



..An1ious thought, mature deliberation, a.re necessary. 
""before plans can be laid. Wait yet awhile in patience. 
"I will not~ therefore, at this moment say what will 
be done in India. But I will say_ this once more~ 
which I have said before, I will allow·myself to say 
this, that India has lost many a time because she has 
never shown that she can resent indignities in the 
·()nly way in which a strong Western Power under
::stands resentment. (Cheers.) 
I . , 



VIII 
INTER\"lEW WITH 'MANCHESTER 

GUARDIAN. 
"SECOND-H A.ND CITIZENSHIP" RESENTED. 

Mr. Sastri, ~he spokesman of the unofficial 
Ill embers of· the ·Indian Legislature in the· Kenya 
41.egotiations, expressed his strong disappointment 
-with the settlement to a Manchester Guardian repre-
--sentative. He s&id that Indians would certainly 
-refuse to accept it, as it tan counter to their claim~ 
:<>n the three essential point~. immigration, th 
Highlands and the franchise. He argued that i 
immigration was to be restricted in the interests of 
the natives, it was more important to stop the immi· 
:gration ()f white settlers. The llldians were helpfulto 
the natives, whereas the white people seized 'the 
their lands, and in spite of all the authorities could 
do were a standing menace to the political develop
ment of the natives. 

. As to the Highlands, it was very unfortunate 
-that for the first time a British Government should 
sanction the legal prohibition of any community in 
.any area fJf the Empire, and this solely on the ground 
..:>f eoloar. This was a fundamental violation of 
British principles of administration. In · any case 
the ri&'bt of Indians to acquire land bY' open purchase 

"-<>tight not to have been denied. · · · 
The decision on the franchise question·· was 

hopel~ssly at 'Variance with British trad1tions and 
dem·ocratic principles. Communal electorates might 
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be supported on several grounds, but they were utterly
indefensible on the ground of the superiority of one
race. 'Vell-wishers of the Co!JlmOnwealtb, ofbrother
'hood and righteousness would not sanction the
co-existence of a ·white or higher_ citizenship:and a 
coloured or· lower citizenship. If equity were to
govern the matter, white settlers, who could after all 
count on the official majority to back· tLem up in 
nearly- all matter~. might well have been placed in a 
minority. · 

THE EFFECT ON INDIA. 

Asked what steps the Indians would take, Mr. 
Sastri said that it was quite possible that the Indian 
representatives would refuse the second-class cjtizen:
ship now offered them. As to the effect -on India, he 
said that the British Government could not have done 
.anything more effective if. they had wished to deprive
themselves of the few friends of the Empire they had 
in India. Speaking for himself, he should press on 
the Indian part of the Government in India the im
mediate resignation of office in view of their impor
tance to secure elementary citizenship -for their 
nationals. He shodd ad vocate the withdrawal from 
colonials of the benefits recently extended to them 

1 
under the Racial Distinctions Act with regard to
special procedure in criminal cases. He would next 
demand the compulsory retirement of all colonials 
employed in military or civil offices in India, and 
speaking generally, retaliatory measures with regard 
to domicile and· acquisition oCtrading and othe;r
rights. ·He would; of course, take care that India did 
uot violate the Constitution or disregard her pledges~ 
,nor would he do anything really from the spirit of 
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-vengeance. But as India had· suffered in the past 
-from her unlimited trust in the British sense of fa~ 
·play, he would urge the Government and people to 
speak in the only language that seemed to be under-

• stood hei:e .. He thought that lnd!ia. Qould not .be 
blamed under the circumstances if she either with
drew from the British Empire· Exhibition' or refused 

·to send representatives to the ,forthcoming political 
and economic conferences. 

Mr. Sastri expret~sed his· gratitude to the Labour 
Party for its support and for the assistance.received 

:from part of the press and from publio·men. 
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AN ARTICLE IN THE OUTWARD BOUNDP 

WHAT 'l;'HE FORM OF GOVERNMENT OUGHT TO BE. . 

The. following article appeared in the August: 
number of the Outward Bound:-

. The goal 'of~ British administration. in that part 
of the world is now recognised on all bands to be the 
preparation of the African native to govern himself 
and hke his destinies into his own hands. This had .. 
apparently, been dimly perceived before; perhaps the 
Colonial Office would claim that it had not oniy per· 
ceived it but kept it more or less in view in its 
conduct of Kenya affairs. This claim, however, can· 
not be allowed because an adult fral!chise has been 
conferred on the white inhabitants, who allege, 
further, that hove has been held out to them of 
complete Responsible Government in the future. 
The official majority in the Legislative Council 
enables the Crown to impose its will on the admini
stration, but in practice this majority has always acted 
in conformity with the wishes of the dominant race .. 
who have thus been allowed to consider themselves 
as the exclusive masters of the soil and the custodians 
of the welfare of the popul&tion. They have even 
claimed that they are the chosen trustees of tha 
African natives and refuse to share this great respon
sibility with any other community. Anyhow, the 
future course is clear. Steps must be taken to ensure
that the virtual, and not merely legal, control of policy 
and measures is exercised from Whitehall. For it is 



here that ono can find the best guarantee that the. 
great ideals of the Commonwealth~ as well as t'}la. 
experiences of local administration will be remem
bered. A pure Crown Colony type of Government,. 
then, must be set up in Kenya. A Legislature with 
a certain number of members, nominated by the
Government to represent the various interests, would 
doubtless be a valuable adjunct to the authorities on 
the spot, but the present constitution which includes 
a strong and assertive minority of white colonists, is 
certainly not compatible with free exercise of final 
control from the seat of Empire. A body of members 
elected by free constituencies h&ve a tendency, which 
is almost invincible, to grasp at the reality of power, 
and cannot fail to exercise intimate influence on all 
the details of administration. It is true· there are~ 
in the varied Empire, many spots in which commu
nities enjoy limited opportunities of giving constitu
tional advice to the authorities. Such arrangementsr 
however, are generally transitional, and, except as 
stages to Respor..sible Government, have no decreed 
value in themselves. By common consent Kenya is 
not to have any form of Responsible Government till 
the native can be said "to have come into his own.'r 
Why then, embarrass ourselves with the forms of a. 
regular Constitution, which can only obscure the seat 
of ultimate responsibility, and create expectations of 
growth which cannot be fulfilled? Moreover, th& 
existence of franchise for one section of the communi
ty-not the most numerous, although of great import
ance-necessarily leads to a demand for a similar 
franchise by other communities, which it would be 
impossible to resist. Indians, Arabs, and even natives 
of Kenya, who possess t~e prescribed qualificationst 



rilust in fairness be; admitted to the full rights of 
citizenship. In: view of these considerations, it is 
to be hoped that the Imperial Cabinet will have the 
wisdom and summon the courage to withdraw the 
franchise now enjoyed . by the w.bite community 
in Kenya. For a wonder this franchis'e goes 
further than the franchise of Great .Britain or the 
franchise of South Africa, to which the White 
Community so often looks for inspirstion. It has 
:only been in existence since 1919, and no one wh6 
studies the recent annals of Keny'l. will assert 
tbat the political power it carries has been used with 
moderation or impartiality. It is possible also to 
of!UOte a few instances, like that of Jamaica, where a 
white community has surrendered the franchise 
which had been granted. After all, the feelings of a 
small number of immigrants must not be allowed to 
stand in the way of an arrangement obviously neces
sary to the paramount interest of the indigenous 
population.·· The spokesmen of the Indian community 
have unhesitatingly ·given their consent to the 
reversion to Crown Colony administration. What
ever their interests or self-esteem may seem to require. 
they have too much sympathy for backward com
munities not to put them aside. Indians, too, will 
hail with joy the deliberate adoption, almost for the 
first time, by an aggressiye Western power, of.a policy 
which sets .trusteeship above exploitation, and may 
derive .some small satisfaction from being instru
mental~ even though indirectly, in the inauguration 
of an experiment charged with such promise for the 
mora.l regeneration of the human race. · 
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KtNYA DEPUTATION'S STATEMENT. 

FOUR MAIN HEADS OF THE DISPUTE. 

THE following is the text of the statement prepar
ed by the Kenya Deputation under the joint signa
tures of Mr. Srini vasa Sastri, Mr. B. S. Ka.mat and 
Mr. J amnadas Dwarkadas :-

The body that deputed us on the Kenya Mission. 
namely the Central Legislature of India, not being 
in session, we are glad to avail ourselves of the 
opportunity considerately and courteously afforded 
by the Editor of the Times of India to submit to the 
country through its columns a brief statement of our 
work. 

The four main beads of dispute bet~ een our 
countrymen and the white settlers of Kenya were 
(1) segregation, (2) the right of purchase in the High
lands, (31 common franchise and adequate represents.,-· 
tion in the Legislative Council, and 14) the right of 
free immigration. Our case succeeded only under· 
the first head. The second and third beads have gone 
directly against us. The fourth has also gone against 
us, but indirectly-not on the ground Ol'iginally ap-· 
prehended but on a different ground. India's heart 
yearned for equal citizenship of tbe Commonwealth 
the settlement gives us a citizenship inferior to that 
of the white population. The settlement does not 
discuss ou.r claim to equality at all. No reason is 
given for its denial now, no hope is held out for the 
future. Our mission, therefore, has met with almost 
complete failure ... 



One feature of genetal satisfaction deserves men
tion. The interests of the African native are declar
ed paramount and entitled to precedence over those 
of the immigrant communities. . The .Colonial Office 
have asserted, or accor~.ing to them ·r~asserted, their 
trusteeship of the native. It involves as a corollary 
the denial of responsible government for a long time 
to come to the {Jeople of the Colony. Indians are 
told to rejoice with the natives of Kenya at having 
escaped subjection to a narrow oligarchy of white 
settlers. Poor comfort to those that had every right 
to expect equal citizenship and equal partnership in 
the Commonwealth. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS FOR HELP. 

When the deputation arrived in London at the 
end of April, the propaganda of the other side bad 
gained ground to an alarming extent. The air was 
full of lying stories of deep-laid plots on the part 
1of Indians to acquire political supremacy in 
Kenya, to annex the Colony to India and to 
defraud the natives and whites alike of their just 
rights. It seemed doubtful that we could produce 
any impression at all. Friends and champions, 
however, came forth and gave valiant help. In the 
:ranks of the press, we should make grateful mention 
of the Daily News, the Daily Herald, the Manchester 
Guardian, the Observer and the Nation. Associations 
got up meetings in furtherance of our cause, l!ke the 
Anti-Slavery, Society, to give but one instance. 
Opportunities were given us to address small groups 
of members of Parliament. We lie tinder special 
·obHO.ations'to the Theosophical· Society in Lcndon, 
antto the British Auxiliary of the National Con-
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-terence in Delhi, for arranging the great Queen's 
.H~ll demonstration and a number. of gatherings in 
various towns, as well as for c~ntinuous and unremit
ting attention to the cause of India. ·The 'social 
position, personal influence, and untiring industry of 
~the Lady Emily Lutyens were at our command. Mr . 
. Jinarajadasa brought to our aid moving eloquence 
. .and moral fen·our. Out of many other individuals 
who helped, a fBw must be selected as deserving in 

.a special degree the gratitude of India. It were an 

. impertinence to praise Mr. Andrews. The consecra

.tion of his life, his character and his uneq-q.alled 
knowledge of Kenya and kindred problems, gav~ .his 
words au authority that could not be denied; 11.nd to 

. his clear-sighted humanity must be given as ~much 
credit as to any other single cause for the final 
. acknowledgment of the African natives' paramount 
interest. Mr. Polak, lidless watcher of India's weal 

. in Britain as well as overseas, often criticised but 
. not thanked equally often, was practically in. charge 
of our deputation's activity and never grudged time, 
.energy or money. Our good fortune secured us the 
.sympathy and aid of the Rev. Dr. Oldham, whose 
.lively sense of justice and human brotherhood is 
·united to rare sagacity and power of persuasion. His 
Highness the Aga Khan, it needs scarcely be said, 

. throughout guided our counsels and ungrudgingly 
·employed the skill and resourcefulness of a remarkable 
:personality in the cause which during several years 
he has made his own. No list, however meagre, of 

. our indebtedness could be complete which did not 

. make prominent mention of the great service l'ender
~tl by the party which now forms His Majesty's 



Qpposition, in allowing its spokesman in Parliament.: 
t~ promise fhat, when ii· comes into power, justice
and brotheroood s1tall be established in the Com-
monwealth. 

OO:MPi:A.twr AGAINST COLONIAL OFFICE. 

We 'at& oonstralned to make one adverse remark 
an the proced11re of the Colonial Office. They granted 
~vate interviPws to tts and what were understood to
be p:teliminart int~views to the Kenya deputations,. 
white and India·n. ·our countrymen were asked be
sides to submit a. written statement of their case,. 
which they did. A. long time wao;~ then allowed to 
-~lapse. A weekbefo:re the Colonial vote was to be
taken u'p in the Committee of the House, the Indian 
deputations were received together by His Grace the
Duke of the Devonshire attended by his principal 
<1fficials. We were' told that our representations had 
been fully considered, that the Colonial Office had' 
embodied their conclusions in recommendations
placed before the Cabinet, that these could not b& 
divulged and that we might make any further re

. presentations that we wished to make at the stage. 
·We said we might be able to adduce fresh evidence 
o:r make additional statements if we knew the re
commendations that His Grace had made to the
Cabinet. But he was firm in refusing to take us into
his confidence and added that the white deputation 
would be placed in no better position. After some 
more futile talk the meeting broke up. 'Ve must: 
record our feeling that if we had known of the re-

' commendations 'even ut that late stage we might. 
have shown sufficient reason to change them at least: 

· in part: In a statement published in· London Pres.. 
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after the .debate' in the Commons, Lord Delamere 
stated that. he and his colleagues. had~the 
settlement in .. token of their acceptance~ The KeBya 
Indians were not in:vited to sign anything. We .cou~ 
not make out whether any discrimination was made 1 

between. the two·deputations by the .Colonial Office~ 
Some light must be thrown on the matter. 

RELATIONS. WITH INDIA C•FFICE. 

Lords Peel and 'Vinterton .showed us every possi
ble consideration personally. we saw them fairly 
frequently in the first part of our stay in London. 
Besides, they enabled us to see other influential per
sons by arranging luncheon parties fol' tb<l purpose,. 
These and similar kindnesses and courtesies we desire 
to acknowledge with the most sincere gratitude. ,Our 
discussions of the Kenya question were full in the 
beginning and marked by much freedom. It would 
be appropriate in this context to indicate certain im
portant points which arose from these discussions. 

I. The India Office urged us at the very start to 
take a definite stand on the Wood-Winterton agreel 
ment. After a little hesitation we adopted the ad
vice, but not before obtaining from the I;ndia Cffice a 
declaration of their intention not to be shaken. From 
that time onward, we have on every public and private 
occasion repeated our adherence to this compromise. 
The final settlement, however, as any one can see,· is 
a material falling off from the Wood-Winterton agree
ment under every head except segregation. Yet our 
champjons at the India Office have acquiesed in it. 
a.nd advise India to do likewise. 

Our fellow-countrymen from Kenya have main
tained an attitude of disa.Imroval towards this agree~· 
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·ment. Still we have good reason to believe that if 
in the end the Cabinet's decision bad coincided in 
-the main with that agreement, they would have 
·come into line with us and accepted it as a working 
-eom promise. 

II. We pointed out to the India Office that it 
was wrong to base our chims on the resolution of 
-the Imperial Conference of 1921. That resolution ap
plied only to the self-governing dominions, with 

-which I:r:dia had entered into a sort of reciprocity. 

SUCCESSION OF PLEDGES. 

It was obvious on a perusal of its ter:::ns that in 
:the particular case of Kenya it would negative the 
~laim that India put forward to free emigration. As 
a matter of fact, the whit~ settlers were not slow to 
·take advantage of this flaw in our reasoning and to 
insist that before the second part was applied to their 
colony, the first part should be applied as well. ·we 
followed our own line in advocating India's claims, 
·~md as Lord Peel stated in the Upper HousE>, relied 
·rather on the equities of the case and the succsssion 
of Britain's pledges. 

In fact, our case with regard to Kenya would 
·not have lost in cogency if the 1921 Conference had 
passed no resolution on the status of Indians abroad. 
-Our readers will note, however, that the White Paper 
-treats ths Indians' chim as though it rested solely on 
·the terms of that resolution. 

III. Some few weeks after our arrival in London 
-the India Office began to induce us to accept the 
~ommunal iiL.pla.ce-ef.-.th.e._common franchise. This 
we firmly refused to do. Wh-en reminded. of several 
>eomm'.lnities in India being i:a favour of the commu-
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:na.l arrangement, we replied that even those commu
.nities would reject it withcut . hesitation if Indians 
-were not granted the same amount of representation 
-in the legislature as the white settlers. The idea of 
··tJquality was the supreme test, and if it was not to 
be found in a common franchise, it must be found at 

-least in the amount of representation. 

AN OMINOUS DIFFERENCE, 

IV. A.n ominous difference made its appearance 
in the very beginning. · The India Office professed a 

·horror of first principles, and urged us to avoid such 
:expressions as equality and equal citizenship, We 
.argued that it sounded like practical wisdom in a 

-~ebat., on details; but our entire claim was to equality 1 

and no actual suggestion could be tested except by 
reference to that principle. Where it seemed un
necessary we would avoid rhetoric as generalisations 
but if it came to losing a point by losing sight of the 
-equality idea we should not s"!:lrink from enunciat
ing it. Propaganda was impossible without continual 
-appeal to principles. We were unable, therefore, to 
heed this caution of the India Office. In the propa-

·ganda of our adversaries, the head and front of our 
offending was often stated to be the assertion of a 

· daim to equality, the very audacity of which was suffi
dent to take away their breath, The public will not 

·fail to notice the fact that throughout the White 
Paper, the J)IJ.ual_itlJ~st is ~o!J,pplied.Jio_any __ ()f the 

·Cabinet's dll'.lisions. It is for the' very good reason
that none of these will satisfy it. Did the India 

·Office smell a dismal lack of principle in the coming 
-decision that they were so anxious to disturb our 
. simple faith in the very beginning ? : 
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About a. week before the White Paper was issued.,. 
we .were informed, on what seemed good authority 
hut turned out.•fltherwise, that the Ca.hinet were go
ing to decide in our favour on segregatiom amd immi-· 
gration, but against us on the Highla.nds question 
and the franchise. Yve did not give 11p .hope even 
then, but sent to Lord Peel on the 20th J"lil.ly for I'!U.b-· 

mission to the Cabinet a let,.ter on those two points. 
We annex a copy and request that it be read as part · 
of this report. 

DISAPPOINTMENT AND INDIGN...tTION. 

Our disappointment and indignation ean be· 
imagined when we read the White Paper.. Indians. 
would not be excluded on racial but on economic 
grounds. . The native of Kenya needed to be protected 
from unequal competition in certain occupations; 
and just those occupations were named which Indians
followed. The Cabinet had nothing tG. say about 
those· that took away the land and the liberties of the 
native by force and by diplomatic expedients of a 
questionable character well-known in the history of 
the contact of East and West, and_of civilised and 
1>arbarous communities. . 

. Decisions so palpably one-sided and so flagrantly 
subversive of repeated promises and professions must 
have a deeper basis than is to be seen in the specious 
reasoning of the White Paper. The first part thereof· 
purports to give the historical background, but it is. 
utterly misleading on account of two glaring omissions •. 
One. of these is the long, close and uninterrupted 
connection of India with pre-British as well as British 
Kenya. The other, with which we are concerned 
here, is the state of preparedness .for rebellion ill wllich 
the white community of Kenya have .beea {01' s(i)me· 



-time. They ·hoasted that British opinion would not 
tolerate the despatch of forces to Kenya, and that if 
forces were despatched in defiance of that opinion, 
they would not act. A notorious parallel from the 
recent history of Ulster was relied on in support of 
this hope. On the other side, what was there to fear? 
Discontent amongst certain sections of Indians might 
be genuine but it was harmless. Hard words never 
lost an empire. Secession, paralysis of the ad~Uinis
tration, chronic deadlocks; these have been talked of 
for some years now. Non-co-operation ended with 
the arre-;t of the leader. The salt-tax: agitation could 
not come off. As for the Liberal pa1ty in Indian 
politics, did they ever amount to mu<""h? Anyhow, 
they were uo longer necessary. This cry of "\Volf'" 
had been overdone. The Viceroy of India could still 
keep the country quiet if told to do so. In any case 
there was a safe interval now. Let British interests 
be consolidated in all possible ways, before Indian~ 
learned to cause real trouble. 

FUTURE LINES OF ACTIVITY. 

Sentiments of this tenour were often expressed' 
in certain organs of the British press. 'Ve heard 
them .now and then in circle:.; where t3e secret springs 
Qf policy are known. It would be beyond the province 
-Qf our deputation to suggest the future lines of 
non-offioial'.activity in India or in Kenya. But 011r 

report would Lave been incomplete, indeed it would" 
have been false and misleading, if we had for any 
reasons whatever, kept from the people of India the 
real inwardness of the ill-success of our mission. 

V. S. SRINIVASAN 
B. S; KAMAT 
JA\iNA:DAS DWARKADAS. 
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APPEAL TO THE CABINET. 

LETTER TO VISCOUNT PEEL. 

The following is the full text of the letter wbit:h 
Mr. Sastri and Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas aadressed 
to Lord Peel when the Cabinet decisions were impend
ing:-

Dear Lord Peel, 

26S, St. James's Court, S. W. I. 

20th July, 1923. 

Please allow us, at this eleventh hour, tv plead 
with you against two decisions·in~respect of Kenya,. 
which, we understand, the Cabinet are being advised 
by the Colonial Office to take. 

The prohibition of purchase of land in the large 
area known as the Highlands by a community whose 
only fault is their colour would not have been sanc
tioned by the Cabinet if it had been brought before· 
them in the beginning. The far-reaching effect of the 
Ordinance required that it should not have been 
promulgated by inferior authority. Now that the 
Cabinet are about to make thei:i.- first pronouncement. 
on the subject, should the fact that two or even three 
Colonial Ministers have gone wrong preclude them 
from laying down the right policy? After all this 
p:nticular Ordinance is not of long standing ana has 
been questioned from the very start by the excluded 
community. Surely the custodians of the honour 
and high principles of the Commonwealth cannot 
afford to make public confession of their impotence 
to reverse so flagrant a violation of equity as betweell 
His Majesty's equal subjects. 
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If an absolute -reversal is impossible, let t:u~' 
present state of things continue for a certain number. 
of years. Let the white settlers enjoy a little longe...
the benefits of this partial law and consolidate their
privileged position ·to the extent they can. At the 
end of the term let the situation be considered afresh 
in the light of correct and equitable principles of 
administration. Yve are solicitous not merely of the
rights of Indians, hut of the character of the Common
wealth, neither of which should be directly injured 
by any action of the ultimate executive authority. · 

As to the franchise, the Indian community have 
gone very far to remove the grounds of suspicion andl 
alarm by the provision of the 'Vood-Winterton agree-1 
ment, which wouid stll.rt them with a much smaller. 
numbers of voters and a much smaller proportion of 
the elective seats on the legislature. What reconciled 
them to this compromise was the partial recognition 
of equality implied in the proposed admission to a 
common electoral roll. This recognition of equality 
is the one consideration to which they attach, asJ 
everyone knows, the greatest importance, and tha
test by which they judge every suggestion made to 
them. A communal arrangement violates this es
sential requirement and cannot at any time command 
their acquiescence.· Even that section of Indian 
opinion which favours the communal principle in 
India will refuse to countenance it in the case of 
Kenya, where it is demanded on the odious ground 
of raci~l superiority. If in additioc the representation 
granted under it in the future Legislative Council 
be at all less than that of the white settlers its 
condemnation in India will be complete. That in 
view of the majority of Government nominees the-
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·-Council will be advisory and the precise amount of 
representation not nearly so important is a consider

. .ation which, so far as it is valid, is equal'ly valid to 
both communities, and neither should ask for supe
rior weight of numbers. Besides, where the system 

·is frankly communal and the official nominees are 
likely in a great number of cases to find themselves 
in natura] agreement with the white set1lers, infer-

. iority of voting strength must il!evitably reduce the 
Indian community to a position of chronic impotence 
:and unredeemed humiliation. From the large imperial 
.aspect the communal franchise is scarcely less 
·Objectionable. 'Vhen once adopted in Kenya on the 
.authority of the Cabinet it will, in course of time, 
be extended all over the Commonwealth even to 
those parts where now the more wholesome principle 
is in operation. Two, if not more, classes of citizen-

. ship will thus become the distinguishing chracteristic 
of the British Constitution--cLssesbased on colour
a distinction inimical to the destiny uf the Common
wealth, the ideal of democracy and the hopes of 
,bumanity. 

Sincerely yours, 
V. S. SRINIVASAN'. 

JAMNADAS DWARKADA~. 
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AN APPEAL TO THE PUBLIC. 

I FEEL it a great misfortune to be put out of 
:action when there is such urgent call for service in 
ihe cause of the Motherland. But I have been warn
ed that I must take complete rest if I am to avoid a 
'collapse. Before doing so, I wish to say a few words 
to the public. 

I advocate without hesitation a policy of vigor
. ous action by our country to indicate our genuine 
feeling to a people who attach no meaning to mere 
verbal expression of them. I say "country" gene
rallY, because it is impossible to expect a Govern
ment which is not' National, either in spirit or 
~n personnel, and which is compelled to look to 
'Vhitehall for orders even in matters of secondary 
importance, to act for the people and in the name 
of the people, when despatch-writing and argu
mentation have come to an end. This proved incapa
city of our Government is a grievous handicap in 
the maintenance of our just rights as against other 
communities in this Empire. If we could imagine 
for a moment that we had our own Government 
when the Cabinet decision on Kenya was anncun
ced, they would have taken instantaneous action 
with the same instinct with which, for example, 
one's right hand moves to protect from injury any 
part of one's body. There would be . no need of 
public meetings and protestation~, no need of hal'-4 
tals and . p~ssionate cries for help. There is no 

5 
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country in the world where, if time were allowed' 
for popular deliberation, or the balancing of good 
against evil, of material .interest against National 
honour, eminent individuals and even considerable· 
sections of people would not be found to counsel a. 
course of feebleness and resignation. In India it 
is no wondar that such active feeling of indignation 
as there is cannot be mobilised for an immediate 
stroke. It is an inherent we~k_I?_ess of the present 
stage of our political evolution that a large popular
effort should lead to much~spectacular display but 
little calculable. 1·esult. There is no use trying to 
transcend this regrettable limitation. The situation 
would be utterly devoid of hope if we waited till we 
could act on the highest plane and with shining 
prospects of success. With cheap cynicism people 
fling the word "ineffective" at all proposals which 
cannot bring about the surrender of the British 
Cabinet and revocation ofthe settlemei.t of July 24th. 
Those who would act within the limit~tions of their 
time cannot afford to be answering these everlasting 
objectors. 

Nor would any one seriously claim for the puny 
efforts proposed the dignified epithet of retaliatory or 
punitive. How dare we expect to punish the mighty? 
But there is none so weak, but he can refuse to part 
with his self-respect voluntarily, no community so 
fallen but may reject an ignoble association to which 
~t is under no coercion to consent. Vvby should Im
perial authorities deviate from their settled policy if 
t.hey find that it makt:s no difference to the outward 
action, either of the Governm€nt or of the people of 
India, that while the Government ·is prepared as 
ever to employ the resources of the country for pur-
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poses of Imperial glorification, the representatives of. 
the people continue ready and willing, even on a 
footing of declared subordination, to participate in 
the councils of the Empire and to join in schemes of 
a voluntary or semi-voluntary nature for the common 
good or ostentation of the dominant communities? 
A hard-headed and hard-hearted employer would not 
be impressed by brave resolutions and declarations 
of rights .on behalf of his workmen if he could count 
on their coming at the stated hours and working un
der the stated conditions for as long as he chose to 
employ them. Things would doubtless be different 
in the case of a right-minded and noble-hearted 
employer. But he offers no similitude to the present 
Tory Government of Great Britain. 

Some time ago the representatives of two Domi
nions, displeased at a comparatively trifling arrange
ment made by the authorities of the British Empire 
Exhibition, 1924, threatened non-participation andJ 
carried their point. That is the way in which seri-1 
ous displeasure shows itself. If cur Government 
could take such a step, no Cabinet would think of 
treating it as they have treated it in the case of 
Kenya. Few persons realise in India what great 
importance is attached to the Exhibition as a dis
play of the resources of the Empire, or what glowing 
hopes are entertained in the busine~;s world of its 
material benefits. In both directions India's part in 
the show is imposing. Doubtless the trained exploi
ters of the world would see that she profited as little 
as:possible in the end. Correspondingly, her w"ith
drawal, if its possibility could be conceived, would 
be felt as in the nature of a blow·· at the Empire. 
Tremendous efforts must be ma~e by influential local 
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Committees to keep back private exhibitors and s~:mi
official agencies, while the Government and statu
tory bodies like Improvements Trusts must be reach
ed by the usual channels of public opinion until the 
new Legislatures could take the constitutional action 
open to them. 

Nobody supposes that the withdrawal of the 
unofficial representatives of India from the Imperial 
·Conference will reduce it to a state of impotence or 
paralysis. Those, however, who value self-respect 
and. study its manifestations in human affairs will 
look for certain "prompt reactions," to use an 
American expression, when it is infringed. It is not 
~asy any longer to persuade the average British 
politician that amongst our intelligentsia and their 
:representatives in high circles, feelings of resentment 
and indignation are of the same kind as in the rest 
of the world. Dominion as well as British statesmen 
may think our indignation misplaced and profess 
unconcern at our absence. But they eannot help 
being conscious, in contemplating our vacant places, 
that affronted human nature had found becoming 
expression. Again, who will pretend that the 
measures of retaliation recommended to our ·future 
Legislatures will inflict injury on the offending 
<:ommunities at all adequate to the injury that we 

~
ave received? Nevertheless, suC'h action as we 
an take is fully expected and cannot be avoided 
xcept at the risk of worse indignities and insults. 

I will remember being told in 1921: "If we hit you, 
why don't yon hit us in return? We have accord
~ed you full power of reciprocity." Where one is in 
the grip of a big bully, patient and philosophic sub
mi~sion is no· remedy. To hit out with all one's 
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strength may not be effec~ive either; but it is at least 
a vindication of one's manhood. The poet has said 
that the imprisoned cobra strikes not so much to 
punish the tormentor, as out of wounded pride. 

The prosecution of the~e measures, provoked by 
the denial of equality in the Empire, will be neces
sarily obstructed and rende1·ed nugatory by the 
Government of India. In taking such an attitude. 
the Viceroy and his Councillors will only be increas
ing their own difficulties and goading the Assembly 
on to fixed and implacable hostility, which can only 
hasten the day of Responsible Government in the 
country. That would be a gain, not the less great 
for being indirect, of the course of determined opposi
tion forced on the people and their chosen leaders at 
this juncture. These developments, which the imme-.. 
diate future holds in store, must be made clear to the 
constituencies at this general election. Their politi
cal education will thus receive an· impetus which 
nothing else can give and candidates must regard it 
as their primary duty to obtain mandates in this 
behalf, besides canvassing votes in the usual way. 

One is sometimes amused and sometimes irri
tated by the unscrpulous use to which the existence 
of castes in this country is put by our enemies. Sub~ 
dued and chastened, we bow to the penalties inflicte 
on Uti by the law of National Karma. But how can 
they admonish us who profit by our divided condition 
and in not a few cases foment it? Are they our 
Providence? Do they set up as our teachers? If so. 
let them show us the better way by their example. 
and not quote our social strata as a justification for 
their unworthy practice. We are hungering, through 
our renovated religion and revivified philosophy, for 
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opportunities of teaching the world some spiritual 
truths. While these_ opportunities seem slow in 
eoming, here is a degenerate Vv estern world, copying 
our caste system, our practice of segregation, our 
social iniquities and, alas, even ·our diarchy, our 
eommu_nal elections and our ·~ Jisproportionate repre
sentation" of minorities. We are endeavouring to 
get out of these unhealthy institutions. The reaction
aries and obscurantists in our country can wish for 
no better support for their outworn systems than their 
adoption by the civilised nations of the West in 
express imitation. 

Far be it from me to ignore or even to underrate 
the enormous benefits of the British rule in India. 
I have often spoken and written of these and of the 
glorious mission of the British Commonwealth. And 
I hope to live to do so again in better times, when 
British Imperialism shall have shed its lower and 
~.ssumed its higher character. But it is sad to. con
template a people with a high destiny within their 
reach and calling themselves a ~lesser League of 
Nations, setting up, after mature deliberation, a 
colour bar after the Boer pattern. 

Hard as flint, dry as the Sahara, must be the 
Indian heart which can survey without emotion the 
long tale of wrongs and indignities to which our 
people have been subjected within an Empire that 
talks all the time of human brotherhood and even
handed justice. I cannot stop now to tell the tale. 
Let us look at Kenya. We have gone there for some 
centuries now. The British Commonwealth c3me 
there only to safeguard our interests. Not only did 
we furnish the occasion, but we exerted our influence 
to- establish a British Protectorate. The earliest 
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.British officers thought that the new territory could 
he a suitable outlet for congested Districts in India. 
•Our cooly labour built the Railways. In fact, to-day 
not only the Railways but the Government offices 
are run by our clerical labour. The currency system 
was ours till it was supplanted recently to the ruin 
.of Indian wealth. The Indian Penal Code was in
troduced. Our armies fought on the soil of Kenya 
more than once to keep the Union Jack flying. We 
-are the only people now that do anything to teach 
-and train the Native in the arts of the civilised lifo:. 
Great numbers of Indians were born and bred there. 
·After many years, during which we were invited, 

· ~mployed and encouraged, to be now told, at the 
bidding of a few narrow-minded whites, that we are 
.a danger to the Native: that we are a moral and 
physical infection and that our future immigration 
must be controlled and finally stopped-this is a 
refinement cf ingratitude and tyranny, the thought 
of which still lacerates my heart, though it has been 
my constant companion, night and day, during some 
months. 

It may not be pleasing to Government, but it 
is good for them to know that there is hardly an 
intelligent or patriotic Indian who does not interpret 
and lament the Kenya settlement in the way I 
do. It may not be pleasing to Government, but 
it is good for them to know that there is hardly 
an intelligent and patriotic Indian who does not 
consider the settlement as setting aside a long 
succession of righteous pledges in the direction of 
human brotherhood, in favoul' of an unrighteous 
pledge made by incompetent authorities and in the 
face of earnest protests. It may not be pleasing to 
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Government, but it is good for them to know that, 
when I declare the attenuation of my faith in the 
British Empire and in the British professions, the 
only Indians, even in " Moderate circles " who dis· 
sent, are those who avow that they had never any 
faith in either. The· Kenya settlement is a grave 
National humiliation. It shakes the foundatiom 
of our public life. Party interests and party shibbo
eths seem now an irrelevance as well as a heavy 
handicap. I am happy to believe that the mem· 

hers of the Servants of India Society are un" 
animous in their desire while remaining true 
to the Liberal creed and that of its Founder, to 
co-operate with men and women of all parties in the 
country in trying to get the grievous wrong righted 
and in the speedy achievement of Swaraj, which is 
thP. ~OVPl'PlO"n nPAn of thA hmll'. 
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BANGALORE SPEECH. 

The following speech was 'delivered by the Rt. 
Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri on the eve of his departure 
from Bangalore, where he stayed for over three monthS 
to recoup his health, at a large public meeting con
vened to bid him farewell. 

After some remarks of a personal character, Mr. 
Sastri said : "Ha)ling failed and not, as some of you 
said, succeeded in the mission entrusted to me, I 
feel like a person who has fallen from a high estate. 
You gave me a great commission. I went forth 
knowing that it was difficult, knowing too that many 
an~ther stronger and braver fighter for India's cause 
gladly avoided it. I knew that I should fail. Bu1; 
I undertook the task, because I knew that my failure 
would not matter, that perhaps through my failure 
somebody after me would be enabled to build up a 
success that you and your children of the future 
might really cherish as one of India's achievements 
within the Empire. 

KENYA LOST, EYERYTHI~G LOST. 

Don't expect me to go fully into the recent history
of this Kenya affair. But you will forgive me if I 
make a few observations which I cannot keep back 
in this my first public speech, after an. enforced bu~ 
temporary retirement. 'Veil,." Kenya lost, everythin 
lost." You have been rem~nded of that expressio,n 
of mine more than once this eveiling. I really feel! 
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-that in this case of Kanya, a good deal is bound up 
<~f vital importance to the whole future history of 
-this country. It is difficult for me to speak with 
-moderation upon a subject touching so deeply, not 
merely our interests, but our pride as Indian citizens. 
I V~~ill, however, forbear to use langu11ge that might 
·seem to abuse the ho~pitalitr of an Indian State, but 
·-certain observations I must make on this occasion. 

THE REAL INWARDNESS OF THE AFFAIR. 

Some one said that the history of the Kenya. be
:trayal might be read in a public document. Believe me, 
:friends, if you wish to know the real inwardness of 
. .affairs, do not pay any attention to that fuliginous 
·document which they call the White Paper. It does 
not contain the true history at all. The actual facts 
.at the bottom of the case will not be found in the 
discussions that ensued in Parliament, they will not 
-be found in the respectable newspapers of Great 
Britain, they will not be found, no, not an allusion 
to them, in the vast flood of oratory that marked the 
proceedings of the last Imperial Conference. No 
reference has been made in these solemn papers to 
f.he fact that the British Cabinet gave this deci.oion
because the white people in·Kenya threatened rebel
lion. I do. not say that the British Cabinet got inti
midated. · I do not say that the custodians of the 
Empire shrank from a trial of strength with such a 
petty little place as Mombassa or Nairobi. That is 
not my meaning but those who are responsible for 
the conduct of the Empire to-day did shrink from a 
-struggle with their own countrymen; if they ventured 
to put forward a regiment, the regiment would refuse
io act. That was secret of the whole thing. 



THERE ·"'"ERE' ANGRY WITH ME. 

The White Paper discusses the question as if on 
its merits and on i~s previous history, . ~ 9 ;reference, 
bowever, is made to this subject. When ,I, caring 
·only for truth and for India's honour, mentioned it 
. for the first time to a public audience, they all seemed 
aghast. They seemed to think t:q.at I was giving 
utterance to something which ought. to be hidden 
from the public gaze. They were evidently not proud 
of the transaction. They certainly were very angry 
.with me. Friends and critics, newspaper oracles, 
Members of Parliament, those who were glad any 

.time to welcome me in the street and shake hands 
with me as fellow-citizens, all thought th~t I had 
been guilty of a sin of the mo~t g:ievous des-

.cription, much like the sensitive daughter-in-law inll 
.a family, who, having received a beating from the 
husband, smarted under it no doubt, but far more 

. because the brother-in-law and sister-in-law had been 
looking on. The British Cabinet and the public of 
London were not so ashamed of their having yielded 

.to fear and inflicted grievous wrong on India. They 
were far more angry, because I had taken. the world 
into my confidence. 

WE OUGHT TO HAVE A DIFFERENT GOVERNMENT. 

And now, what are our defenders doing? The 
.. Government of India, all honour to them, stood by us 
-to the very end of the discussion. Perfectly true, they 
gave us every moral support they could. ·But when 

·the time for talk had gone and the time for something 
Bubstautial had come, when we had to tell the British 
Cabinet that, if one side threatened rebellion, we should 
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at least threaten a little trouble, when the time had' 
come to say that, our Government necessarily shrank 
back-'you could not expect the agents of the British 
Cabinet to take up that attitude. Then, let me tell 
you, for the first time more vividly than ever, for 
the first time more stirringly than ever, I felt that it 
we were to win our way in the world, we ought to
have a different Government altogether. What is the 
state of things to-day? 

THE IMMIGRATION BILL. 

The Government of India, in order to hearten 
us, say: "Now that matter is gone, let us not weep 
over it, because all is not lost. There is the Immi
gration Bill coming on. We will discuss it thread
bare, attack all its provisions from A to Z. We will 
see "what the Kenya people will do and what the 
British Cabinet will do." We are going certainly to 
have thick books filled with discussion about Clause 
.A and Exception B and Explanation C. But I assure 
you· that it is · the case of the young lad who was· 
bidden to hold a runaway bull but was foolish enough 
to let the nose rope go and then hung on for all he 
was worth by its tail. You know what would happen 
to that innocent young adve~turer. Well, the people 
of India and the Government of India are in no
better case. When the British Cabinet allowed the 
Kenya Government to control our immigration on 
one pretext or another, the case was gone. The horse 
had been stolen, you might shut the door bang a 
hundred tim.es after, but you· could not recover it by 
any discussion, however meticulous, however ably 
.conducted, of the provisions of the Immigration· Bill
I do not say that nobody should care about it. I de:.-
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-not say that the Indian Chamber of Commerce in 
l3ombay, for instance, must not busy itself with 
necessary representations to the authorities of Kenya. 
Let them by all means do so. But the essence of the 
matter lay here. When they said that it was neces
-sary to administer Kenya in the interests of the 
Afri'can native and that for that purpose it might be 
necessary to control immigration, as a theoretical 
proposition we had no alternative but to agree, and 
we might willingly and gladly agree, as people long 
accustomed to the galling chains of subjection and 
anxious therefore to help anybody, even Kenya 
natives, to get back their rights from the white 
aggressors. We could well agree to that, and we did. 

But the point is this, that the unhappy African 
native has Lis only friends amongst Indians, that 
the white settler there is a landgrabber, that he is a 
political tormentor whose one business is to oppress, 
to keep down, to make selfish law1=1, to exact labour 
from poor people there, to use their energies for his 
own benefit; in other word.s, to use the language of 
<me of their accredited spokesmen, having stolen the 
lands of the native, the next thing was to steel his 
limbs. If im.migration was to be controlled, the 
immigration of the white man was to be contrclled, 
and not that of the Indian. That is an attitude that 
we ought to have taken and that !s an attitude that 
we should yet take in the matter. I expressed it 
several times in London. I have nothing to conceal 
and I will say that again. But there comes the 
trouble. Do you expect Lord Reading to say so for 
you? Do you expect Lord Reading and his Govern
ment to say that if immigration has to be controlled, 
it has to be in the case of whites and not of Indians? 
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Every one of them- might feel so, and I believe, in my 
heart of hearts that every one does fell so, but nobody 
dares to ~ay it; and- yet if we a~e to vvin in this case,.. 
that is the thing, .however unpleasant, to be said. 
There again comes a handicap in .our having a-. 
Government, which can only go a short way- in 
championing our rights, which cannot speak the full. 
truth, which cannot speak as you and I would, which 
cannot tell th~ British Cabinet, "Be impartial, b& 
just if you dare and tell ycur own people not to d()
wrong". 

THE ELECTIONS. 

There is another point that is being forced upon 
my attention. However unwilling I was to recognise 
it in such vivid colours in the past, I can no longer 

~
ncealfrom myself that without a Government that. 
e could make and unmake as free people, we are 

ound to lose in tpe struggle in future. It is to that 
great object that all our er;ergies have now to be bent. 

l
All talk of moderate and immoderate, of extreme and 
mean in Indian politics, bas now no meaning for me. 
All must unite round thiE banner of Dominion Status
and that promptly. What do we hear from the repre
sentatives of British power in India to-day? I do not 
envy Lord Reading this task. I certainly do not. 
believe that fate l1as been excessively kind to him in 
calling upon him, liberal as be is in politics, to go 
about the country on the eve of a general election 
and tell the people: "Your struggles for an immediate 
constitutional advance will meet with non-possumus. 
Elect, therefore, people who will be content to go on 
th~ present footing." Well, he might say so, but the 
country has decided otherwise. w·eak and disunited 
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almost like a baby in her politics, India has, it seernSJ 
to me, still spoken out boldly, I mean through the•· 
general elections. India has not heeded th(;) warning 
which, bidtlen or spontaneously, LOl'd Reading thought. 
it fit continually to administer to our people: 

KENYA A!liD ANGLO-INDIANS. 

Now what do the great people who have to guide· 
us in all these matters say? I mean the great repre-
sentatives of the Anglo-Indian· press, the great repre
sentatives of the British press, or those who, occupy
ing high and responsible posts in th'3 Indian Civil• 
Service, continually admonish the Indian patriot oa 
his duty, tell young and old alike without any bias: 
or partiality that if we place the whole of the Indian 
·finance at their disposal and, perhaps, abolish the
posts .of Accountant-General and Auditor-General. 
everything would go well with India. They tell us:
: What are you doing? You, people of modern India 
are not like your forefathers at all. Your forefatherS" 
talked of Life Everlasting, of the eternal round of 
Sam.~ara, of the vanity of all worldly effort. Why 
hurry? There is an Eternity before you. Did they 
not speall of life after death? You live for ever. Why 
want equality at once? Wait." Applying this argu
ment to the immediate problem of Kenya a. great 
friend of ours, in whose good intentions I still have 
faith of a sort, mind you, toM me : "Really you are 
unreasonable. It is true that there is no perfect 
equality between your people and mine in Kenya. 
Thos~ fellows have got 11 seats on the Legislative
Council and have given you $. Well, I admit this 
is an inadequate number. Certainly it ought to b& 
increased and I am perfectly willing when the time 
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-~omes to give my vote for 6." Who knows, ten years 
hence, or. twenty year's hence, another enterprising 
man may conie forward and tell us, ':we will give you 
1>even,' and twenty years after that a still more bene
ficent-minded statesman may be willing to go ahead 
:3nd venture to vote for 8, so that in about two or 
three centuries we shall reach the figure 11. Now 
-that man was quite sincere. He thought that it was 
good ·enough progress for the Indian. An Anglo
Indian Civilian here told me: "If you want increased 
Indianisation, you are now,say about 11 per cent in 
the Services; you get it raised to 12 or 13, if you 
please, and be done with it. Don't disturb us for 
another generation." Well, that is the way they 

· have begun to talk to us. They do not deny the 
justice of our case. Only they are. somewhat dis
buieted when we wish to rush along at this furious 
rate threatening the peace of India and the safety of 
the Empire, but are willing to agree to .. a more 
wholesome, better ordered rate of progress." 

THE HARDENED BRITON) 

Now I come to the most pathetic• part of the 
whole thing. There are some amongst us who believe 
that, for one reason or another, we must bide our 
time and obtain our due, may be more slowly than 

f
e wish. If finally we are sure. that we shall get 

he thing, let us be coment to march at even a slower 
ate than heretofore. Let me tell you frankly that 
am one of those who sympathise with this line of 

~
rgument. · I also have always spoken for peaceful 
nd constitutional progress, and I believe, examining 
y heart a.s minutely as I myself can, I am still on 

' he side of peaceful and constitutional progress. I 



:am quite willing that we should move slowly, :tirovi:. 
·<ded that we were sure that our faces. were set in tfle 
iigM direction and that day by day, year by year~ W& 

left things behind that were in front and got along t$ 
positions _which seemed too far off, provided that we 
were sure we were moving and~ moving ahead. But 

·4< are we sure?" is the whoie question. I thought 
we were. l do not think so any more, and therein 
ties my apprehension for the future. The Englishman, 
having once been generous, is now afraid of his 
generosity. He thinks he. has· given 'too much and 
there is' a disposition in England which, I am thank
fur, is not univ~rs~l. but is undesirabiy prominent 
amongst the Die-Hards and Tories, who now wield 
the destinies of the Empire-there is a disposition 
1ln their piut now to think that if they <lannot actually 
take back, it is best to keep things stationary. You 
may plead justice, equality and the necessity of fide
lity to promises and pledges and engagements. That 
'does hot touch the hardened Briton when he is bent 
on safeguarding his vested interests. I have seen it. 
Justice and equality, very well, fine things these. 
All.homage is due to them and' tne Englishman is 
ready with. his homage as well.· But if a conflict 
with his interests arises, if without open barefaced 
denial he: could keep off the evil day, be would by 
every means in his power. That may be human 
nature, an~ some of you may say we are no better 
perhaps. We are not, any how we have not been. 
~eepi~·ig an Empire, we d1..1 not wish to pregerve rights 
stolen from other people. ·We do not wish to aggtes~ 
ap.d, therefore, let US speak with our limited experieDCIJ 
and nottest ourselves in any imaginary scale. The 
trial' has not cbme to us and we may well, therefore'., 

6 
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tell the people who boast so much about their princi
ples of justice and human brotherhood: "Keep your 
engagements like honest Jolk, fulfil your promises 
like just kings, that take their power from on high 
and must use their power so as to be approved from 
on high." That we have continually to tell them. 

-
VESTED INTERESTS AND BRITISH JUSTICE. 

Lord Reading, to whom we have to look for
guidance, from whom the words that come are cer
tainly entitled to our respectful attention, counsels 
us in our future struggle to put faith in the sense of· 
justice and righteousness of the British nation. Well, 
allow me to speak with a little' freedom on this part 

~ 
the subject. ''The sense of· justice of tbe British 

ation" is an expression with which I am fairly 
amiliar. I have used it on countless ocrasions. I 
now its full mean.ing, but I k~ow: alas, it.s limit~

. 10ns also. There 1s a sense of Justice~ I will adm1t· 
and admit to the full, but that sense of justice is not 
easily mobilised every day. You have got to stir it 
up and nothing stirs it up as the pro~pect of excite
ment and turmoil and trouble, as the prospect of 
something being in danger, of some vested interests 
being s1uashed in the struggle. Nothing stimulates 
the somewhat inactive sense of justice· as the .mani-
festation of your political strength. 

A PAGE FROM PAST HISTORY. 

Let us read the history of England. You remem
ber some time ago, in the old days -.f the Ilbert Bill 
controversy, when nothing more serious was at stake 
than the continued enjoyment of an invidious pri
vilege, the Europeans of Caloutta and the neighbour-
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hood, on the· occasion of this threatened Joss: or 
privilege, banded themselVes together and went so· far 
as to arrange for the deportation of Lord Ripon.' He 
was to have been summarily E:eized and put on board. 
a boat that had come up the Hooghly. · Rememberr 
however, no injury was to be done to him. Only he
was to be deposed from his august position and taken 
away to be s:1.fely deposited somewhere on the more 
hospitable shore·s of Great Britain. That is how they 
teach us ho.v to preserve rights. You have· all read 
English history more or less. I will only go back to
the recent struggle in Ireland. Did the Irish people 
have no faith in the sense <>f justice of the British 
nation? Oh, they had, and they had plenty of it. Only 
whenever they made an appeal to the !'ense CJf justice 
of the British nation, they also made an appeal to some 
other sense, so that two or three senses, quite awake 
to the situation and acting together, ll~ight do S'lm&. 
little justice. And how did the white people in Kenya· 
behave when thPir rights were threatened? No~ not 
their rights, let me say their unjust privilL•ges. 'Ihey: 
did the same thing. They gave notice to the Gover-· 
nor that if he was going to give anything like equal 
treatment to Indians or carry out laws to that effect 
framed by the British Cab1net, he also would be treat
ed in the same gentle way in which the Viceroy of 
India was to be treated on the llbert Bill occasion. 
They bad everything ready for seizure; not only of. 
the Governor, but of his senior officials. 'Iheir places 
of detention were actually fixed. 

CHAYJPION OF KENYA WHITES. 

That is the way in the British Empire their 
own people, when they want things done, go about-
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say: "'lf I. should. da; such & thing t~morio..,.., what 
would be mr fate 1" I cannot promise him the treat
ment that theJ gave; for instance, in Lord· D~amere
in Londo~. Lord Delamere was received everywhere. 
His words were listened fo- as if theY' were. gospel 
truth. He bad: a. seat in the· House of LordS. The 
Duke of Devonshire. was:-smilingly sweet on1 him; so 
was the Colonial Office from top to bottom. There 
was nothing that. Lord. Delamere could not do. And 
yet it was-Lord Dela.mere~ who, as E:x:ecutfve Coun
eillor in Kenya, had taken the oath· of allegiance to 
His Majesty, llad promised to administer laws-and to do· 
nothing to disturb the peace of the public and: so forth, 
and whose duty it. was to preserve the public: peace
it was Lord· Delamera who: had presided~ at. countless 
meetings where the white p2ople threatened~ to rebel. 

. He had·liimself presided and assisted at these disor
derly proceedings;. He: was a. man who, if the ordi
nary law had. prevailed, should have been treated in 
the manner in. which· some thousands and i:housands 
of our people are being treated to-day. 

OUR CONSTITUTIO~AL BATTLE. 

I cannot promise you a treatment of that kind 
from the Government ofLflrd R~aning, but you know· 
where you are exactly.. You.conld do thing~, if only 
your skin were white, which. you cannot. think of 
doing,. being w~at·you are." But. within your limit
~tions, within the law, within ,the limits re;cognised· 
as allowable to those whll are struggling to regain 
lost liberties: who are· struggling to obtai'n the slow 
f.ulfilment. of pledges of lon~standing and :of solemn 
WI!Ort,.the(t'e is plenty' which ~e ... non-affic~alst may. 
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and it will be my proud privilege; :when I have left. 
your kind ami hospitable neighbourboo_d, 'to take my 
humble 1>larie :amongst those who :fight .this peaceful 
and constitutional battle. 

INDIANS OVERSEAS AND INDIAN STATES. 

Ma:y b~, I have done wrong to pour into the con:.: 
tented and placid ears of the citizens of th~ model 
State of India the moanings and wailings of my 
anguished spirit, but I think the question of Indians 
overseas affects Native States as well as British 
India. Moreover, I look forward to a time not far 
distant when the distinction between British India 
and Indian India will be one of form and not of sub-: 
stance. I look forward to a time not far distant 
when you will consider yourselves in daily life and 
not merely in theory, as citizens of a iarge, beautitul 
and lovable India and not merely as citizens of 
Mysore. If to me and to those of my age that India 
is but a vision, there are about me young people who 
will raise glad and joyful eyes on that dream as the 
realised spectacle of daily life, and I believe you will 
forgive me if, for a moment, 1 have asked you in 
anticipation of some years yet to share with me some 
of the troubled thoughts with which the British 
Indian citizens are now oppressed. 

FAREWELL. 

I hope you will allow that I have not wasted 
your time, as I believe honestly that I have bestowed 
one of my afternoons well, when at the close of three 
months' stay amidst such generous surroundings I 
take leave of all who have helped to make my stay 
happy. . I do so not leaving behind in their hearts a. 
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.feeling that I have· gone away as ·a sphinx having 
;eome as a sphinx~ but having told the trouble of my 
heart and ·some little plans that "I may have formed 
:for-the future~ having in that way tried to repay 
liOme of the hospitality and tenderness and personal 
~ttachment that the citizens of Bangalore have 
:Slways been extending to me during my_stay. 
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AFRICA OR INDIA. 
The following speech was delivered by Mr. 

Sastri at a meeting of thQ Criterion Club, St. Stephen's 
.College, Delhi, on the 24th Feb. 1924. 

The title of my subject today is "Africa or 
india?" It seems to be an alternative which it is 
hard to present to anybody. I have not invented 
-it ira order to attract a crowd of listeners. But the 
alternative, "Will the British Government care for 
Africa or for India more?" was presented in a some. 
what acute form to the British Cabinet during the . 
progress of this Kenya difficulty. You know Kenya. 
is only a part of British East Africa. But the white 
people in Kenya are drawn to a considerable extent 
from South Africa. In fact our countrymen allege 
that while, before the advent of these South Afiican 
whites, everything was smooth sailing, after they 
came and settled there, the trouble of the Indian 
community beg!l.n. But it is not a trouble between 
whites and Indians in Kenya alone. It is unfortu· 
.nately largely aggravated by the circumstance that 
the South African whites have openly declared them
selves to be in sympathy with the whites in Kenya. 

· · The great man who rules over the destinies of 
South Africa, General Smuts, lent the weight of his 
authority to the agitation of the white community 
in Kenya. He backed them to the utmost of his 
power and I heard at the India Office that he sent 
many a long cablegram to the British Cabinet, 
advising them, threatening them, and generally 
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warning tpem that the British Cabinet -Were not 
dealing with Kenya only, but with the whole of Africa,. 
meaning the who1~ of--white Africa; and in .th&
course of the discussions it . became · evident tha
questian would be, will the Tnd'ian -case prevail or the
Afric~.n case pr~vail? I have not ~oLd you ip detail 
the. ~~y .in wJl,ich t!le cause pf the. whites jn Kenya. 
snd the cause of the whites in South Africa became
id,e:Q.tj~aL. It. is not .necessary to our purpose;. but
it. Wt'S. they who_ presented to the British Cabinet this
:tJ.t~~pu.ti ve: "If yqu are going to redress the s~allea 
gri~vances.of the Indian community, you would. b&
tlri,ving us out of the Empire. The Indians tell ypu 
{Qr their part that if you ·were going to deci~e the· 
issues.in our favour, India wo11-ld have to go out." . 
. : . Now, the British Cabinet was obliged in some· 
w,.ay to settle the question as though it were a case· 
between Africa and India. I will. only mention: in, 
p~-;;sing that _at_ one time·the propaganda of the wpites. 
reached su,ch proportions that it-looked likely tlu~t it 
'r.9U)d_ be a case not only of }..frjca ver:~us lndia,~ but. 
o~ the w1;w}t. of the Dominions ap.d Crown C.ohmies. 
versu~ India. Luckily, the Dominions were. tQ()
sensible and too aware of the magnitude of the diffi-
culties of the Empire to throw in their lot with 4fric.a... 
So it shrank somewhat into the dimen~ions. of a. 
struggle between India. and Africa. 

Ladies and gentlem~n, w11~.n a question llSSJlmeS
th_at importance, we mJ1st _ex:tep,d; our sympathy tct 
tlwse thathave to deal wit}).- it o.n that footing.·" Set
~~ w.ho yvent to EnglandJ 011 thjs E:enya miJ;;sio:q. 
a.Jvyay:s ?osked_ ourselve~ wl:r3t fl4ould we do,Jf.w.~ 
;vr~re_i~,- t\le position_ of :t~e_]3ri~j$h CaQi.net? -1~. am 
~fi~id th~ persons wh_o C~!ll_e,~o~~:r: to ple~d. for: th~ 
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.eause ef the Kensa w h,ites failed to rise to the .height : 
of the occasio!l and did not look at the proQlem:from 
the point of view of the British Cabinet charge.d with 
the maintenance of a world-wide empire, but were too.
full of their own 'little troublas. Now, you might ask 
me "Why is .Afri~a pitted against India oin this.. 
matter?" Now it is alleged it is not only a question 
of econom i.ca.l interests, but it is a question of two
cultures. and two civilisations strllggling. to occupy· 
tbe ~:;J.me ground. That is how they put it: not that. 
we· .wish our culture and our civilisation to be-
planted .in Africa to the detriment of a_nybody,- but 
they .always put the case, as though India were.behind 
this movement and were struggling to obtain.a large
and secure foothold on the continent of Africa, S() 

that she may thrust her hungry mil' ions on ilie ·soil 
of Africa and thus not only dispossess the whites, but 
in .Course of time dispossess the natives of Africa also: 
Now in South Africa there is a very peculiar:consti.
tution, which, I think, the English paopla .did not 
fully understand when they annexed South Africa, 
or they would have tried to establish soma sort of 
compromise: because the ideal which :the'. South 
Afr.ican:; have is injurious and diametrically opposed 
to. the ,ideals of the British. Empire. British Empire 
ideals are well known. Happily, the .British Cabinet, 
low as they have fallen in their power to, maintai~ 
~ho.sl'l ideals~ have not yet r~pu~iated them.· -~Tho~, 
tdea.ls •. as you are aware, are JUstice all round, .equa
litY. all. round. and brotherhood between all people$ 
cotnpo~i,ng, .the Commonwealth, : In South Africa tha
orfJtl.dwPt ;Ol' fu.ndamentalla.w imll11des the declaration .. 
·:_There I .shall be no equality · between 'white· .and' 
coloured persons .in church or state." For: l'ong.· .dec~ 



~des the South African white, who is the Boer predo
-minantly, bas had to struggle with th9 blacks of 
.Africa, and therefore has fro:n his very upbringing 
-the notion that the black man is unequal to the white, 
-that he" is born only to serve the white, and that if he 
will not serve the white he should be compelled to do 
~so or killed off as soon as possible. Between the white 
:and black therefore, they will never grant equality, 
and they conceive that the black man of Africa is 

·the prototype to which the Indian also mu!!t be 
-consigned, and they treat the Indian really the same 
way •. ,Vell, it may be right or it may be wrong-! 

. .am not here to argue the case either for or against the 

. .South African Boer. But the Boer is there, every 
moment thinking of this ideal of the white man's 
natural and inherent superiority over the coloured 
person.· He is taught every minute of his life that 

·that is the true doctrine. No use qarrelling with him 
When therefore the British Empire annexed South 
Africa with this ideal which runs clean against their 

.-()Wn cherished ideal, British statesmen undertook a 
:serious responsibility and they must have vowed to 
themselves that, if they found it necessary to annex 
South Africa with this degrading doctrine, running 
counter even to Chrisitanity, they at least were under 
a moral obligation to see that tbb degarding ideal 
never travelled beyond So~th Africa, that it was con-

' .fined to this primitive population of Boers. They 
might have hoped that some day, some bold, some 

--enthusiastic, some pious missionary might go and 
-convert them to a decent form of Christianity; but in 
-the meanwhile they must have vowed to themselves 
~We will never allow this doctrine to spread beyond 
.~outh Africa". · 
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But what happened in the ease of Kenya? White 
'(>eople from· South Africa went there, carried· their 
<doctrine and reversed th3 current which .Kenya 
-affairs had run for a long time; for an Indian aspect 
had been given to the progress of affairs in· Kenya, 
which now the Boer was determined to check'with a. 
view, first of all, to restricting the immigration ofthe 
Indians and afterwards in course of time, as his 
power grew, finally to clo:;e the doors of East ·Africa. 
to Indians altogether. 

Now, lest you should think that I am overstating 
the case, I have brought you a ·memorandum ·which 
General Smuts presented to the Imperial Conference. 
General Smuts at that Conference made himself the 
spokesman not only of the· Kenya whites, but generally 
of Africa. He ~resented their ease and you maY; 
remember it was mentioned in_the papers at the time 
that his principal desire was to get repealed that 
Tesolution of 1921 of the Imperial Conference which 
recommended that Indian~ everywhere in the Empire 
should be granted equal rights of citizenship witn 
any other class of His Majesty'at subjects. Now, let 
me tell you at once that, although General Smuts at 
the 1921 session of the Imperial Conference was no 
party to this resolution, and even expressly dissocia
.ted himself from it as a person who was present at it, 
I can tell you this much-that it was quite open to1 
General Smuts to take his stand on the understa.nd
ing that no resolution should be passed which was 
not unanimous, and he could therefore well have said 
at the time, "As I am not a consenting party to this I 
'l'esolution I will not allow you to pass it." But, 
1adies and gentlemen, far from taking that position,: 
.which he was entitled to take, GEmeral Smuts was so-. 



impr~s~~d with the .Indian; case, with the difficultieg.. 
which.~~he Empir" '!Vas experiencing in holding tq
gether, 1tbLhe actually said, "Although it is not. 
possible. for me -to join, my sympathy is with Mr... 
Sastri;l_et this resolution go; I do not mind; provided 
it do~s not bind me." I am mentioning that in pro-· 
minen~~ because it has been lost sight of and some
thing hangs ·on that little point, trifling as it may 
appea~ to you.. 

Gen. Smuts comes forward in 1923 and tells the· 
Conf~r?n~, "It was a mistake of yours to have passed 
that ~e~olution; you ought now to repeal it"; and he, 
puts it. on the express ground that equality is an idea. 
foreig_n to the Empire. Whoever thought of equality 
betw.een people and. people in the Empire? He says 
so ope;uif; and it is worth while for me to read that 
to you..··~ The whole of· his memorandum is very 
intere~ting reading, and I would like you to read it 
at le~su,a some day. It is a.short doc:ument, _but I 
shall read only the relevant portion . 

. ";rb.era is no equal British. citizenship in tb~
~Qlpire, .and it is quite wrong (this is the point) 
f9r a !Jritish· subject to claim equality of rights. 
iQ, any part of the Empire to which he has mig
rated or where he happens to be living. There
i~ J!O indig~ity at all or affront in the denial of' 
su~h equality. · Once this is clearly recognised 
the stigma abov~ referred to falls away." 

. 1'here js no equality-so we will treat_ Indian.s 
as OU! •. infet:iors, but there is no stigma in it and 
India11s have no rigM to feel it at all. That is. th~ 
kind of~rg~iment tll;:~ot-Gen. . Smuts addr~ssed to the
Conference. · But of course he went further. Instead. 
Df CO~ing·}).imself.tp:~J~er~ ~taternent Qf t}).at SOrt~ 



l>eing the 9"eneml that he is, and acc.ustom·ed t.<l earry 
-the war into the enemy's tenito).y, h(i 'bs,~ given a. 
paragraph to an attack on me; and for ·what reS:son? 
-above everything else, th~t I h~d · decided · tC. tour 

·thrOugh the Domfnions and speak of equality~ and he 
says that by so doing I have not advanc~d my qause 
even a bit; and certainly in South Africa the feeling 

·against Indians .is now much more bitter th:;tn before. 
Certainly it would be ; whoever denied it? . If. you 

·went ,and claimed eqnality with a proud and arrogant 
·people of that kind, no doubt they would be opposed 
to you; but would you expect me, would any intelli
-gent Indian expect me or any other spokeSlll.a.Il to 
shrink back from expressing 'the idea of equality 
merely because it might offend .the white ··pepple in 

· this part or in that part or the Empire? : Th~t was 
my sin. and this is how General Smuts describes the 
-thing:-

"This latter change is in some measure due to 
the Sastri mission. Mr. Sastri by his mission 
and his speeches has undoubtedly made matters 
worse; he has for instance never failed w htrnever 
an opportunity presented itself to· attack the 
Indian policy of South Africa a:r;d thereby has 
greatly exasperated public cpinion in tbat domin
ion, already very sensiti..-e on this issue. In 

'other dominions he bas made people alive• to the 
issue-{ Great sin on my part, ii>'nt it? )-:-indeed 
be has largely created it. The claim. he has 
everyw'nere vigorously pressed ·for equal: fran-

' <:h'ise and rights ·for Indians over· tne • whole 
· Empire, has ·not only gone furtner than"the local 
<:lainis of the Indians themselves-{ r::witll;recnr 
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to this point a. little later )-but bas. tended · t~ 
raise opposition in quarters whe1e it did not 
ex:ist before. · It is because I foresaw this develop
ment that I did z;ot invite Mr. Sastri to include 
South Africa in his tours." (Loud Laughter). 

Now, a statement of that kind coming from him' 
. . . . . 

ladies and gentlemen, you will allow me to produce 
before you as emphatic and conclusive· testiniony 
that my mission was not a ·failure. I have roused 
opinion in these parts. · I have told these people that 
the Indians 'claim equality and have disturbed the
equanimity of Gen. Smuts and his Boer followers. 
It is somethh1g to have done. I was very much 
concerned the other day to read in a paper that our 
honoured friend Lala Lajpat Rai quoted, Gen. Smuts's 
testimony as to the failure of my mission. 'Ibis is 
not failure as I read· it. It means that· I presented 
my case as you would have had me present it, and 
that it brought me the measure of success which it 
was possible to attain in all the circumsta~ces .. Now,.. 
ladies and gentl~men, I come·to another part of Gen• 
Smuts's memorandum. 

The other day in our legislative house, I mean 
~ur legislative house, the Council of State (laughter)~ 
we passed, the Government of India remaining 
ostentatiously neutral, a..J:ruliDiocjty measure which -..,._ 
Dr. Gour had persuaded the Assembly to pass last 
session. It was feared by some of our t:mid friends 
in the house, and perhaps also Government shared the 
fear, that if we enacted a reciprocity measure, that is 
to say, if we returned blow for blow to the whites in 
the Dominions, they would be greatly incensed and 
they would do much more harm and we should be 
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seriously injuring our position. I told them, "I have. . 
known Gen. Ian Smuts; Gen. Smuts is-certainly not· 
a timid or a vacillating exponent of white opinion. 
I have met him before and he has told me personally
th!l.t if we used our reciprocity power ,he would never:· 
take it ill at all: in fact he expressed surprise that w~ 
had not done it already in 1921." Here is what h~ 
says:-" India should be free to deal· with nationalS
of the dominions on a basis of reciprocal treatment. 
and neither on her part nor on the part of the domin .. -
ions concerned should there be any resentment or ill
feeling in the matter." 

So we have done nothing wrong. General Smuts. 
should say "Well done, India", and I am sure l1e does. 
But you may ask "V: ery well, you have done it: where· 
shall we be next?" Ladies and gentlemen, permit1 
me to tell you one thing: that we were not the .. first 
people to throw a stone at our neighbours . in the 
Empirer We had never done it before: we had 
suffered; we had been humiliated; we had been deeply I 
pained; but we never hit back, hoping by our patience, 
by our resignation, by our Christian virtue of sub. 
mission, to convince the white tyrant that he was 
continually misbehaving against the law of God and 
man. It did not pay us. At last we have taken one 
puny step of what is called euphemistical1y recipro· 
city. I had to explain one thing to my colleagues 
the other day, the difference between reciprocity and 
retaliation. It is a curious Empire, it is a curiou, 
political organisation, this British Commonwealth. 
Curiously are we, heterogeneous people, mixed up 
together in this wonderful unit, that imtea'J of 
exchanging amenities and expressions of good wilt 
and preferential duties and so forth, we should be-
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eftetaliation~ We did not make this· Empire. Those 
that made it and those that keep it in such a condition 
ought to be ashaliled of it. · We need not bang down 
our beads: we are tzying everything, let me tell you, 
to keep this Empire together; it is the European, the 
white man 'in the Dominions and in places like Soutlr 
Africa and East Africa, who will not tolerate anotbe:t 
people iti his household, except they be serfs and 
shives.and helots-it is· be that is the danger to the' 
Empire. He is the wrecker; we, if anytl'ling, are 
preservers of the Empire. 

ThEm, ladies- and gentlemen, General Smuts has 
made another statement which is exceedingly. inter
esting.: He says, "What are: these Indian: people 
asking ? They forget the essence; tlie first thing~' the 
A. B. C, of politics. ... It would appear t'hat we . are 
not an independimt Government' like Japan or China, 
and yet this is· what he says:-"Neither· the Japanese 
nor tne Clifnese pilople· have claimed what these 
Indian people claim."' Now, as· an assertion it is 
:emphatically .untru'e. Only a Boer could put it for
-ward, because. the Japanese and the Chine"e feel 
tbei:t exClusion from citizenship rights, the same as· 
we, and being stronger and backed up by an indepen
~ent government their protests are much more 
vehement and' they get, let me tell you now; being 
oacked up by their own .government, they get more 
humane and better treatment from these- COlonials 
than we do.· 

' Let that pass. · But tben, is it just to maintain 
that we who belong to this Empire, who own the 
:Same allegiance and salute the same Union· Jack as 
much as any w.hite· mail, is it nght that we, who 
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fought for the Emp~r,e and s~ve~ thes~ ~~ry- ~bite 
.peo.t>le rr9m e;tin~t~'?~ (Ap~l~u~e), is i\ righ~ tQ.at 'Ye 
should be told that w.e }).ave nq more rjght to deJ;ll~nd 
-equality · ·than · the Chil).es~ or t4e JaP.anese· 
people?, What, then: is th~. i,n~ucemen~ to remailll 
·withi~ this Empire, if' there i~ I).O diffe~enc~ betvv~e~ 
one who belongs to the Empfr!! ~nq one ~ho is out':" 
sid~ tl;te 'Empire? Is th~r~ no diffe~~I).Ce h.~~w~~.n the 
German whom we had to fight in time of war and us 
in time of pe~ce ~- If we iue to be' treat~d. worse 
-than the Austrian and the O:em1an, what place have 
·we within thi~ Empire? And. yet General· S~uts 
puts us this question. He says :-"The Indian Govern
ment should not claim from other Empire Go~ern
ments what the friendly Governments of J~p~~ ·and 
China would not claim, and the fact is ·~-as I have 
told you, i~ is not a fact,~" tb~t with neith~r ofthese 
Governments have we any difficulties in the · domi
nions, while the difficulties with India a're notorious 

~ ~ . ' . - . ' .. . ~ ' 

and growing". , 
· Now, L~dies and Gentlep1en, I nmst ask you t() 
listen to me with some patience and give me a little 
time, for this is a very important and lar~e subject. 
It concer~s our honour. If I ·therefore keep you a. 
little longer than the custqmary' lecture period, do 

' . . . l. .· 

not blame me. Now _they say, after returninp fro~ th_e 
Kenyp. mission, I am a cha~~<!.!l:Jan l-do not take 
it ill at all. I ·arn not inclined to ~b.ink that is im iU 
c~mplimeiJt. If. there is any Indian who· can. go 
through. the exp~rjences througl:i. ··which 

4 
I

1 
'wen't in 

connection with' tbi's Kenya missiun, if there is·· any 
Indian who could have see!! the'· things th~t I saw~ 
who could have heard the sentiment-s which I ~-as 
c'ompelled tci hear,. who coul4. have "exp'~rience(f the 

.l•' •. ,. • ' • 7 . 
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utter lack of responsibility that it was my misfortune 
to encounter in London during a few weeks of bitter 
sorrow and suffering : if there is any such Indian, I 
think, Ladies and Gentlemep, most of us should 
disown him. I have c~ Any Indian would 
have changed. General Smuts in another part of his 
speech blamed me for using a harsh expression and 
stigmatising this Empire as a Boer Empire. t 
strikes me as extraordinary that General Smuts 
should be ashamed ofit. · He should be rather proud 
of it. If I said that he was able to =spread his doc
trines and impose his ideals- on the whole of the 
Commonwealth, why does he not take it as a compli
ment? EvidentlY, he felt that he was in an uncom
fortable position, because I was drawing prominent 
attention to the fact that the Kenya decision · vvas 
calculated and intended to plea:se the Boer. He took 
that very ill, and he blamed me for it; but so long. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, as there is· a colour bar, so 
long as there is a first class citizenship and a second 
Class citizenship created in response to the demand 
of either the Boer or ·the Britisher who is not asham
ed to follow the Boer, so long as that is the case 
within the Empire, I am fully justified in using the 
'expression which I did, and discarding the expres
sion, the British Commonwealth . 

. There a.re many people who think that I was 
quite wrong in stating that the Kenya descision was 
ba~d on a .certain amount of fear of the whites 
l.n Kenya who threatened to rebel. Now that is 
quite" trUe. It could be proved at any time .. ~n fact 
the white Kenyan was rather proud of it. He C!;lme 
and said, 'We are going to fight the British Empire: 
Well, the"y talked· about it an· over the place, the 
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"Dewspapers were full of articles on that subject~ and 
•t!Ven a magazine like the Nineteenth Century ana 
After was quite willing to admit an article in which. 
it was openly stated that the white men in Kenya· 
had arranged ~verything for a rebellion. Well, I am 
not going to detain you by trying to prove these facts. 
"But there is a point in it. There are a number of 
innocent people here, Englishmen, Englishwomen, 
Britishers of all shades, quite innocent people-I do 
not blame them at all-who tell me, • What? Do you 
want us seriously to believe that the British Cabinet · 
-was afraid of a few ~housand whites in Kenya and 
tLerefore gave an unjust decision? · Oh no, it is im
possible. We who put down the Germans at a 
tremendous cost, do you mean we are going to be 
afraid of the white Kenyans?'· But what is· the 
logical inference of such a claim? If you say and 
if people believe, as I am afraid there are a few 
ignorant people in the Government of India who 
believe, that the B!·itish Cabinet did not give this 
unjust decision out of fear of a very tiresome rebellion,. 
-what, th~n, led them to give us this"palpably unright
eous decision, which disgraces the Empire and which 
blackens the name of the British nation ? Why did 
they give this decision, then, if not out of fear? 
Are these innocent people prepared to say that the 
British Cabinet was inherently vicious, loved injust
ice more than justice, did not care for the long 
·course of pledges and promises and brushed aside 
wantonly their own ideals which they had held out 
to other people ? Oh, I prefer the other alternative, 
because I know it is in accordance with the facts of 
British history, especial1y of recent British history. 
Let us believe it, and I would ask you to beHeve it; 
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if you are lovers oLthe -British name, as I am.z.. ia
spite of my gre~t resentment and vexation; if you 8a'9" 

l9ve'rs of the British name, neve.r come and tell nie
that they were not afraid, but loved injustice for its. 
o'wn sake. Lorq Olivier, who criticised the Ke.nya 

. decision the other day, showed a much' firmer grasP:. 
, of .the reality. . Lord Peel-I must speak of his lord
shi:J? .with great consideration, specially because ·he
is no longer in the India Office now,-Lord Peel.
when I was there, specially told me, "Now Mr. Sa_stri. 
do please moderate your language; do not let yqur
mastery of English lead you to a fall; do not gener
alise. Especially, do not mention the w_ords 'equal 
citizenship;' 'equality'_ and things like. that. They· 
won't go down. English people don't love these
abstract expressions," Now l; owe to Lord Peel many 
kindnesses. I received much as~i~tanc~ frciin him". 
But he took too much on himself to advise me that 
\faY, and I never forgot, in spite of his lordship, that 
the British people are lovers of justice and . equality 
~11 ove~ the ~orld. . · 

·Now, Ladies and Gentlemen, I wish to say one
~ord about the mis~io~ that is proceed_ing in the
c~urse of the next two weeks, if possible, to get 
this wrong righted, and I will only permit myself 
one iemark. Amongst them there is one, His High
n.es~ the Prince Aga Khan, who appreciates. the
real nature of these wrongs. . In my frequent talks. 
tp him, i remember one expression comi~g from 
Jfis.Highness again and agaiii. He was referring 
particularly to our franchise rights and immigra
tio~ rlghh, and he said: ·:wb».t~:;~;~e -~·u·~~~der,. 
wb.atEive:r-wem:iglifh~~ to compromise, we can
n .. ot compromise on t.hes~ t~o f~ndame~tai rlghts. 
-~ .. ,. ~ . • : ! ~ .· ~.- . .J.. • ; -~ ·.- • 
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We have no r(ght to compromise Oli' these tw~'· 
-things, becau~e tlieY. do not 'beloilg to us or to tlie 
Indians resident in kenya·; they belong to the tii
·~ian nation; they belong to our children and o-q:,r 
·children's children;1 we 'have no right to disg~ace . . ' , ', 

posterity within the British Empire. Whatever 
.:YOU yield, Mr. Sastri, ~Lldeld...o~:thi~im.IJ!i.€t!'~: 
· tion question~ani glad His Highness. has. ~c..; 
. cepted a place on this Kenya mission; and while 
he is there, I will continue to hope that he will ei:~ 

. " ·. ' 
. ert his utmo!>t to press our demand. Because even 

when '~e were in London, good friends at the ln
.~ ia Office used to tell us frequently : "It is all veiy 
well for you three fellows of the Indian Legislatuie 

·to come up and say, "Oh, we ·will wreck the Empire· 
. .a.nd we will do this ·and that', but pray, don't you 
·think of the good of the Indians resident in Kenya? 
would they like you to use these hitrsh words?. · If 

·the Kenya whites are . wrong; you mu.st' not he 
. equally wrong on the other side. Your mi~sion, as 
we under~tand it, is 'to try an_d do what little g~o~ 

_you can to your countrymen 1n K'enya. Go dow~ 
' on your knees, surrender, compromise and abari
. don anything, if you Cltn get them a little good; no' 
matter what happens to the Indian name-but be
nefit your countrymen in .Kenya." Now, Ladies and 

· Gentlemen, this is, in many cases, well~meant advice. 
In other cases, however, it is not w~ll-meant. TheY, 
always tell us, who are struggling for large' liberties 

-··we will give you some little, be quiet", and so they' 
' silence generation after generation. If we are look;~ 
~:ri.g always for the praise of the powers that ba, it 

·-we are d~sirou,s ?f getting .~ pat on the back, ,wh}r 
·.blame them for bribing us with little gifts so that 
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we may forget, like children, the big things that 
India is hungry for and that she must get if she is: 
. to take her place among the nations of world ? Sir
. Malcolm Hailey put a question at the last session. 
"What would your countrymen.say there ? Do theY . 
want you to retaliate and hit back and enter on a 
_franchise war with those whites? W cn't they suffer· 
much? . After all, you can hit only one white man: 
or two ;. they can hit lakhs of your people at one· 
stroke". Yes, I have asked many Kenya Indians . 
what they would want. 'Ve had & very strong 
deputation of the leaders of Kenya Indians workin~ 
with us. I told them particularly : 'Now this is
primarily your matter; we have come here to assist;:· 
do tell us what you would like; would you accep~ 
the crumbs they offer and ask us to lay down arms'?· 
'No', to a man they said. 'We come from a numer
ous African Congress. We are resolved to fight this. 
battle to the bitter end. Do not surrender. It is not: 
we who are concerned. It is India's honour we are
concerned to maintain. We would rather be killed 
by the rebellious whites in the streets of Nairobi and-
Mombasa than that India yielded a jot of her honour: 

·and self-respect.' (Hear, Hear). Well, what are
. they doing there today? · History is repeating itself~ 
Just as when in the bitter years before 1911; longer
than I care to recollect, Mr. Gandhi and his brave· 

. South Africans undertook a campaign, in the face of" 
terrible odds, of passive resistance, just as when our-

, Bengali countrymen, sore at the partition, declared a: 
boycott of British goods, finding that everything else
failed, just as on those two occasions we Moderates. 
and Extremists, title hunters and revolutionaries, all• 

·of us joined together and said: · "We will stand by-
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-these countrymen of ours. It is true they have ta~enl 
a strong step, but what could the poor men do?":-s9' 
have we now to stand by our Kenya brethren in their: 
sore hour of trial. After making every . attempt at 
pacification, the Congress there has declared non-pay
ment of the poll tax which they consider unjust and 
inequitable. What are we going t·o do ? · Are we go
ing to say to Kenya India.ns, 'We cannot support ~ou 

· in this extreme measure? • I hope we shall rise; even 
as we roee on the .two memorable occasions I have 
named, I hope we shall rise to the full height of _our 
nationhood and 11upport our Kenya Indian.s in their 
hour of bitter, alas, it may be today, losing struggle. 
Lord Hardinge. once said to the British Empire 
"What could the poor Indians do in South Africa? 
They are perfectly justified in inaugurating passive 
resistance." May we expect Lord Reading or the 
Honourable Sir Narasimha Sarma to declare some. 
day before the session closes: " What could the: 
Kenya Indians do; we are behind them in their refu
sal to pay the poll tax"? And now, you may say 
that some of us in arguing this question are going a. 
little beyond the proper limits when we say 'Oh I if 
we were a Dominion, if only we were a Dominion I,,. 

· and then our critics, not altogether white critics, I 
mean some Indians too, say: "You must be utterly 
foolish to talk like that. How could it benefit' you if 
you were a Dominion in the struggle against a. white 
people?. Even if you were complehly independent 
like China and. Japan, you could do nothh1g.",' I do 
not say we could despatch our army: I do not say we 
.could fight these people on their own ground ; but. I 
do say thi~. that our case would be advocated on the 
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highest 'ground, thB:t. Govemme~t of Iridia would not 
be afraid to 'stand out an·d say, ~e are altogether and 
-co~pl~tely for the Indian case. What do you fin:a on 
the other side?· ·The Government of Kenya is entirely 
at the disposal of the :whites of Kenya. The whites 
of Kenya rule th<e province. .The Government are 
doing everything that the whites of Kenya ask them 
to do. _The Govemment.of India here:put thei:.:_ finger 
on. their lips and say,, "Don't say. that, lest you dis
pleas'e th~ other ~ide." And is it iikely that we shall 
go to the wall or that we ~hall come triumphant out 
of 'th~ ~truggle in ~hich the. people 'on the one side 
have a Government which is constantly afraid of the 
other side, or a Govemmen:t which co~pletely ident1-
:fie~ itself with its own ·people and comes forw::'i.rd and 
puts the· case of the whites again~t the black, Africa 
v~r~us I~dia? Will ou~ Gove~ment ;;ay i~ its turn 
••India, na"tAfrica"? I ask you, if we have no ~uch 
Gov~~~ent, don't ~e stand certainly to lose in this 
struggle? That is the difficulty. If we had a bo~f
nion Gov~m~ent; the Viceroy would speak ~s we 
wi'sh him to speak to the outer world: Instead, the 
Viceroy speaks to us as h~ is bidden .to ~peak by Lord 
Peel with the British Cabinet behind him. Well', 
tha't is ~hy ~e ask for Dominion status. We find 
that, pitted as we· are again~t a people ~ho have a. 
Goverilment solidly behind them, proud to stand np 
for their ~ubjects ~nd not a'fraid of the British Cabi~ 
ne·t~ ~e have a Government that go a certain dis
tari.ce-I am ~ot d~nyi:rlg it-but then are pr~~ented 
by, the' constitutio~, by the fact that. they are :agents 
of the Eiecr~ta& 'of Stat'e and of the British Cabinet. 
frgpt_ ~qihg il.s far as. they should. That ·is the chief 
(lifficuuY.. 
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·t1on. ·shall '[ mention to you two 'points in respect 
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'bound to draw your attention to this, unpleasing as 
·it may seem, oh, mightily distasteful as,it" would be, 
·to the British Government here. We are ~going .. t~ 
. send a delegation to fight our case with the. dolonial 
·<>ffice. ·Mind you·, y~u must d'i~miss all p~~;p'ossEissfo_ns 

' . · ' " . I l >. '. \. o 

from you'r mind, and tell me whether yo1,1 would 
.allow that de1egati6n to be he~d~d ~y'an_Eri.@.shman, 
.l)y a white man? He 'may be the noblest, the most 
philanthropic; the most PIOUS Christian; . he: inay 
'COt~pletely identify himself. with our b~se. B~t do 
_you expect him to forget th~t there i:Lr~ cerlai:Ii-ihh~gs 
that he cimncit say and that we should say?. Fo;r 

.example, when driv~n to .the wan; we should Sa.Y. to 
-the British Cabinet and to the Colonial Office, 'How 
-dare you expect after this· decision that' ~e. sho~ld 
remain in the Empire?' Do you expect such a 

a . . ·.' • , .• 

. good man-even as Lord Willingdon-to say that 
. for you? There is almost nothing, :i: kno~, tha-t 
.. Lord Will higdon would not do to ublift i:L~d to 
raise India's name. If you do I ~ot e:i:pect him to 
say that, it is hard to find· an:V Englishman for .that 
position. I go ~6 fa~ as to say that it is ari Indi~Ii ~'ase, 
in which the bitterest feelings are 'entert'~iiied by the 
Indian people. It is they, then, that shouid pre~etti 

. this case befor~ our adversaries. Why,·h~ve ~e not 
, got men here· who can do that? Have :We riot got 
nie~ whose loyalty, whose em~pire pat;ioti~m a.i:e 

. Ull9,U~~tioned? ft is a. ve~Y~- difficqlt. 'of\ice for 'an 
_Englishman: It is ~n office ·which we shoula 
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naturally and properly and rightfully hold. Assume-· 
. now we were a Domini~n for one mimite, assume-· 
that every_body in ihe Assembly and in the Council 

-of State. was in a position to exercise power, the-· 
'usuai legislative power over the Cabinet;. would 
th.ey dare go and ask an Englishman, merely because-
• he h_ad administered a province, to bead such a . 
·delegation? 

There is another question. You all know that
th.e British Cabinet has decided that Kenya should 
'be administered for the benefit. of the African pative
and not for the benefit of either the white man or. 

'the Indian. As you know, we accepted that decision 
·with enthusiasm. We said that is the right and the-· 
only proper view to take of the case. Only we beg- · 

'ged the British Cabinet to see actually carried out
any policy · and any measure which would protect 
the African native. ·But they have now ruled that 
'our immigration should be. controlled. We will pass. 
by the. plausible fallacy, the misleading sophism
that they-employ in describing it. They do not say 
'.the Ipdians should not come; all that they say is. 
tha~ peopie who follow this profession and that pro
fession and the other profession (only Indians follow
these professions! ) should not come or that they 
'would be prevented from coming in. . So while on. 
p~per it does not look like racial discrimination it is
intended to be and it is ·going to operate as a racial 
discrimination. 

Now, let us assu~e that in the interests of the
African native it was necessary, to control immi-
gration. . I will- convince any impartial man ihat 
far _greater dang~r to. the African native comeS
from the British hiunigrant than from the Indian. 
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immigrant. The unhappy Indian immigrant . is:
weak; they will not ·protect him ; he is only an: 
economic competitor. The African native' himself: 
could crowd him out or he may be told ·to clear· 
out, unless he means to make · trouble and shed 
blood and !!o a hundred other things which I will 
not mention. But you read history·. You have· 
read about the way in which the white man, when. 
he comes to .live amongst black populations,. 
among uncivilised_ peoples, uses his power, his
superior civilisation, his superior command of 
fighting materials, · his superior command of the· 
destructive weapons uf human warfare. Lynch-· 
ing is not an Indian word, is· it? Well, flogging
comes easily to the white man. Why, the other
day, some Kenya white, it seems: was shocked at 
the idea of anybody preventing him from :flogging· 
the African native. "What is the African nativ~ · 
for and what am I here for?" That is the way he. 
thinks. I ask you in all honesty, from whom does 
the African native stand to loss more? From the
Indian who is only a competitor at the most, who· 
may be told to go any moment, or from the white 
man who goes and stays and tyraimises and exploits 
and steals land and limbs and liberties and refuses . 
tq yield them up? Is he an easy man to deal with? 
Let India answer. Only the other day we made a 
national demand for our liberties, ~nd what answer· 
did we get ? When the Englishman is enthron~d 
in power; when he commands the purse, when he 
controls the political liberties of another p~ople, when. 
he is established m economic ascendancy over another 
people, he does not let go easily. When he does. 
wrong, none of his compatriots will say so, while he. 
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is alive .. S3:ne time after perhaps, a historian pro
fessing to r~n:sack old librades and tlie India· Offic'e 
-records ~·ight say ·• OJ., he might have done better.~. 
huf'as 'a'l;ule 'the white man, especially in po"·er over 
co\ou~ed populatioiis, is hind to displace. If the 
British Cabinet de~ired to become trustees of the 
Afr.ica:n i:i.ative and therefore wanted people of certain 
khids not to come into his country; if there were a 
bnnh. jidP. di~posi.tion to find the people really ha~mful, 
reaily dangerous to the colony and keep them 
out; I sholiid ~ay every time, keep out the white 
ni.~~. well, e~en some of 'yo~ may' think it i~ an 
~stonishing docfrine for me . to propound to you. 
Pethaps some of you wonder, mieasily, why you ever 
eame .here. But that is the honest truth: If w~ 
we~e a Doinbiio~ Government and our principal 
-spok:estii~n went to England, they would not hesitate 
to say,' "If·you w'ant to protect the _.Vrican native, 
keep th~ white man ou.t." And yet, what 'did the 
British Cabinet t'ell us? "No, no. We are not goiug 
to restrict you by meriti'oning you as a race; but we 
will carefully e'numerate all tbe occupations that you 
follow in East Africa and ~e shall say, men fo!lowing 
these occup~tions shall no't come". And yet the 
Goverhment'of India write a serious communique to 
th~ press aiid say' .. It is a great thing gained that 
indianS are riot -~oing to be exchided as a race by 
l !eg;islation,"~s_. ifit matters anyt~ing to _us whethe'r 
\we are goirig t'o be eXcluded as a race or as the follo
~ers of our own peculiar occup~tions; whether we 
:are going t<i be exCluded by legislation or by an ~rdi-
i:1ati.ce ~hich is de~tved from the la~ of the land, what 
:.d~es it matter? We are to be excluded one ~ay or 
i>·l' . - -

--another: 
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:Kow, there is only one more word which I shalf 
say before !.conclude: In ~ollo":irig controversies OT 
this nature you ~ould be sometimes impressed by the-. 
fact that there are a great ·number of Anglo-Indi~n 
ne~spapers J:te~e who have. the fail'I{ess to allo~ that 
the Indian case is good and sound and who sometimes 
go further and blame the white p~ople _.of Kenya for· 
thei~ un-Imperial narrow outlook; and perhaps i<m 
will think that it is a very satisfactory state of things.. 
i dare say we must be thankful' for ~mall mercies in 
this world; it is a very good thing ~nd I am willing
to acknowledge a~sistance and sympathy from wha~ 
e'ver quarter it comes. But I have noticed another· 
thing also, and we must put the two things. together. 
I went through the Dominions and as I described the
transitional stage in which our Government stands. 
how there are still large departments of administra
t"ion to accrue to our people, how we are still sutrering 
from bad law~ from ill-understood conditions, they
~aid : ".How tiresome of these English folk! · They. 
have long held India; they always say they are tber;,.· 
only for the 'good of the Indian people; why .don't 
they give you self-government and quietly go back?' .. 
Now, the white people abroad are quite willing t~>· 
~ive you their sympathy when you fight the Britis~· 
people here; and these British people here are quite· 
willing to give you their sympathy whEm you fight 
their white kinsmen abroad. So we have sympathy 
exactly from the quarter which is unable to translate· 
that sympathy into anything like practice. Like
St!Dsible people we ought to take notice of this~the 
c~lonial white man, not interested in maintaining

. his ascendancy in India, thinks that the Britisher 
here· is wrong; and the white man here, who is not 

; . ' . ,• . . : 
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interested in Kenya personally, thinks that his white 
""kinsman there .is wrong. Our deduction is that both 
a.re wrong. But whether here or there, the white . 
m~n teaches us how to maintain our ground; the 
white man teaches us how to _defend our liberties 
.and our rights. The momenthe is offended, be does 
not pause to consider, "What will this man say and 
what will that man say and what will my Government 
1>ay?" He hits you straight in the eye, straight ; 
that is ~hat he did when he bad a qua.rrel with poor 
President· Kriiger; he d.id not wait to convince the 
world. Those that have power are not restrained in 
their use of it, while we, that have not the power, 
try to deceive ourselves that this world is governed 
-entirely by reason and by justice. There is a certain 
scope for argument, for reason, for adjustment. But 
there are_ stem limits ~o the operation of these enligh
tening influences .. Beyond that limit,our operations 
have.to ch.ange and assume a new phase. Now, ladies 
and g&ntle~en,'let me not allow Y:8li to misunderstand· 
me~.- ) will declare exactly ~hat I mean. The time 

~
or argument, for cool presentation of a case is there .. 

But ~here_ is also a time when you are expected in 

1 
his world to use such pow~::r, as you have, honourably 

and,, let me add, Qonstitutionally. It is those that 
shrink from using even that power, lest it should 
displease the pow~rs that be, who write themselves 
down in history as people that do not deserve any 
power. That is my reading of the situation. I wish 
-this were a different world. I wish the war -had 
re~Uy taught ustbe lessons that we thought we hac:i. 
allleamt. I wish the British Empire really stood -
. 1 .. ~ ; - • - • ; . 

for _tho!?e principles of justice. and fair . play- and 
'b.urii.ai1 brotherhood of which w~ dreamt a little while 
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~o. Those principles and ideals are still there, and 
perhaps the next generation of Indians will live in a 
-time when it is sufficient to show, that our cause is 
just, for it to prevail. I am painfully driven to the 
-eonclusion that that time is still to come. In the mean~ 
time we cannot afford-to lose the battle in Kenya o 
anywhere in the ·Empire. But if occasionally you 
hear from me advocacy of some measure that may 
se~m to be of a combative character, be sure it is not 
actual fighting, .for we have not the fighting strength. 
We are essentially non-violent. But such as we 
·~ave, such means as we have of ~nsuri~ o~r self
respect, it is not only weakness, but it is trea~pn to 
~ur people, it is betrayal of our children nor-to exer
-<iise with due restraint, with due submission to the 
Almighty who knows how to judge the right from 
the wro~ and can pull down the mighty from their 
seatR, with due submission to Him, but with a clear 
consciousness that in the prosecution of our own 
right; the exercise of lawful means, peaceful pre.ssure, 
-constitntional.power, is not only rightful but dutiful. 
In that consciousness we have to fight of our bat·tl~s.. 

{Loud Applause). 
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INSTI~UCT.IONS TO CROWN 
\. ~ ·• ' : . ' . . . \· 

, CpLO~lE~ COMl\Ul'TEE. 
-- . ~ 

· The Right Honourable Srinivasa Sastri : Sir-
through .. youi courtesy· r _;rr;o_ve[" bri oehaTCof' the: 
Honourable ~r. N~t,e~a~:-~, { q /' { q '2-L( · • 

"Th&t this Council recommends to the Governor Generat 
'• • • .• -·' • ·' ~ .- '. , • ? •• ~. • • ,. .. - • • \ • '\ 

in Cou'ricil tb&t, as soon as practicable, be should cause to 
be publisbea-ihe ·bri'ef"ol' i'~s'truc!i~ns to t.ii~ ·Committee 
which \viii 'con.fe; ,-vitb- the Colonial" Office o~ tbe. Keny& 
Immigration :Bm· ~nd 'ot!te~· m~tters'c.:>ncerning Indians iii 
thlit Colony, ari-! til~ {nnterials- placea ·at their disP<>sal in 
!O far'as they hll~e not f~en· pu~fished ~lr~~ dy~"' · ·' -

Sir, one or two remarks seem to be called for with 
reference to the Con{~ittee. inimtioried in this R~so
lutiori: · · Thk'C~mmittee' bas· be~~-' long in beini
con.Stituted:-and even'riow' my' informatio~-is. that it 

.. . • • l • ' ' ' .. •· •• • "" ' ' . ·- • _. • . ' 

is without' a Chairman duly appointed. It"is a 
matter- 'for gratifi~at'ion that . the personnel of the 
Committee has been chosen and the date ·_of their de
parture has ~een fixed for the middle of this month. 
I am sure the Council would like to send their good 
wishes to this Committee who are about to proceed 
on behalf of India to undertake an arduous and ex
tremely delicate negotiation. I am perfectly sure 
that their high sense of patriotism and their fearless 
advocacy will bring triumph to our cause. Another 
remark that I am compelled to make with reference 
to this Committee, is that nothing is known yet of 
the status of this Committee, about which an impor-
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tant statement was made by Dr. Sir Tej . ~~ha.dhr 
Sapru at the Imperial Conference and later, th~)>ilblic 
have been told on his authority that this Cotnmittee 
will have the power to deal directly with the .Co,onia.l 
Office and that they will not be mere agents ·or the 1 

India. Office in this particular matter, and that in 
that way India. will have gained a. steo in'constitu
tiona.l status. Dr. Sapru was at that time the agent 
of the Government of India and I presume that it 
was with the knowledge and consent of the Govern
ment of India that he made a proposal of that far
reaching character. In answer, however, to a. question 
which the Honourable Member in charge took full 
time to consider before answering, he stated that 
nothing was known on this subject yet, and that as 
soon as something definite should be known he would 
inform the Conncil. Now I think it a great pity that 
even on the eve of the departure of this Committee. 
nothing should yet be published authoritatively as to 
the definite status which they are going to enjoy. 
Now before dealing directly with the subject may I, 
with due respect, say a word about the attitude of 
the Government ofindia towards this subject of Indian 
disabilities in Kenya? Honourable Members of this 
Council will bear with me for a minute if I ask them 
now expressly to associate themselves with me in 
according a. very high praise indeed to the courage. 
to the pertinacity and to the faithfulness with which 
the Government of India have championed our cause 
throughout this whole affair. They have, it is well 
known, recorded their protests and their remonstran
ces up to the point that constitutional propriety will 

\.!low, and I think there is not a man in the country 
who follows these matters who will not admit that 

8 



the Government of India have done quite as well as 
they could, ·subject to the limitations of constitutional 
decorum to which they are subject like other people. 
lt may be asked, then, why do I bring forward a 
Resolution asking for the publication of papers? Sir, 
we are not fully perhaps, but we are by character, a 
-democratic constitution. · The authority the Govern
ment of India have, the prestige they carry, the atten
tion they command, are all derived in the last resort 
from the exact correspondence that at any time pre
"Vails .. 'Jetwelm them and the intelligent section of the 
people of India. Nobody will deny that, if the repre
sentations of our Government have carried any 
weight so far, they have done so merely because the 
-Government had a coherent, well-expressed, definite 
-public opinion behind them and backing them. It is 
necessary that this agreement between the attitude 
<>f Government and public opinion should be main
tained and that the mind of intelligent India should 
be kept actively employed on this subject and quite 
alert to the evP.r-changing nature of the situation. 
Now, suspicion, misgiving, distrust-these ought to 
be eliminated as far as possible from the proceedings 
<>f this Government. To ask for the publication of 
papers is the commonest thing in the English Parlia
ment when they wish to obtain a definite statement 
from Government on the exact stage that a negotia
tion has reached. Secret papers, confidential docu
ments, demi-official correspondence, that passes bet
ween different authorities mayi not be revealed, but 
their substance must, so far as possible, be made 
known to the public in order that they may have 
informed opinion, and not merely highly excited 
<>pinion on materials supplied by ignorance. I hope. 
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·therefore, nothing will be said to impugn the moti~· 
which prompts me to ask to-day for the public~ti01;•· 

. ~f certain papers. There is intense feeling in, the 
~ountry in respect of this matter and there is further, ~ 
whatever the Government of India may say ~n their 
~ommuniques and statements to the press, an uneasy 
-consciousness that our last attempt in this matter, 
. about the middle of last year, met with almost com-
plete failure. I do not discuss, Sir, at the present 
moment how far that failure was complete. I know 
that Government have been yery strenuously main-

·taining that we had substantial gains. I venture to 
-deny that statement in toto. Such gain as we 
have had-and we have had one gain-was slight. 
Another gain on which stress is laid in Government 
~ommuniques was of a very equivocal and doubtful 
~haracter, having been yielded in theory but taken 
away afterwards in substance. And as for the rest, 
our record is a blank failure and there is no 
mistaking it. It is well known too that this estimate 
of our success on the last occasion was shared by the 
Government of India to a very large extent if not 
absolutely; for the House will remember that, when 
first the news of the decisions contained in the White 
Paper was announced here, the Government of India 
ventured to say that they could submit to those deci
sions, if they must sulJmit, only under protest: Now 
that expression has of course been afterwards with
drawn to some extent, modified and interpreted 
away. We all know what that means. It means that 
the Government of India were not allowed by. th~1 

priests who preside over constitutional ritual" in 
England even to protest. Now, Sir, I must say that 
the people of India note these things, if not alway& 
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with official eyes, with a sense of keen anguish~ 
when they find that, in" their struggles with othe:r 
peoples within the Empire, they · are fighting be
hind a Government, whose weapons, such as 
they are, are used to the full extent without 
doubt, but whose hands are tied behind them.· 
If it were in my power, I would persuade the noble 
Lords of the second House in the Imperial Parlia
ment that it was not necessary certainly to erase from 
the vocabulary of a subordinate Governwent the 
innocent word ' protest ', even though the Govern
ment is employed merely on the tas~ of defending· 
the inherent rights of the coloured subjects of His· . 
Majesty. 

Then, Sir, Mr; Andrews, whose knowledge upon 
these matters, I venture to say, is not rivalled even 
by those who have access to secret documents, has· 
definitely stated in one of his V~>ritings in the news
papers that some time ago a former Secretary of State, 
Lord Peel, made a secret compact with the Colonial 
Office-these are the words he uses 'secret compact',. 
I am not responsible for them-giving away the· 
stand that the Government of India had uniformly· 
taken in respect of the question of the sale of lands 
in the Highlands. Such information as I haye tends, 
unfortunately, to confirm this impression that Lord 
Peel did admit that, so long at least as he was Secre-· 
tary of State for India, he would not raise this ques
tion of the free and unrestricted right of sale and 
purchase of land in the Highlands. \Veil, if that was 
so, it appears to me to he a serious mistake, to be a 
surrender on a vital point of the position that the· 
Government of. India have always taken; and I 
Believe that the Government of India, if they knew· 
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,this matter at all, should have placed it before the 
.public of India and armed themselves with the 
necessary authority to repudiate this surrender. The 
Honourable Member in charge of this subject has 

•throughout shown a reluctance to take the public 
into his confidence, -which I think has not been 
conrl u ci ve to the growth of that full trust in the doings 

·of Government in this matter which, as I said before, 
is a fundamental postulate of success. Some time · 
last year, apparently in September, he was interpellat-

. ed in Simla by one who was then a member of this 
House as to whether he would kindly publish the 
documents that led up .to the White Paper. A nega: 
tive answer was given, and the request was rflnewed 

·this Session in another place to which that gentleman 
has recently been translated; F.till a negative ·answer 
was given. Other Members also have been plying 
the Honourable Member with questions; but he has 
throughout stead.ily refused to publish papers or to 
give necessary information. 'fo a simpl~:~ question as 
to the constitution of this Committee the Honourable 
Member, seeming to give an answer, gave a negative 

. answer. The only information he vouchsafed me 
was that this Committee was going to be called the 
Colonies Committee; and when I re-read the Vice
roy's speech on the opening of this House and found 
that he had employed the word in two places in th'l.t 
speech, I said to myself the Honourable Sir N arasimha 
Sarma has succeeded in many words.in telling me 
nothing. The Honourable Sir Narasimha Sarma has 
once sat on these benches and it will not be L>ng 
before he resumes his seat here. 

The Honourable Sir Dinshaw \Vacha: I hope · 
you will be there before long. 



The .iUgbt Honourable Srinivasa Sastri: I hope 
not, Sir Dinshaw. And then I "enture to think he 
will renew his experiences of the ravages of an 
appetite for information which, we feel, is tied away 
in those bundles before him, marked in all sorts of 
formidable labels, "secret," "urgent,~. "immediate,'~'
and so forth. 

Sir, I have only to refer to two passages in the 
opening speech of His Excellency the Viceroy which 
seemed to us to call for some comment and to compel 
us to ask for information. I will read those two 
passages: 

'• The Kenya Government bas treated lodia.ns on the 
same linea as European~ and.. granted adult suffrage. 
Given communal franchise, this method of working may
be accepted, and it has now become l~Lw. It is open to our 

, Committee, however, subsequently to make representations 
e~tting forth om- contention that there are grounds for an 
increase in the number of 11eats to Indians and that in our 
view all voters should be registered on a commm• 
electoral roll." 

This is satisfactory so far as it goes, but I wish 
to give a warning to the Honourable Member in 
charge, if be needs that warning-! am sure he does
not. Apparently this passage seems to convey a sort 
of satisfaction that the Indians have been treated 
very -generously by the Kenya Government inasmuch· 
as they are now to be ~ndowed wiih adult suffrage._ 
That, however, is only a plausible sophism, as I shall 
hope to show to this House. Adult suffrage we did 
not ask for; adult suffrage it was not in contemplation. 
to give us; but adult suffrage has for a wonder been 
given. I hope the House will understand the signi
ficance of this. Throughout this contest of our 
people with tJ:le white settlers in Kenya the question. 
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of a common elector8.1 roll and) a common franchis& 
has lain at the bottom of our demand. The whit& 
settlers have refused to admit us to the common roll 
on the express ground-there b no mistaking this
that we are inferior citizens, and that it would not 
do for them to come and canvass our votes or to have 
their votes canvassed by Indians. But they said~ 
'• We will treat you generously, magnanimously, with 
unexampled generosity and magnanimity ,if you agree 
to be put on a separate roll with a separate repre
sentation of your own, put away in a certain com
Partment so that you could be strictly limited, 
whatsoever your franchise, how many soever you. 
may be as electors; you may be millions, while we 
are hundreds; still, if we put you in a. separate 
electorate of your own and give you so much repre
sentation as a community, you will never exceed that 
representation and we could always keep you down.'' 
That was their idea. Now. by the giving to us of an 
adult suffrage, they have given us a preponderance of 
voting strength which is simply overwhelming; so 
that, if we were with our adult suffrage to be put on 
a common electoral roll, they would be absolutely 
nowhere, unless they jerrymander the electorates in 
a manner that will stand self-condemned. So that 
the grant of the adult suffrage now and the enact. 
ment of it in Statute is practically the closing of the 
door, so fat• as they are concerned, to a commo~ 
electoral roll. For it is impossible for them now, wit~ 
their deep-rooted ideas, to admit us to a common 
electoral roll. It is not, therefore. a blessing, and I 
must object to the implication in this passage that 
it is a thing upon which the Indian community 
should congratulate itself. 
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. . Then there is an ominous reference here in this 
passage "to an increase in the number of seats to -which the Indian community are entitled." Empha-
sis is not _laid, as it has been laid throughout, on 

· equality of .. .nu2.resentation. Now, Sir, judged by the 
right of the cas~pr.eponderant majority in the com
munity ought to bav~the preponderance of strength 
in the Legislative Council, but as the weaker party 
in this negotiation, we have never asked for th_e pre
pon'qera:D.ce to which w"e may be entitled and to which, 
~hEm, ~hh _European'·community are entitled, they 
wbuJd lay claim without any compunction; but we 
have reduced our demand and merely asked forequa
lity. On the merits of the case, too, the white settlers 
have always governed the Government of the coun
try. The Government of the country who have the 
maj~rity of official seats all filled with white .men 
would always be behind the white settlers, so that 
if the mere necessity of the case were to be consider
ed, the· white settlers do not need any representation 
at all in the Legislative Council. The officials there 
ought to represent them, but we do not take that line· 
We only wish them to have the same representation 
~Hhjmrselves. On the othel' hand, represent'ation 
has bee'n given to 'them which gives them now the 
power to outvote all other non-official votes together. 
Now, that seems to me to be unfair, and it is there
fore to me a matter of somewhat ominous signifi
cance that in this speech the words "equality of re
presentation" are avoided, and the words employed 
are "an increase in the number of seats allotted to 
us." Now the number of seats allotted to us isS, the 
number of seats allotted to the European community 
is 11, more than twice our Rtrength. Now I know in 
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the House of Commons and in the House of Lords. 
some people were generous enough to say "Ohl they 
are entitled to some more seats, 6, 7, 8 I " Perhaps 
some venturesome man may go as far as 9, but I do 
hope that our Government will instruct our Com~ 
mittee to accept nothing less than equality where, by 

. all the rights and all the necessities of the case, we 
are entitlad· to something more than the other com~ 
munity. 

The!l there is another passage here to which also 
some attention has to be drawn, and that is t!J.e 
passage relating to the Immigration Bill: 

" .We tcok irnmediate ~tcps ". 

says His Excellency the Viceroy : 
"to urge the postponement of the in~oduction until the 

Government of India. were able fully to pr~sent thE_lir 
objections, and at the same time we strongly pressed 
that the Colonies Committee allpointe.l by the Uovernme&t 
of India should have an opportunity of examining the 
question of restrictions ou immigr~tion embodied in the 
Bill." 

Now that is a small matte-r. But the large question 
here is whether there ought to be any restriction ori 
immLrration at all. We have always taken the .line, 
and the Government of India have taken the line, 
that the view to put before the. Cabinet was that 
immigration might continue practically unrestrict~d 
as before without any prejudice to the African native 
community. That view must still be maintained, 
because the African native stands to gain by the 
immigration of Indians, and, although it might seem 
harsh from my lips, I do not hesitate to say, as ~ 
have said it before, the African native stands to los~ 
somewhat by the unrestricted ~mmigration of tb~ 



white farmer, of the whit·e. eX-ploiter. However, I an 
willing that the African native should be protected_ 
equally from the white as from the Indian. It has. 
been found, Sir, all over the world, where immigration 
restrictions had to be adopted, that no type of restri
ctions will operate evenly and impartially which ar& 
based upon considerations where elements of doubt: 
and personal prejudice and individual caprice will 
come in. America, therefore, trusts to restrict immi
gration on a numerical quota principle. n is blind 
in its operations, it is impartial in its operations, it 
may perhaps be unreasonable, but it is a thing that 
is understood, it is a thing about which there is no 
possibility of mistaking, it is a thing· with regard to . 
which there can be no imputation of unfairness or
partiality. Should in the last resort immigration be 
rrestricted in Kenya to which be it remembered in 
pre-British days we had unrestricted immigration 
rights,-let it be on the American quota principle. 
and the Indian people, however reluctantly, might 
be induced to reconcile themselves thereto. But, if 
restrictions are introduced b~sed upon one pretext or
another, there is nothing to prevent people suspecting, 
and we should be constrained at every turn to attri
bute motives, based upon experience, not blindly or
wickedly, but motives based upon our experience and 
our intimate knowledge of how these things work. 
and we should be compelled to question the good 
faith or any restrictions on immigration which are 
based upon such grounds as have been alleged in the 
White Paper. I hope our Committee will be allow
ed-and that is my point-I hope our Committee 
will be allowed to raise this question of the need of 
immigration restrictions, and not merely go into the· 



character of the immigration restrictions and try ·t<). 

whittle them down in one particular, modify them: 
in another or soften them in a third. 

Now, generally speaking, in small minds accus
tomed to routine and easy views on matters there is. 
prevalent an impression that the proper attitude of 
our negotiators in these matters should be, ''how shall 
I benefit the Kenya Indian community"-not "how 
shall I preserve the honour and self-respect of the
Indian ? .. -not "how shall I maintain unassailed the 
position of equality of Indians with our fellow sub;. 
jects of His Majesty's Dominions?" There are any 
number of advisers to tell us that our proper attitude 
is, :'How can I get something to-day for my Kenya. 
Indian countrymen, no matter how India loses in the
struggle, how can I benefit them?" Now, Sir, I ven
ture, in the name of India, to repudiate this slavej 
mentality utterly; for I know that when once we 
assume that position, the bu~eaucrat will say, "Yes. 
the good of the Indian community in Kenya. And 
what is Jhe good of the Indian community? That.. 
which it pleases me so to consider, not that which. 
the Indian community in Kenya vociferously asked 
for, not that which their Congress may demand; not 
that which their chosen representatives may voice. 
but that which it will please my bureaucratic heart 
to consider as good for them." · Now, Sir, I venture 
to protest most emphatically against thiR degrading 
doctrine. The Kenya Indians, whom I know through 
their best .representatives, do not want that India 
should surrender her case in the smallest particula:r 
for any small concession that may be won for them 
from a reluctant British Government. They wish 
India to fight her battle unmindful of any harm that 
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·~ight come to the present Indian community .. Our 
honoured representatives, headed by-I should not 
say headed, be~ause there is yet no head-our repre
sentatives, who go in the middle of this month to 
England, should be .allowed to stand up for the 
.dignity, the honour, the right and the claim of India 
to absolute equality with the Empire and the Domi.., 
nions, and not merely to look at the question from 
the extremely narrow, restricted and petty-minded 
view of what may be temporarily good for the Ind
ian community there. .That is why I would, if I 
may, venture to say a word through this House and 
-on this solemn occasion to our representatives who 
.go forth with all our good wishes, to take no ignoble 
compromises now; ifnecessary to leave the question 
-ope~ so that, under better auspices and in happier 
conditions w~ might be able to re-open the question 
and lead the struggle to a more successful issue. But 
do not for Heaven's sake, for India's honour and for 
the consolidation of this Empire, accept a · compro
tmise which we shall be obliged afterwards to rapu
\iiate. Sir, I would venture to remind the Council of 
the noble words used by His Highness the Aga Khan 
in this respect. He told me definitely more than 
-once : "Our rights in this matter· are nothing. But 
.posterity, the Indian nation as a whole, have rights 
in respect of this Kenya struggle which no repre
sentative of India dare compromise. " 

Now there is only one word which I must say to 
the House before I resume my seat, a word as to the 
status of Indians as British citizens. To my great 
grief, and I make no doubt to the great grief of the 
(}ov.ernment of India, the status of British India.ns 
i~ not recognised in the Don1inions and the Colonies 



as it should be. If I may venture to say that rather 
pointedly, in strange and utter contrast to that pro:.. 
verb which says, a slave who sets· foot on English 
soil finds his chains snapped, in contrast, in' opposi
tion, to the spirit of that saying what do we find ? 
Instead of British citizenship elevating the Indians} 
the Jndian drags down British citizenship. It is a 
great pity. Our status and our position in South I 
Afriea was lowered after the British occupation of 
the Transvaal from what it used to be in the time 'of 
President Kruger, until it became a commonplace· 
in Parliament that, to their shame, they were unable 
to protect India and Indians from those humiliations 
against which the British Government had them
salves protested in pre-British days. The· other day; 
in a debate in the House of Lords, :a remarkable in
cident happened which perhaps has failed to attract' 
public attention. Lord Chelmsford~ Lord Hardinge
and our late Secretary of State, Lord Peel, all alike 
drew attention to a strange anomaly. They said 
•• The Highlands in Kenya are open to immigratio~1 
to the Greek, to the Bulgar, to the Italian, and the~ 
will be open to-morrow to the German and to the 
Austrian, whom the Indian has fought for our sake; 
but the Highlands are not open to the Indian and yet 
the Indian is a British citizen while these people are· 
not." They said, "If the Cabinet found it necessary 
to accord to the white subjects of His Majesty· con
cessions and privileges denied to the Indians, let that 
be so. " and some of them did really approve of it. 
"but let not Indians be placed lower than non-British 
whites." Now a protest so authoritatively made 
and made with the sole motive of exalting British 
citizenship, when it attached to a dark skin-that·. 
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protest went unheeded. and should I go too far if I 
take this Council into my confidence and say, that 
three days before the'White Paper was issued, and 
the Cabinet announced their decisions, when I went 
to the _India Office, the India Office people were 
exultant over the vi~tory they had won; for they 
told me: "We have won this for you that, though a 
white settler belonging to _His British. Majesty's 
Dominions will be preferred .to you, no non-British 
white will be preferred to you. We have secured 
that," they said. No, but the White Paper did not 
contain this victory, and that is why these noble 
Lords whose names I have dragged before you to-day 
thought it necessary to protest against that. Now I 
ask the House to realise what a degradation it is 

-that, in spite of these protests, the British Cabinet 
-should have been unwilling to accord to the British 
citizen, merely, because ·he had a dark skin, that 
which they do not shrink from giving to a person 
who was not a British citizen, but who could boast 
only of his white skin. Now I am not saying that 
this will remedy our grievances at ·an. We do not 
want to drag anybody down to our level. Our whole 
attempt is to raise ourselves, through British co
-operation, to the level of others. I am not therefore 
for depriving the Bulgar of his rights to the High
lands, but I am for our being admitted to equal 

-citizenship in the Highlands of Kenya as well as 
·-€lsewhere. Sir, I move the Resolution. 



APPENr.Jx.· 

WHITE. PAPER.· 

The following memorandum 1ummarises tbe history of 
-:the Indian question in the Kenya Colony and Protectorate and 
11eta out the general policy which baa been laid d.own by His 
atajnty's Government, together with the decisions whioh they 

·have taken oa the practical points at iB!Iue. 

· CoLONIAL Onxcz, 
23rd,July, 19!3. 

PART I. 

DEVONSRIRE. 

. 1. Tbe question of the status of Indiana in Kenya has 
come under the consideration of successive Secreta:iea of 
State for the ColoniAs in one form or another for many years; 
but with the recent change in the constitutional and political. 
position of India, it hall now becorne a matter of Imperial 
policy, to which His Ma]eaty's Government han given 

. prolonged and anxious consideration in order to reach a eettle· 
ment of the exi!ting difficultiu. 

2. The history of the position of Indians in Kenya up 
to the end of the late war may be aummariaed briefly. There 
'ha.-e bPen Indtnn mP.rchanh established along the E•st African 
Const for a long time, and, ,.ith the opening up of Uganda 
and Kenya, ond :rarticululy with development of Britiah 
administration in those countries during the lnat tbirt.y-oight 
years, Indian tradeTI! have penetrated into thA interior. Many 
Indinn artisans and lnbourers cmployrrl on the constructior. of 
the Uganda Railway re;nained to ellgage iu commerce, and, 
at the beginning of the present century, the number of 
Indiana in Kenya was greatly incr .. aaed by the arrival of 
artisans, clerks and i!mall traders, There is a limited number 
~leo of professional men and traders on a large scale who 
have come from India to the Colony. The agricultural Indian 
is, boweTer, almost unknown in Kenya. 
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3. It waP. the question nf the ownership of land in th&
Highlands which first brought Indir-.n and European interest• 
into conflict. The HigHanils, less the aru in that. region
reserved for Africans. amount to about one-tenth of the total 
area of the Colony anrl'Protectorate, and they are in climat&
unique in' thfl great· belt of Tropical African posse~siona of tb~ 
Crown. There wer~ a few Eur.>pean settler" from about 1897 ,_ 
but the encilurngement of their immigration into tb" country as .. 
a matter of policy may be dated from 1902. From that time the 
influx of European settler!' increased steadily. The policy of 
he rl)servation of the Highlands for Europeans was definitely 
laid down by the Earl of Elgin, when Eecretary of State for 
the Colonies in 1908. 

' 
4. At that time the unofficial elemer:t on the Lel(islative 

flouncil wa" f'ntir.,ly nominaterl, and in 1!!09 the experiment" 
was tried of ailding an Indian nominated member. This. 
experiment did not prove entirely satisfactory, and the appoint
ment was not renewed when the term of office of the In:lian · 
concerned came to an end. 

5. In 1913, a distinguished sanitation export, Professor 
(now Sir William) Simpson, furnished a report on sanitary 
matters in Kenya, in which he advocated 11trongly a system of' 
racial segregation, both in the residential and in the comme•ciat· 
areas of the large towns. His views were accepted, an•l when 
the ti_ne came for applying them after the war, this que~ti.m of" 
segregation formed one of the main points at issue [;Ptween 
the European and the Indian com 'IIUnities. 

6. At the end of the war it was decided to give effect t(). 
the long-standing desire of the European community for re
presentation on the Legislative Council by rueans of elected 
members. The grant of elective institutions was avprove.i by 
Viscount Milnor in 1919 and took effect at the beginning of' 
1920. The number of European elected unofficial members of· 
the Council was fixed at eleven, but provision was made for 
maintaining an official majority in the Council. 

7. In 191Q1 the report of a lccal Economic Commission 
of .Enquiry into post-war development was rublished. Tbie. 
contained di11Iaraging references to ,the Indians then in. 



Kenya, and advocated strict control of. future. immigratioo 
from India. Although the passages in question we·l'9 re'J?udiated r 
by Lord Milner as 'not representating the· view either of Hi a. 
Majesty's Goveniment or himself, the ·report undoubtedly. 
added to the feel~ ng of bitterness among .the Indi~ns. . · : . : 

· 8 •. A~ the same time Indian sentiment, bo_th in India and· 
Kenya, was becoming more and more articulate, and a larg& 
number of claims was put forwu.nl by the Indiao, community, 
in Kenya, including a demand for representation on the Legis
lative Council on an equality with Europeans •. After full con· 
aideration and discussion, Lord Milner add reseed a despatch 
on the 21st May, 1920, to the Governor of Kenya, conveying 
decisions on the various points at issue. That despatch has 
already bee:1 publised locally in th., 11 Official Gazette." The 
decisions may be summ11rised a~ fol!owa :-

(a) Arrangements to he made for the election of tw() 
Indiau ~emben of tbo Legil!lative Council on a. 
special franchise. 

(b) Arrangements to be :made for elective representa
tion of Indians on Municipal Councils. 

(c) No restriction on Indian immigration which would 
place the natives of India at a diudvantage a~ 
compared with other immigrants. 

(d) Lord Elgin's decision in regard to the reservation of 
the Highlands for Europeans to be maintained• 
but reasonable opportunity to be uffordcd for 
Indian agricultural settlement in areas of ade· 
quate extent and good quality which co•1ld be sot 
apart for thai purpose without infringement of; 
native rights. 

(e) The principle of race segregation to be adhered t() 
in residentid areas and1 whenever practicable, io 
commercial areas also. 

Other matters were dealt with, but these were of minor 
importance and need not now Le recapitulated. 

9. Tho Government of India reviewed the whole posi
tion in a despatch of 21st Octobe~, 1920, which bas been 
puhli&hed aa Command Paper 1311. 

9 
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This despatch reopened the whole question and led to p~o
ttacted disc11ssion between tbe Secretary of State for the 
<Monies and the Secretary of State for India, in which the 
points at issue were considered in re!atioil not only to Kenya 
bnt also to tl1e general political position in India. This 
discussion continued during tht> spring and summer of 1921, 
anc! in that period also the matter was raised by the Joint 
Pa: liamentary Committee on Indian Affairs under the chair
manship ol Lord islington. The report of the Committee haa 
l>cen pnblish!!d as House of Commons Paper 177. 

10. The more general question of the position of Indian~ 
in· tbe Empire came under discussion at the' Imperial Con
ference .of 1921. A.t the final meeting, the following Resolu
-tion was adopted i-

. " The ·conference, "'bile reaffirming the resolution of 
the Imperial W nr Conference of 191!!, that each commun • 
. ity of the British Commonwealth should enjoy complete 
-control of the composition of its own population by means 
of restriction on immigration from any of the other 
-communities, recognises that there is an Incongruity 
between the position of India as an equal member of theo 
British Empire and the existence of disabilities upon 
British Indiana lawfully domiciled in some other parts of 
the Empire. The Conference accordingly is {Jf the opinion 
that, in the inte~esta of the s'llidtuity of the British 
Commonwealth; it is desirable that the rights of such
Indians to citiz~nship should be recognised." 
The following observations were appended to the Resolu

tion:-
''The representatives of South Africa regret their inabi

Jity to· uccept tl•is resolution in view of the exceptional 
circumstances of tbe greater part of the Union." 

"The representatives of India, while expressing their 
appreciation of the acceptance of the resolution recorded 
above, feel bound to place on record their profound 
concern at the poaition of Indians in South Africa, and 
their hope that by negotiation between the Governmentti 
of India and of South Africa some way can be found, aa 
soon al! may be1 to reach a more eatiafactory position." 
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11. The question of the· seitlement of the position in 
"Kenya wae diecuased between Mr._ Churchill, then Secr~tary 
...ef State for the Colonies, and Sh· Edward Northey, the Govern· 
~r of Kenya, who was on leave, and when Sir Edward Northey 
returned to Kenya fn September, 1921. be attempted to secure 
an agreed settlemen~ but without auccesi. 

12. A deputation of European& came to England in the 
following winter, and an Indian deputation, consisting of 
l'ersona whe were already in tbia country, was also received 
l>y the Secretary of State. No progress, bowner1 WflB made 
towarda a settlement oli this occasion. 

13. An Interdepartmental Committee, consisting ot 1}le 
Parliamentary Under-Secretnriee of State fo~ the Colonies 'and 
for India (The Honourable Edward Wood, M.P., and the Earl 
Winterton, M.P.), with Iepresentativeil of the. two Offices, met 

-aeveral times during the summer witli a liiew to arrangint: 
terms which would meet the insistent demand• received from 
India for a full measure of Indian representation in Kenya 
and at the 1ame time secure a settlement acceptable in Kenya 
itself. They drew up &_report, which was adopted provision
ally by the Secretaries of State for reference to the Govern· 
ment of Kenya and the Government of India, in order to 
obtain a confidential expression of the Ofinion of both Govern· 

·menta on the proposals. 

U. Meanwhile, Sir Robert Coryndon bad succeeded Sir 
"Edward Northey as Governor of Kenya, and a telegram was 
eent to him on the 5tb September, 1922, conveying the sub
etance of what is now known as the "Wood- Winterton report. •• 
The terms of the JITOposed settlement ae dttailed in the 
-telegram were ae follows :-

(1) Francltise.-A common electoral roll for all British 
subjects and British protected persons (male or female), 
aged 21 yean and upwards, possessing qualificationa 
which were to be prescribed. 

(II) Qualifications.-Eitber a complete ceneus:or a tea~ 
census to be held in order to determine a method of adjust
ing qualifications_ which would approximately reault in ~ 



. te~ _pel' cen~. -~\)dian elect~_ra~~· ,:r:o .oht~i.n tb~s.peree~teg~ 
i.t JDight b~ :qecessary to adopt alternb~ive. property oe 

. edu~at!onalqualificatioris i'ns~ead of a combined· q~a,lifica
. ti()n.-' :~bould th'e-censliii show that iri order to get the. ten' 
J?er' ceni.,tbe.,qualifiqaiion .. standard 'would. obviously be-

'uni:easoi:Iabiy' low, l'er.sonable stu.ndard's. would be. laii 
down irrespectiv'e of tlie resulting perc~ntage •. Q~aliiica
tions to 'be<setlled i•n time· to enable the new Indian 
·electorate to vote at tbe gene~al ele<ition .in March, 1923~ 
Eul'op-ean voters already on register would bo admitted tOt 
the new, register whether Qr not in possession of the neW' 
qualifications, but all-~:fresh applicants fo~ registration, 
whether Europeans no~ r~g~stered unde:t: the Legislative
Counc~l Orllina,nce 1919-, or Indians, would be required to• 
possess th~se qualificati~m. · 

(III) .Constituencies.~The official majority to be retained. 
Alternative proposals as follows :-

(a) Eleven' elected·· ·members representing seveD 
constituencies, three ·of which 'to return On&
member and four two members. In the for-· 
mer, European candidates only to be qualified-~ 
for election: in the latter, there would be one
Eur~pean seat and one: Indian seat, giving a 
total of seven Europeans, four Indians. 

(b) The India Office suggested that there should be· 
· twelve elected members representing four con

stituencies, each constituency returning three 
members, or, alternatively, eleven elected 
members; representing four constituencies, of , 
which three would return three members and 
one would return-two members. One seat in.· 
each· constituency should be Indian, the rest 
European, giving ·eight or 'seven ~uropean& 
according as the t.Jtal wero twelve or eleven 
elected me~bers and four Indians. Tbis alter
native (b) would not prejudice the position of· 
the Europeans, and might l>e more acceptable
to the lndi~ns.: The Government of Kenya to 
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examitle and re{lort upon the possibility of 
gh·ing effecc to alterno:ti~e (b),. but- the'' reply 
to the· telegram not to· be· delay.ed · for that 
purpose. 

(IV) Municipal Franchise.-Agreed that in mimicipali
'ies Indiana must be given adequate representation on an 
·<•lectiYe basis where such basis already existed for Euro
peans, but detailed arrangement could not be decided upon 
-until the receipt of a despatch on the subject expected.from 
the Go,·ernor. · .· . . . 

(V) E..:ec•.di~e Cowteil~-l;rovision already existed in 
1he Constitution fo,r BUC~ persons to serl'e as· unoffic.!al 
memben of the Executive Council as the G?veq10r fllight 

-appoint from time to time. There was now ont~ u'nofficial 
Indian member of the Executive Council under· this pro• 
vision, and it should be understood that this arrangement 
would continue. No distinction to be made between 
'Europeans and Indians in deciding on the fitness of 
individual& to be members of the Executive Council. 
· (VI) Segregation-No segregration1 either' Commercial 

..or residential, on racial lines, but the Colonial Government 
or municipal authol'itieaa to have power to impose ·at their 
discretion sanitary, police and building regulations, sub
ject to theee regulations containing no racial discrimin'ation 
as such. · 

(VII) Immigration-It would be announced that in 
present circumstances DO change WIIS COntempJate.d in the 
~xistiog regulationa. · 

Note :-The Secretary of State added a note on thi3 
.eubject as follows:-

"Throughout discussions with India Office, I have 
made it plain that my view is unchanged as to immi· 
gratio:1 control, and that if the rianger ever arises of a. 
large influx of Indians I hpld myself entirely free to 
take action which may be necessary. In view of tho 
figures which you have ·supulied 88 to the influx and 
~fflux of Indians in 1921-22, J h!lVe n'lt felt it necessary 
to hisist on' any alteratio'n of tbe law at present}•. . 
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(VIII) Highlands-The following to be the terma of 
the announcemen~ :- · · · . 

"·The Colonial Office cannot contempl3te any chang& 
in the existing Jaw and practice, having regard to past 
policy and commitments:- The India Office take note of' 
this view, b'!lf; arp upable .to accept it, and reserve the· 
right to reopen the question, if need be, at some future 
date.'·' · / 

15. The Government of India were willing to accept the 
sc.h~me, .although they did not consid~r that it fully met the · 
c!l!oims put forward o~ behalf of tbe Indiana. The Govern• 
ine~t of Kenya rejecteq the scheme. mainly on the ground . 
~bat it gne no sufficient safeguard to the European community 
against Indhn predowinance in the future. 

16; ·No immediate prcgress was possible for various rea
sons, but, with the ch!Loge of Government in October, 1922• 
;Iiscussio.~s \yer~· resumed between the Secretary of State for · 
India and the 'n,;vr Secretary of State for the Colonies. The · 
~esirability of arriving at an agreed settlement was impressed. 
upon the Governor, but.his discussions with the leaders of the 
Euro:~;eau community in Kenya led to nothing. The fears of'· 
the Europeans were rendered the more acute by demands put 
forward by Jndian political leader!! in Kenya und elsewhere, 
who were understood to .state that they only acceEted the 
Wood-W~nterton proposals ns . a basis for further demands, 
anlthr.t nothing short of the. full equality of Indians and .. 
Europeans would be satisfactory. The European~, seeing 
themselves outnumbered by IndianA already by mote than two-· 
to oz:e, tnd fearing a further large influx of Indians, regarded 
such a claim as establishing Indian domination on the un
official side of the Council and as depriving the Europeans · 
sooner or later of all representation on the Council. 

It became obvious that the policy proposed in the Wood
Winterton report would not satisfy :Farties in Kenya. It wu
~h~refore arranged that a European and an Indinn delegatioll. 
should come to this country from Kenya, together with the.-
Gover,no~, for further diecussion; The Euro1ean delegatioa.. 
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~o represent the views· of the Missionaries in Keny• on th~ 
native interests iqvolved in the co~trpversy.,. A delegation, 
conaisting of three Indian political.leaders, beaded by the
Right BonouraHe SrinivaPa Sastri, _also eame from, India to 
represent the intereet felt by Indian public. Oplnipn in this 
question. The d~legationa arrived in the coune of April .,.nd 
May1923. Every opportunity bas bceQ taken o~ gatberiDg 
the opinions of the s~veral parties interested, and the questiotl 
baa now been reviewed in all its bearings. As a result of 
this re-examination of the position, Ria Maje\lt)''i! GoverJ,une~;~t 
have arrived at certala conclusions, which are set fort!l in _the
following :~:art of tMs memorandum. 

PART II. 

lo Ge11eral Statement of T'olicy. 

The general policy underlying any decision that may :t>• 
taken on the questiollB at is;;ue must first be determined. 1~ 

js a matter for satisfaction that, however irreconcilable the 
views of the European and Indian communities in Kenya o~ 
many points may be, there is one ]!Oint on which both are
agreed, namely, the importance of safeguarding the intereat& 
of the African natives. The African population of Kenya is 
estimated at more than 2~ millions ; and -according to th& 
census of 1921, the total numbers of Eur<lpeaDs1 Indiana and 
Arabs in Kenya (inclnding officials) were 9,651, 22,822 and 
10,102 respectively. 

Primarily 1 Kenya is an African terlitcry, and His Majesty•& 
Govemmen' think it ne,::euary. definitely to record their coil~ 
eidered opinion that. the interests of the African natives must 
jle paramount, and that if, and .. when, those interests and the
interests of the immigl'ant races should conflict, the forme~ 
abould prevail. Obviously tho interest& of the other commun
ities, European, Indian or Arab, must eeverally be safeguarded. 
Whatever the circumstanpes in.which. members of these com• 
pmnities have entered Kenya, there will be JIO drastic action 
C?r reversa.l of m~a~ur~s alre11dy J!ltrQduced, IIJIPIJ a• m.ay llav~ 
been C~ptcmpJ_at~d_ iq liqiJle. ~U!4Jters1 thl!,l,BUit of whic)l. rnigb: 
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"be tO destroy or 'impair. the existing. interests oE those \vb., 
'h~ve 'ahc~dy settl~d in:Kenya •. But 'in the administration of 
Xenya .His= Vajest,Y.'s' Government rt'gard themselvu as ex
.ercising a trust on bilhali of the. African population,· and they 
.are unable to delegate or sb&re this trust, the object of which 
may be defined as the prot£ction and advancement of the 
native races. It is not necessary to attempt to elaborate this 

·position; the lines of rlevelopo:ent are as _yet in certain direc, 
tiona undetermined, and many difficult problems arise which 

. re11uirll time for _iheir solution. But there can be no room for 
:d9ubt that it is the 'mission of Great Britain to work continu
ously for the training and education of the Afric11ns towards 
.a higher intellectual, moral and economic' level than that which 
they had reached when the Crown assumed the responsibility 
for the administrr..tion of this territory. At present special 
consideration is bt'ing giviln to economic development in the 
native reserves, and within the limits imposed by the finances 
tJf the Colony all that· is :J?OSsible for the advancement and 
development of the Africans, both inside and outside the 
native reserves, will be dot.e. 

• His Majesty's Government desire also to record that in 
their opinion the annexation of the East Aftica Protectorate, 
:which, "'fith the exc~ption of the mainland dominions of the 
Sultan of Zanzibar, has thee become a Colony, known as Kenya 
Colony, in no way derogates from this fundamental conception 
of the duty of the Government to the native races. As in the 
Uganda Protectorate, so in the Kenya Colony, the principle of 
trusteeship for the natives, no less than in the mandated terri
tory of Tanganyika, is unassailable. Tbis paramount duty of 
trusteeship will continue, as in tbe past, to be carried out un-
4er the Secretary of State for · tbe Colonies by the agents of 
the Imperial Government, and by them alone. 

·2. Future Constittaional EtJolutio7l. 

Before dealing with the :rractical points at issue directly 
eonnected with the claims of Indians, it is necessary, in view 
·of the declaration of pol:cy enunciated above, to refer to tha 
question of the future constitutional evolution of Kenya. 
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. It l:.as been auggcab•d tb:,tt it ~i~l.~ be P?ssible for Kenya 
·to advance in the near future on the lines of responsible felf
.gowernment, subject to the reservation of native affairs. There 
&re. however, in the opinion of llis Majesty's Government, 
-()bjections to the adoption in Kenya at this stage of such an 
.anangement, whether it takes the form r•f removing all matter& 
affecting Africans from consideration in the_ Council, or the 

. .appointment of the Governor as Iligh Commissioner for Native 
:affairs, or provision for a special veto by the Crown on local 
legislation which touches native interests; and they are con
vinced that the c;xisting ~ystem of government is in present 
~ucumstances best calculated to achieve :the aims which they 
have in view; namely, the unfettered exercise of their trustee
ship for the native races and the satisfaction of the legitimate 
aspirations of other communities resident in tho Colony. 

His Majesty's Government cannot but regard the grant of 
·t-eaponsible self-government as out of the questif'n within. any 
·period of time which need now be taken into consideration. 
'N or,indeed,would they contemplate yet the possibility of substi
tuting an unofficial majority in the Council for the Govern
-men\ official majority. Hasty action is to be strongly 
deprecated, and it will be necessary to see how matters develop, 
especially in regard to African representation, before propo· 
·aals for so fundamental a change in the Constitution of the 
Colony can be entertained. Meanwhile, the administration of 
the Colony will follow the British traditions and principles 
which have been successful in other Colonies, and progress 
towards self-government must be left to take the lines which 
the panage of time and the growth of experience may indicate 
as being beat for the country . 

. 3. Pt actical Points at IBsuf.. 

Turning now to the practical points at issue arising dil·ectly 
~ut of the claims of Indians domiciled in Kenya, these may 
.be considered under the following heada :- · 

Representation on the Legislative Council. 
Representation on the Executive Council. 
Representation on Municipal Councila. 
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Segregatio~. 

Rese~vati.on of the Higl!lands for ~uropean(l. 
Im~igratic;m. 

4,. · Representation on the Leoislatit'• Couneil. 

, (a) Elect~tJB System.-In DC? reeponsible quart~r is it 
suggested that the Indi~ns in Kenya should not have elective-
representation upon the Legislative Council of the Colony. 
The poil!t ut is@ne is the method whereby such eiective repre.:.. 
sentation should be secu'red' . ~The;e a~e two alternativ~ 
plctb?d~. :~· . . . . . . . ' 

( i) A common electoral roll. 

(ii) Cowmunal franchise. 

Under the former system, Kenya would be divided up 
into a· given nU:mber of constituencies, in each of which 
~uropean and Indian voters on the roll would vote together at 
an election for candidates of either race, and the qualilicationt· 
for admiss:on to the voters' roll would be the ume for 
Europeans and for Indians. Under the latt€'r ayatem, Eu~opEII9 · 
and Indian constituencies would be demarcated independently, 
'lot J;lecessarily coinciding in number or boundarills; tht 
qualifications for admission to the voters' roll.would not necesr 
sarily be the same for the two communities ; and :whil(J 
European& :would vote in the European constituencie!! for 
EuJ."o:~;ean candidates, Indians wonld vote in the Indian ponsti~ 
tuencies for Indian candidates. . 

As a variant of the former system, there is the common 
electoral roll with resr.rvaHon of seats. This arrangement. 
would involve the settiDg apart of a certain number of seatiJ' 
in a given constituency for candidates of a certain rac!l ; for 
example, in a constituency returning three Iilembtrs, with tw~ 
1,1eah~ reserved for Europeans and one for Indians, the two-
:JJ:oi:opean candidates and the one Indian candidate bighfst i~ · 
t1uipoli wouid be !!lected, irrespective of. the position .ill th~ 
poll of other condid~tes of either race. · · · 

' ' ' ·. 

The comm;a elec~ral. roll .for. all British. aubje~t., and . 
.British protected f~rspns1 w'ith res-~r~·tttioll. of .seat!!,, was.-



proposed in the Wood-Winterton· repor~ and it wn f~,trther 
,uggested that the qualifications for vote~ ahoui<J be BU!:b a' 
to admit, if possjble, ten per cel!t. of the domiciled ID~ians ~'?' · 
the register. 

For the common electoral roll it ia claimed tb!l\ it woulci 
bridge the gap between the Europeans and Indiana by giving·· 
a candidate of one race an incentive to etudy the needa and 
aspirations of the other race. Further, Indian sentiment, both · 
in India and Kenya, strongly favoure the common electoral 
roll, even though a communal franchise exists in India itself.· 

A communal franchise secures tbat eVf'ry elector shal~ 
have the opportunity of being represented by a men:ber with 
sympathies similar to his own, a considl!r&tion which in othtor · 
Colonies bas led the domiciled Indiana to press for its adop, 
tion ; it is well adapted to. the netds of a country such a, . 
Kenya ; no justification ia aeen for tbe euggution that ~it ~ •. 
derogatory to any of the communities so r•presepted, and 
it is believed that, so far from having a disruptive tendency, 
it would contract rather th:n widen the division between racei · 
in Kenya. 

So far as Afticans are Cllncernrd, a tommunal franchise 
provides a framework into which native representation can pe · 
fitted in due season. 

From the point of view of the Indian residents themselves 
tbie system permits of a far wider franchise being given thall . 
would be the case if a commoq elector11l roll were introducedt 
and this alone tbould render it acceptable to o.U supporters of 
the Indian claims who have at heart the political development 
of the Indian people~ 

Finally, it allows of the immediate grant of electora~· ' 
representation with a wice franchise to the other community 
in Kenya which is ripe for such institutions, the Arabs of th~ · 
Coast. 

These considerations were weighed before the . W pod. 
Winterton report was drawn up; the 1ecommendation ~he~· 
made turned largely on the desire to rueet Indi9n fl!eling 8(). 

far as concitiona in Kenya would ~dm(t. 'Ih~ 1esult of tl)tt · 
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.chfere~ce to opinion in Kenya of the recommendation that a. 
;~om~on el~ctoral roll should be adopteJ, even thonO'h combin-

l ~ - ' ~ . . • 0 

-Cld whh a·teservation of seats, was to show tllat the advllotagel!o 
-claimed for the common elactoral roll would in practice have 
-been.ilhiso:ry. In the special conditions .existing in Kenya it 
-:js cle~r ~bat--no candidate, European or Indian, could st .. nd as 
an ll.lh'ocate of the interests of the other race without sacrificing 

·Jthe !support of his own. If elections were to bP. fought on 
-J:aciallines, as they undo11btedly would have been in Kenya, 
the 'lllain advantage claimed for the common el~ctoru.l roll, 

--llnmdy, the bringing of the __ races nearer together, would be 
J.ost-. '· 

· Having regard to all the circumstanceP, His Majesty's 
~Government have decided that the interests of all concerned in 
. Kenya will be best served by the adoption of a~ communal 
. system of representlition. 

(b) Qualificatiomfor Voters.-It is not intended to effect 
- any alteration in the qualifications for admission to the rl"giste!' 
· ()f European voters as laid down in Ordinance No. 22 of 1919; 
--that is to BILy, adult suffrage, subject to certain neces~ary and 
-_-~ustomary reservations. Under the communal system His 

Majesty's Gove~nment are prepared to grant to Indians a wide 
-franchise. It will be a matter for the Governor of the Colony 
~to ascertain the views of the Indian community and to submit 
~he necessary legislation to give effect thereto. The same 

_ _]_lrocedure will be followed in the case oi the Arab:com.:.1unity. 

(c) Qualificatiomfor Canclidates.-His Majl!sty's Govern· 
--ment are prepared to adopt a aimilar principle in regard to the 
-~ualifications for candidates, except that there must be a tl"st 

which w~ll ensure that candidates have such a knowledge of 
-otbe English language as will enabla them to take their part in 
the' proceedings of the Legislative Council. No system which 
would involve the use of two or more official languages in the 

~Council !"ill be contemplated; but His Majesty's Government 
:have no grouad for supposing that the imposition of this 

-.:necessary condition will create difficulties or limit unreason& bly 
cthe choice ·of suitable candidates. 



(d) Nurnbers on Legislative Co~tnciZ.-'fhe ,que~tion. ~h. 2m.-· 
Temains of the number of se_ats on the Council to; b~ allo!,late<! 
to each community. As matters stand, there are eleven elected, 
unofficials (Europeans) oil the Council, and as a provisional· 
measure autbo:·ity was gtvcn' iu 1921 ·for the substitution . of; 
four nominated Indian members. for the two elected Indiap: 
members contem:plated iu Lord Milner's despatch of , th\l 21st, 
May, 1920. 

After full consideration, His Majesty's Government have:-· 
decided that provision should be made for live elected Indian 
unofficial ruembers on tho Council; while for the Arabs, it. has .. 
been decided that there shall bA one elected member in addi-: 
tion to the nomin~ted A-rab cfficial member for who~ provisioa 
alreaily exists. The Europeans will continue to return eleven. 
electe<i representatives. The number of nominated official" 
members will be fixed so as to maintain an official majority oa 
the Council. ' 

In the.opinion of hia Majes'y's Government adequate re-
presentation of the interests of each cr.mmunity will be sequed 
by thi~ allocation. It ia desired, however, that tbe views of· 
the Indiana in Kenya should be ascertained before a decisioa, 
is taken upon the actual arrangement of the constituencies to be 
l'epreaented by the fiv~ Indian members, . 

No articulate ex~ression of opinion can be yet expected, 
from the African tribes in Kenya, and the timll bas not come 
to consider what shonld;be their representation on the Council.· 
The educational development of individual natives will un
doubtedly precede the political education of the general body 
of natives; the1·e are, indeed, eigne of this already. 

In pres~nt circumstances the Governor baa the advice of. 
the Chief Native Commissioner in all matters affecting the~ 
African population and with the offir.ial majority can ensure. 
the enactment of any measures for the betterment of· th& 
natives which may be approved by His Majesty's Goveruruent._ 
It bas, however, been euggested that a nominated unofficiaL 
member chosen from amcng the Christian liHsaionarlu in, 
Kenya 1pecially to advi&e on aucb matters should be added t(). 
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--tile Council riiltil the time come3 when toe natives are fitted 
for direct representation. Bia Majeaty·s Government see no 

-cbjectlou in principle to this arrangement, and they agree that 
provision should l•e made accJrdingly. It will be for thf' 
-Governor to select a suitable person for nomination from time 
to time. It will, of course, be understood that there is nci 

...question of the repreaentation of the Misaionary bodiea ae 
-such, a1::.d that consideration of religious denomination will not 
. .affect the selection. Not will the nominattion of this one 
member relieve the Governor and his advisers of their full 
nspon·aibility for representing the native intereats. 

-5.: Representation on Executiue Council.· 

A,s regards the Executive Council, the present position as 
· t!et forth in the W ood~Winterton report will be maintained, 
.except that the Governor will be given authority to nominate 

..&g an addition~! unofficial member a sui tab! e person, prefer
--ably a Missionary, whose advice on matters affecting Africans 
will, in the opinion of the Governor, be of nlue. 

6. Representation on Municipal Coun&ils • 

. The only municipality which h~s been set up in Kenya is 
,that of Nairobi. 

The Municipal Corporations Ordinance No 33 of 1922 
·provides for Municipal Councils to consist of so many Councii
;Jors as the Governot' shall determine, and the appointment of 
these Councillors rest with the Governor. 

It was not desired to suspend the enactment of various 
.amendments to _the existing law which are included in the Ordi
nance until the policy as to elections for Municipal Councillors 
had been determined; consequently, the provision for the 
C:onstitution of Municipal Councils was re-en<Lcted generally in 
·the 'form in which it' appeared in the Mnnici pal Corportaion!i 
-{)rdinance·of 19C9. 

' Lord Milner contemplated in 1920 election in lieu of no
mination of Municipal Councillors, bot no concrete scheme 
was submitted_ by the Colonial Government for givtng effect 
-to that policy. The matter is one requiring care:!:ul examina..: 
i:io'n, but;'hi principle~ if an· elective basis is now introduced. 
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-it :foilows from· tlie decision in regard to the Legisl&tive
<louncii that municipal representation must aleo be on a com· 
inunal basis, due provision being made for the p1·otection of the 

·interests of tbe Africans until such time as they are fit to 
-4!xercise o. franchise. 

It will be an instruction to the Governor to put forward 
j?roposals for consideration of the Secretary of State · fo~ the 
Colonies after he has been able to consult bis ad,iseri In 
Kenya. · 

·i. Segregation in Tow118hipa. 

The next matter for consideration is that of segregation 
.()£ the European and non-European races. Following upon 
Profeasor Simpson's report, a polilly of segregation was adopt
-ed in principle, and it was proposed by Lord M-ilner to retain 
this policy both on sanitary and social grounds. So far as 
commercial segregation is co'!lcerned, it has already been 
generally agreed that this should be discontinued. But. io 
regard to residentiahegregation, matters have been in suspense 
for some time, and all sales of township plots have been held 
up pending a final decision on the question of principle in
,-olved. It is now the view or: the competent medical autho
rities that, as a unitation measure, segregation of E~ropcans 
and Asiatics is net absolutely essential for the preservat!on of 
the health of the community; the rigid enforcement of sanitary, 
police and building regulatione, without any racid discrimina
tion, by the Colonial and municipal authorities will suffice. It 
may well proYe that in practice the different races will, by a 
natural affinity, keep together in separate quarters, but to 
-4iffect such sep.~oration by legislatin enactment except on the 
strongest sanitary grounds would not, in the opinion .of .His 
Majesty's Governtnent, bo jastifiable. They have therefore 
decided that the policy of segregation us between · Eilropeans 
and Asiatics in the townships must be aband'oned. · · 

But for the present, at any rate, it is considered desirable • 
~s in other native de-pendencies, to keep the _residimtiaf qnar• 
ters of natives, so .far a11 may be ·practicable, ·se·pa'rate from 
tiiOse of the immigrant races. ·In 'tbl case· of indi'vidut~l 
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natives, such as servants, strict segrega.tion woul!l.be unwo: k-. 
able; but it is import:mt tha.t, when ·areas have been fixed ino.

1 

townships for native residence, those areas should be regard eel 
as definitely set aside for the use of natives, and no encroach-~ 
ment thereon by non-African races should be· perm:tted.' 

8.. Reservation of Ifighlands. . .. . 
As early as ~906 the question of the grant of land in th&" 

Highlands to non-Europeans had arisen for consideration, and" 
Lord Elgin, who was then Secretary of State for the Colo~ies,.: 
informed the Commissioner (now styled Governor) tba.t it., 
would not be in accordance with the policy of His Majesty'~ 
Government to restrict any section of His Majesty's subject~ 
from holding any land in British Protectorates ; but h&
thought, in view of the comparritively limited area of the 
East Africa Protectorate suitable for European cultivation, 
that a reasonable discretion should be exercised in dealing
with applications for land from natives of India or other non
Europeans. The principle which had been acted upon by the· 
previous Commissioner, namely, that agricultural land in th,_ 
Highlands should be granted only to Europeans, was approved.· 

Lord Elgin confirmed his decision in 1908. stating thats: 
while it was not consonant with the -view3 of His M'ljesty•;· 
Government to impose any legal restrictions upon any 
section of the community, grants in the upland area should not,. 
as a matter of administrative convenience, be made to Asiatics. 

It has been claimed on the side of the Indians, first, that 
Lord Elgin's decision only related to the initial grant of· 
Government land in the Highlands, and that it has since been 
stretched so as to preclude the transfer of land from Europeans• 
to Indians in that area, and further, that Lord Elgin's state-· 
ment that no legal restrictions should be imposed has been.. 
varied by the terms of the Crown Land Ordinance of 1915. 

At the time of Lord Elgin's decisions. ·Government land. 
in the EaEt Africa Protectorate was alienated by allotment by 
the Lands Office, and the Commissioner b3d the power of veto 
on all transfer of land between private holders. In view of 
this general veto,· it ~:as unnecessary for "Lord Elgin to deai 

J • ' • • • . .• - . ' 
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specifically with the questio11 of tranafer, and, al•hough nl 
public stalement was made on the point, it. is clear that the 
questiun. of land in the East Africa Protectorate was. consi
dered by his successors and the local authorities on the l>asis 
tl:at the reservation of the Highlands to Europeans must cover 
transfer aa well as original grant from the Crown. · 

In the con~idero.tion of land policy which led t:l the 
enactment of tile Crown Lands Ordinance of 1915, it waa 
.iecided :-

(a) To substitute for the system of selling land by allot
ment the system of selling leases at public auction. 

· (b) To abolish the Governor's gen:ual power of veto on 
lransf<~r, which was found h interfere unduly 
with the lessee's ability to deal with his land by 
mortgage, &c. 

In order to apply these decisions in a manner consistent 
with the principle of the reservation of the Highlands to Euro
peans, it was found neceunry to provide that, in announcing 
the conditions of the sale of particular farms, the Land Officer 
ehould &tale (in cases where th~ point arose) whether the hid
ding at the auction was limited to Europeans or not. To deal 
with the C!I.Se of transfer it waa necessary to reta.in, in a modi
fied form, the Governor's power of veto, and this ma.tter w&s 
very fully con~idered by Mr. Harcourt (the late Viscount Har
court), wbo w&s Secretary of State at the time, Be refused 
to agree to a ~eto on transfers between Europeans and Aeia.tics 
involving a definite racial discl'imination ; but, in order not 
only to deal with the p&rticul&r case of the Highlands, bot at 
the sa. we time to secure protection for DOD· European land
holders (part;cularly in the coast strip which now forma the 
Kenya Protectorate) against their being victimised by conces
sioa hunters, he approved of provision being made to retain 
the power of nto on transfers between pereona of different 
races. 

It will be observed that the passa.ges in the Crown Lands 
Ordinance of 1915 which have been complained of raised DO 

new principle, but merely maintained the principle of paa~ 
10 
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practice. Nor can it l:e claimed that th11y amount to legal 
piecrimination against Indians, for it would be possible for 
the Executive Government to grant bnd in the Bigbl11nde to 
an Asiatic, or to approve of the transfer of land from a Euro· 
pean to an Asiatic, without any i!.lteration in the existing law. 

In adhering to the position adopted by his predeces~ors 

in this matter, Lord Milner, when Secretary of State, made it 
clear that tbe reservati<'n ot a cextain area for Europeans 
implied that a similar reservation should be available for 
Indiqns who wished to take up agricultural la..-.d1 and he con· 
templated a reservation of Fncb land in the Lowland~ of 
Kenya, on tl:e nnderstandi~g that tbe land. offered to Indian 
settlers would be examined as to its suitability n.ncl adequacy 
by a rl'pre~cntative whom the Indian Government might send. 

After reviewing the history of this· question and taking 
into consideration the facts that dui:ing the last fifteen ymrs 
European British subjects hve been encoureged to dnelop 
the Bi~blands arid that during that period settlers have taken 
up ·land in the Highlands on this understanding, His Majesty's 
Go'i·ernment have riecided that the existing practic" muAt be 
maintniced as regards both initial grants anrl tr•n,f ... rs. 

An area of land i~ the Lowlands which can be set aside 
witbont infxiflging on native reserves and without conflicting 
with native requirements will be temporarily reservtd in 
order that it may be ascertained by experience what demand 
there· is for agriculturalla11d on the part of Indians wbo will 
gi>e suitable guarantees of their intentil'n to dPvelop the land 
themselve11 •. After the expiration of a limited period, the 
r<?servatioo of this area in the Lowlands will be reconsidered 
in the light of the experience so gained. 

· 9. : Immigration. 
Finaily Ue question of immigration into Kenya has been 

canvassed both by th¥- Euro:~:eans and by the lndiacs. It is 
1ufficient to say that tbe Iins taken has ·varied with the point 
of view, and it is not nt-cessary to present the arguments 
which have been advanced. 

, It may be stated definitely thn.t only in extreme circum• 
etancE>s cou!U His Majesty's Government contemplate legisla· 
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tion designed to exclude from a British Colony immigrnnt8 
from any other part of the llritish Empire. Such racial dis-· 
ctimin'ltion in immigration regulations, whether speCific or 
irnpli('u, would not be in accord with the general policy of 
His Majesty's Government. and they cannot countenance the' 
introduction o! any such legislation in Kenya. · · 

Tbe existicg Immigration Regulations of the Col~ny nre 
of quite general application. It is clearly ns.important in the 
general in~erests of Kenya to prohibit the entry of undesimblc 
persons from Europe or America as from Al!ia. Thet·e is no 
reason to suppose that the Regulations in present circumstance& 
nre inadequate for this general purpose. But the considera· 
tion which·must go'l'ero immigration policy in Kenya is purely 
economic,. and strict re~a·d must be p!l.id to the interests of 
the African. When the question is re-examined from this 
standpoint, it is evident to His Majesty's. Government that 
some further control over immigration in the economic interests 
of the n•tives of Kenya is required. The primary duty of the 
Colonial Governtnent is the advancement of the African, and 
it is incumbent upon them to protect him from an ,influx of 
immigrants from any country that ruight tend to retard his 
wonomic dc..,.eloprnent. • 

In course of time, ae the natives progress intellectually, 
th('y will no doubt take the place which Africans hold in other 
parts of British 'l'ro~i{)al Afri-ca in mechanical and euboruinate 
clerical work and in small trad-e. and it must be the aim of the. 
Biitieh administration to fmtber tbia development by all possi· 
ble means. With thia object the Colonial Gcvernment must 
weigh, so far ai may be practica\,Je, the effect on native in· 
terests of the admission to the Colony of would-be immigrant11 
()f any ruc& No informBtion ia yet available to ehow what 
number of immigrants follo\\ing a particulru occupation the 
Colony can ebeorb. The problem is complicated by the position 
<>f the separate dependecy of Uganda, to which the normal 
access lies through Mombasa and the Kenya Colony, and thi1 
neceseitates careful consideration before any echeme is defi
nitely decided upon. Further, some &Jran~;ement must be 
devised for securing a strictly impartial examination of appli-
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cations for ..entry into Kllnyu., possibly by a Board on wbicb 
the various communities, including the nativea, would be re· 
presented. It "!ill, therefore, be an instruction to the Governor 
of Kenya to explcre th . matter further on hie return to the 
Colony, and, in concert with the Governor of Uganda, to submit 
p1·oposals to the Secretary .;f State for the Colonies for giving 
effect to that amount of control of immigration which the 
economic interests of the natives of both dependencies 1equire. 

! 0. Conclusion. 

In conclusion, His Maiesty"s Government desire to record 
that the decisions embodied in this memorandum" have only 
been taken after an exhaustive review of the several compli
cating factors which have led to the present unhappy contro
versy. Their constant endeavour throughtout their deliberations 
bas been to relate the principles which must govern the admini
straticn of a British Colony in Twpicu.l Africa to the wider 
considerations of ~eneral Imperial policy as enunciated in the 
Resolution of the Imperial Conference of 1921. It is regretted 
that on certain material points it has not been possible to meet 
the wishes of tho Government of India, whose views have 

· receind the fullest consideration from His Majesty's Govern
ment at the instance of the Secretary of State for India. It is 
not to be expected that issuea so grave can be compcsed to the 
immediate l!atisfaction of the several interests concerned, but 
His Majesty's Gove1nme&t believe that the decisions now 
taken, resting as they do on the b·oad basis ofth~ British trustee
ship for the African, provide an equitable adjustment of those 
in·ere!ts. It is the confident expectation of His Majesty's 
Government that, if the whole matter is viewed in its true 
perspective, decisions eo based will be accorded general accep
tance, and it is their earnest hope that a sincere effort will be 
made to restore in Kenya that spirit of co-operation and 
good-will so essential to its welfare and;development. 
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